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“The first rule of any technology used in a business is that
automation applied to an efficient operation will magnify the
efficiency. The second is that automation applied to an
inefficient operation will magnify the inefficiency”

William Henry Gates III

American business magnate, software developer, investor, philanthropist & Co-founder of Microsoft
Corporation
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY (ENGLISH)
Construction supply chain are: (1) converging in nature, (2) make to order chains in which the client is
involved during the entire process, (3) fragmented and (4) temporarily. Due to divergent goals and
mutual interdependence, risks and trust issues between parties occur. To manage trust issues and
hedge risks, collaborations are governed by means of contracts. Contracting parties individually
execute manual compliance checking activities. These activities are considered to be inefficient (timeconsuming), intransparent and sensitive to errors. Intransparency increments the risk of conflict
escalation between parties. Conflict escalation and risks are further increased by the chain payment
system which is inherently related to the diverging nature of construction supply chains. To increase
the efficiency and transparency of compliance checking activities and payments in the execution
phase, these activities should be (semi) automated and managed jointly. The combination of physical
asset tracking (PAT), digital asset management (DAM) and distributed ledger technology (DLT) aids
towards this purpose.
As the as-planned state of an asset is transferred to the as-built state, a transition is made from the
digital to the physical environment. In order to capture the as-built state in a digital information
system, such a system has to be supplemented with physical asset data throughout the supply chain.
Geospatial technologies are most suitable for this purpose as they enable both on-site and off-site data
acquisition. Automated comparisons between the as-planned and as-built state has to establish
compliance or non-compliance. Subsequently, automated transfer of funds have to be executed and
notifications have to be emitted. The computation capabilities which are attributed to smart contract
code and DLT, enables (semi) automation of the required functionalities. Therefore, a framework was
developed which combines PAT, DAM and DLT for the purpose of (semi) automation of compliance
checking activities and payments. The developed framework resulted in several interactive prototypes
which were developed for mutual interaction. These prototypes and the interaction between them
were tested in four distinct scenarios to verify their functionalities.
The developed PAT application regarded a mobile QR-code app which allows for the capturing of
physical asset states. A Revit model was constructed and supplemented with an adapted IFC to
centralize contract parameters (planning & costs). PAT and DAM data was accumulated in: (1) a history
log, (2) a status log and (3) an obligation log in Google Firebase. Contract parameters and asset states
were extractable by means of the Provable Oracle Service, which is embedded in a smart contract. A
second smart contract was developed which contained the required code to compare parameters with
states. The smart contract code successfully identified: (1) compliance, (2) quality issues or (3)
planning-related non-compliance. Dependent on the result, the smart contract either: (1) rewarded a
specific party with tokens and emitted a success message or (2) did not transfer tokens and emitted
an error message. Smart contracts were deployed on the Ethereum Goërli test net, hence, interactions
and results were registered on the immutable blockchain. To enable interaction with smart contract
functions the MetaMask application was used. In order to mirror the extraction and display of
blockchain data, a dashboard WebApp was constructed. The dashboard WebApp contains code which
is similar to the code in the developed smart contracts.
Four test scenarios were drafted based on PAT pilot data provided by the VolkerWessels company.
These scenarios consist of: (1) full compliance, (2) planning violation, (3) quality-related- issues and (4)
incorrect use of the PAT application (a missing status). Pre-conditions and desired post-conditions were
established to identify the desired results. After test execution, the correct amount of tokens was
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distributed from the client among: (1) the manufacturer, (2) the sub-contractor and (3) the main
contractor. Therefore, it can be concluded that the yielded results reflected the desired postconditions with minimal interference. The results also indicated that: (1) acquisition and processing of
physical asset data was (semi) automated, (2) communication of contract parameters into smart
contracts was simplified, (3) comparison between the as-planned and as-built state in smart contracts
was (semi) automated, (4) the execution of payments and notifications were automated, (5) an
immutable distributed record of transactions was embedded on a blockchain network and (6) the
dashboard WebApp correctly provided insight into asset and contract states, with the exception of the
fourth scenario.
Based on the constructed framework, developed prototypes and executed tests, it can be concluded
that (semi) automation of planning compliance activities, payments and notifications was achieved.
Hence, increased transparency and trust as well as a decrease of risks and conflicts between parties is
expected. Recommendations for developers focus on the optimization of constructed applications and
elimination of identified flaws. Development extensions are recommended to increase the degree of
achieved automation and the applicability of the developed framework in the built environment.
Recommended future research directions regard: (1) the influence of intransparency on conflict
escalation, (2) empirical validation of research results, (3) research on suitable DLT alternatives to the
Ethereum blockchain and (4) additional use cases in the execution, preparatory and maintenance
phases. Recommendations to the construction industry regard the execution of pilots with applications
individually and the proposed combination of applications. Requirements for future built environment
applications have to be clearly established in practice. Finally, a collaboration between developers and
representatives of every link in the construction supply chain is proposed, to jointly develop and
implement applications and information systems with added value for the industry.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY (DUTCH)
Supply chains in de bouw zijn: (1) convergerend van aard, (2) gericht op unieke projecten waarbij de
opdrachtgever gedurende het gehele proces betrokken is, (3) gefragmenteerd en (4) tijdelijk. Vanwege
uiteenlopende doelen en onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen partijen, ontstaan er risico's en
vertrouwensproblemen tussen partijen. Om het vertrouwen te vergroten en risico's af te dekken, worden
samenwerkingsverbanden beheert door middel van contracten. Partijen voeren individueel en manueel
activiteiten uit om de naleving van contractvoorwaarden te controleren. Deze activiteiten worden beschouwd
als inefficiënt (tijdrovend), intransparant en foutgevoelig. Intransparantie, evenals het ketenbetalingssysteem
dat gerelateerd is aan het divigerende karakter van bouwketens, vergroot het risico op conflictescalatie tussen
partijen. Om de efficiëntie en transparantie van controle activiteiten en betalingen in de uitvoeringsfase te
vergroten, dienen deze activiteiten geautomatiseerd en gezamenlijk uitgevoerd te worden. Het combineren van
physical asset tracking (PAT), digitale asset management (DAM) en distributed ledger technologie (DLT) kan
bijdragen aan het bereiken van dit doel.
Wanneer de as-planned state van een asset wordt getransformeerd naar de as-built state, wordt er een overgang
gemaakt van de digitale naar de fysieke omgeving. Om de as-built state in een digitaal informatiesysteem vast te
leggen, moet een dergelijk systeem over de hele supply chain worden aangevuld met gegevens over fysieke asset
statussen. Geospatial sensor technolgie is het meest geschikt voor dit doeleinde aangezien acquisitie van data
zowel op de bouwplaats als daarbuiten benodigt is. Geautomatiseerde vergelijkingen tussen de as-planned en
as-built state moeten ertoe leiden dat compliance of non-compliance vastgesteld wordt. Op basis van deze
uitkomst dient een dergelijk systeem automatische betaling plaats te laten vinden en moeten belanghebbende
partijen genotificeerd worden. De rekencapaciteiten die worden toegeschreven aan de code in een smart
contract en derhalve DLT, maken (semi) automatisering van de benodigde functionaliteiten mogelijk. Vanwege
deze rede is er een ontwerp ontwikkeld waarin PAT, DAM en DLT gecombineerd worden, met het doeleinde om
(semi) automatisering van controle activiteiten en betalingen mogelijk te maken. Het ontwikkelde ontwerp
resulteerde in interactieve prototypes die ontwikkeld zijn voor onderlinge interactie. De ontwikkelde prototypes
en de onderlinge interactie zijn getest in vier verschillende scenario’s om de functionaliteiten van prototypes te
verifiëren.
De ontwikkelde PAT-applicatie betreft een mobiele QR-code-app waarmee de status van fysieke assets
vastgelegd kunnen worden. Daarnaast is er een Revit-model vervaardigd op basis van een aangepast IFC bestand
om de centralisatie van contractparameters (planning en kosten) te simuleren. PAT- en DAM-gegevens zijn
verzameld in: (1) een history log, (2) een status log en (3) een obligation log in Google Firebase.
Contractparameters en fysieke asset statussen zijn geëxtraheerd doormiddel van de Provable Oracle Service
welke opgenomen is in een smart contract. Een secundair smart contract is ontwikkeld welke rekencapaciteit
bevat die vereist is om parameters met statussen te vergelijken. Uitvoering van het smart contract identificeerde:
(1) naleving van contractvoorwaarden, (2) kwaliteitsproblemen of (3) planning gerelateerde overtredingen.
Afhankelijk van de situatie, resulteerde uitvoering van het smart contract in: (1) het belonen van een specifieke
partij met tokens en een notificatie van compliance of (2) geen token overdracht en een notificatie van noncompliance. Smart contracts werden geimplementeerd op het Ethereum Goërli-testnet. Derhalve zijn interacties
met deze contracten en resultaten geregistreerd op de onveranderlijke blockchain. Om interactie met smart
contract functies mogelijk te maken, werd de MetaMask-applicatie gebruikt. Om extractie en weergave van
blockchain-gegevens te simuleren, werd een dashboard WebApp gebouwd. De back-end code gerelateerd aan
de dashboard WebApp, bevat rekencapaciteit die vergelijkbaar is met de code van ontwikkelde smart contracts.
Om het testen van applicaties mogelijk te maken, zijn er vier scenario’s ontwikkeld op basis van PATpilotgegevens afkomstig van VolkerWessels. Deze scenario’s bestaan uit: (1) volledige naleving, (2) planning
gerelateerde overtredingen, (3) kwaliteitsproblemen en (4) onjuist gebruik van de PAT-applicatie. Om de
gewenste resultaten vorm te geven, zijn de pre-test en post-test condities voorafgaand aan de test vastgesteld.
Na uitvoering van de test werd het correcte aantal tokens van de klant verdeeld onder: (1) de fabrikant, (2) de
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onderaannemer en (3) de hoofdaannemer. Derhalve kan er worden geconcludeerd dat de verkregen resultaten
de gewenste post-condities weerspiegelden met minimale interferentie. Daarnaast indiceerde de resultaten dat:
(1) (semi) automatisatie van de verwerving en verwerking van fysieke asset data plaatsgevonden had, (2) de
transitie van contractparameters naar smart contracts vereenvoudigd was, (3) (semi) automatisatie van de
vergelijking tussen as-planned en as-built state in het smart contract plaatsgevonden had, (4) uitvoering van
betalingen en meldingen volledig geautomatiseerd waren, (5) een log van alle transacties geïncludeerd is op een
operationeel blockchain-netwerk en (6) de dashboard WebApp een correct inzicht gaf van de data op de
blockchain, met uitzondering van het vierde scenario.
Op basis van het voorgestelde ontwerp, ontwikkelde prototypes en uitgevoerde testen, kan er worden
geconcludeerd dat (semi) automatisatie van controle activiteiten, betalingen en notificaties is gerealiseerd.
Derhalve wordt er meer transparantie en vertrouwen tussen partijen verwacht, evenals een afname van risico's
en conflicten tussen deze partijen. Aanbevelingen voor applicatie ontwikkelaars richten zich voornamelijk op de
optimalisatie van geconstrueerde applicaties en het oplossen van geïdentificeerde gebreken. Uitbreiding van
ontwikkelingen worden aanbevolen om de mate van behaalde automatisering en de toepasbaarheid van
applicaties te vergroten. Aanbevolen toekomstige onderzoeksrichtingen betreffen: (1) de invloed van
intransperantie op conflictescalatie, (2) empirische validatie van onderzoeksresultaten, (3) onderzoek naar
geschikte DLT-alternatieven voor de Ethereum blockchain en (4) het vaststellen van aanvullende use cases in de
uitvoerings-, voorbereidings- en onderhoudsfasen. Aanbevelingen voor de bouwsector betreffen de uitvoering
van pilots met individuele applicaties evenals de voorgestelde combinatie van deze toepassingen. Een
programma van eisen voor toekomstige toepassingen in de gebouwde omgeving dient in de praktijk duidelijk te
worden vastgesteld. Tenslotte wordt een samenwerkingsverband voorgesteld tussen applicatie ontwikkelaars
en vertegenwoordigers van elke schakel in de bouwketen. Het desbetreffende samenwerkingsverband wordt
voorgesteld om applicaties en gezamenlijk informatiesystemen met toegevoegde waarde voor de industrie te
ontwikkelen en te implementeren.
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ABSTRACT
Keywords: Contract compliance checking, physical asset tracking, digital asset management,
distributed ledger technology, smart contracts, (semi) automation.
Abstract: Construction supply chains (CSC) are characterized by converging supply chains and a chain
payment system inherently related to CSC. Due to the pursuit of diverging goals and mutual
interdependencies, risks and trust issues between parties occur. To hedge risks and address trust
issues, contracts are used to govern these collaborations. Individual compliance checking activities are
conducted manually which increments intransparency and thus conflict escalation. To increase
transparency and increase efficiency by means of automation, physical asset tracking (PAT), digital
asset management (DAM) and distributed ledger technology (DLT) can be combined. Geospatial
sensors, a jointly managed information system, a private permissioned Ethereum blockchain network
and several smart contracts can be combined to aid towards this purpose. A framework was developed
and incremented into several interacting prototypes. These prototypes consist of: (1) a QR-code
mobile application for asset tracking, (2) a Revit model for parameter centralization, (3) several smart
contracts deployed on the Ethereum Goërli network and (4) a dashboard WebApp. Four distinct test
scenarios were developed to verify the functionalities of these applications. Test results indicated
achievement of desired post-conditions. Hence, partial (semi) automation of compliance checking
activities and payments was realized. Therefore, increased transparency and trust as well as a decrease
of risks and conflicts between parties is expected. Further automation of developed applications,
development extensions as well as the collection of case study and empirical data are interesting topics
for further research.
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LIST OF ABREVIATIONS
Hereafter a list of abbreviations which are used within the research is provided for clarification. The
abbreviations are provided in alphabetical sequence.
Abbreviations:

Meaning

AJAX

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML

BIM

Building Information Modelling

CA

Contract Acount

CSCM:

Construction Supply Chain Management

DAM

Digital Asset Management

dApp

Decentralized Application

DLT

Distributed Ledger Technology

EOA

Externally Owned Account

ETH

Ethereum

IFC

Industry Foundation Classes

IoT
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND

Within the construction industry, complex multidisciplinary collaborations of people work together
towards the realization of a single project. These projects are required to be completed within a
specified budget and within a pre-determined time frame. Nanayakkara et. al, (2019) discusses that,
due to the complexity of construction projects, the realization phase encompasses the involvement of
many specialists and suppliers of products, components and sub-elements, to construct a building or
a structure. Ashworth and Perera (2018) state that these sub-elements are manufactured through
varying supply chains. These construction supply chains are characterized by their length, network
structure as well as the inclusion of a large number of varying suppliers. The complexity and lack of
transparency within these construction supply chains, causes a significant number of issues such as
failure costs and conflicts between parties (Deming, 1986, Danuri et al.,2006 in Nanayakkara et. al.,
2019; Ashworth & Perera, 2018).
The relationships between two or multiple parties are governed by contracts. These contracts often
involve: (1) a description of the work and/or products which needs to be performed/delivered by a
contracted party, (2) the required quality of the work/material upon delivery, (3) a time frame in which
the work/delivery needs to be completed, (4) a payment scheme which is based on the level of
completion of the work/delivery and (5) general terms, conditions and liabilities related to the
aforementioned points. Shojaei et. al (2019), discuss that the construction industry is filled with legal
disputes. Disputes can result from a wide range of issues, such as ambiguity in the terms of the
contract, late payments and late or underperforming delivery of work (Shojaei et. al, 2019).
Due to the complex nature of built environment collaborations, planning compliance checking of
encompassed contracts obligations, involves a large variety of inefficient manual asset tracking
activities. Conflicts, complexity and insufficient transparency within construction supply chains are
further increased by these contract compliance checking activities. These activities rely heavily on the
manual inputs of varying stakeholders within these fragmented supply chains. Information flows
within these supply chains are often organized by a variety of asset tracking systems and therefore,
cause communication gaps. These communication gaps are the basis for defects which result into
conflicts and failure costs. Maintaining these asset tracking systems within a fragmented supply chain,
is considered to encompass non-value adding physical asset tracking activities (Heiskanen, 2017).
Examples of non-value adding activities related to contract compliance, are activities which relate to
planning compliance (e.g. material deliveries and performed work), quality compliance checks and
payment procedures (e.g. invoicing and bank transfers) between varying parties. Furthermore, these
aforementioned processes are currently relying heavily on re-entering information which is already
available in existing documents (e.g. execution plan, quality requirement plan and financial provisions
in contracts). Due to human involvement within these processes, information on products, materials
as well as contract compliance does not flow optimally and is sensitive to human errors. El-Omari &
Moselhi (2010) discuss financial and planning management/compliance activities. It is stated that the
earned value technique is often applied for the periodic monitoring of actual expenditures and
construction progress in order to capture them in a report. These reports are commonly developed by
essentially comparing the collected actual data pertinent to work performed on site to planned work.
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The reliability of these progress reports depends primarily on the accurate and timely collection of
actual data, that depicts work progress on site (El-Omari & Moselhi, 2010).
Due to the inefficiency of decentralized manual asset tracking activities and their sensitivity to errors,
compliance checking activities pose to be suitable for automation. It is widely acknowledged that the
construction industry is ready for just such a socio-technical disruption (Heiskanen, 2017). However,
the speed at which the construction sector is currently digitalizing, is considered to be low (Belle,
2017). Current construction engineering management suffers numerous challenges regarding trust,
information sharing, and process automation (Wang et. al, 2017). Although there are challenges in
innovating the AEC industry, one of the main developments within the construction industry is
considered to be the implementation of Building Information Modelling (BIM). Belle (2017) discusses
that BIM can be seen as a digital tool to facilitate project management, by providing a platform for
sharing information, identifying problems and collaborating on joint solutions. The adaption of BIM
however, is considered to be restricted due to technical and organizational barriers, which are related
to how information should be exchanged. The challenges which are related to the adoption of BIM are
considered to be caused by a lack of trust, networking costs, poor collaboration and a reluctance to
share information (Belle, 2017; Farmer, 2016; Kinnaird and Geipel, 2018).
The introduction of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), which is a more general version of the known
blockchain technology, encompasses opportunities in which data is stored securely, transparently,
immutably and decentralized. Belle (2017) discusses that DLT technology is currently used most
intensively within industries which rely heavily on financial transactions and the exchange of
information. Successful implementation of DLT technology, is considered to profoundly change not
only services and products, but also the way in which work is structured (Belle, 2017). Lanko et. al.
(2018) discusses that functionalities of a DLT system, allow for: (1) the protection of participants, (2)
the elimination of trust problems, (3) the removal of information barriers and (4) to avoid lawsuit costs
(Lanko et. al., 2018). Smart Contracts are considered to be complimentary technologies to BIM as well
as DL technology, due to their capabilities of expressing requirements, into computer readable scripts
which automatically execute actions upon fulfilment of pre-set conditions (Kassem et. al., 2019).
Therefore, a combination of DLT (ledger technology), BIM (digital execution plan) and smart contracts
(computer readable scrips) technologies, can be deployed for automation of some aspects of
traditional contract clauses, as well as the reduction of current BIM adoption barriers. Mason (2017)
discusses that the key legal document itself (the contract), has the potential to become automated
although some challenges (e.g. quality assurance) are identified (Mason, 2017). Shojaei et. al. (2019)
supports this argument and argues that quality-related compliance processes still require human
intervention to some extent (Shojaei et. al., 2019). Therefore, it can be stated that inefficient
compliance activities related to product delivery/construction progress, financial obligations (e.g.
payments) as well as quality-related compliance processes, can be (partially) automated.
Implementation of Internet of Things (IoT) based sensor technology, enables tracking of physical
assets. Hence, IoT encompasses possibilities for further automation as a supplement to integrated DLT,
SC and BIM-based processes (Ye et al., 2018; Shojaei et. al., 2019). Therefore, this research will focus
on the (semi) automation of planning-related compliance checking activities and related financial
procedures in the execution phase. In order to do so, BIM execution plans, DLT, SC and IoT systems
will be combined.
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1.2 TERMS & CONCEPTS
1.2.1

AGREEMENTS & CONSTRU CTION CONTRACT OBLIG ATIONS

Traditionally, agreements and contracts are based on pre-defined rights and obligations between two
or multiple parties. In order to capture these agreements, mutual obligations between parties are
captured within paper documentation (e.g. .doc & .pdf), instead of machine-readable documents (Li
et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2019c). Research conducted by Mason (2017) focuses on the implementation of
smart contracts in the construction industry. As a part of this research, the contractual obligations
within construction industry were explored. Basic obligations within construction industry contracts
were sub-divided between: (1) pay/build, (2) instruct/obey, (3) set deadlines/meet deadlines, (4) give
access/take possession and (5) give design/ follow or complete design related obligations. Due to the
focus of this research on product delivery, construction progress and financial compliance activities
within the execution phase, the pay/build and set deadlines/meet deadlines related obligations are
further discussed.
Pay/build related provisions within a contract, contains obligations which state when, where and how
manufacturers/contractors should be financially rewarded for specific pre-defined services. Mason
(2017) states that implementation of cryptocurrency, sensor technology and project bank accounts
can at least enable semi-automation of these provisions. The verification of the completion of work
can be optimized through adoption of smart contract technology. Set deadlines/ meet deadlines
related provisions contain obligations which state deadlines for the delivery of goods and/or the
performance of work. It is argued that a mechanism to move deadlines upon occurrence of certain
events should be incorporated as well (Mason, 2017).
1.2.2

DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT (BIM)

Digital built environment collaborations consists of: (1) BIM, (2) documents (e.g. certificates, planning
and cost estimations) and (3) data (e.g. actual costs data) which are either integrated within the BIM
environment or separated based on the maturity level of the BIM environment (Succar, 2010; Succar
& Kassem, 2015). Kassem et al. (2019) cites that BIM consists out of a combination of technologies,
processes and policies which enable new methods of how physical assets are designed, constructed
and operated (Kassem et al., 2019). Sacks et al. (2018) discusses BIM as modelling technologies
empowered by several processes in order to produce, communicate and analyse digital
representations of physical assets. Although several implementation barriers for the adoption of BIM
have been identified, the application and maturity level of BIM have been increasingly established
within the AEC industry during multiple phases. The increased maturing of BIM enabled
multidisciplinary collaborative practices within coordinated building models (Sacks et al., 2018).
1.2.3

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY (DLT)

The UK Government Office for Science (2016) defines DLT as a consensus of replicated, shared, and
synchronized digital data, geographically spread across multiple sites, countries, or institutions where
there is no single entity in control (UK GOFC, 2016). Nawari et al. (2019) defines distributed ledger
technology (DLT) as a digitized, decentralized public ledger of data, assets and all pertinent
transactions that have been executed and shared among participants in the network (Nawari et al.,
2019). DLT’s consist of a chain of blocks which contain information and are encrypted through a
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cryptographic hash function provided by the SHA-256 algorithm. Transactions representing value are
grouped within these blocks, are verified and validated through a consensus mechanism within a
distributed peer-to-peer network (Turk & Klinc, 2017). Due to the immutability of the DLT, transactions
within the system are secure and can aid to reduce trust issues (Kassem et al., 2019). Nakamoto (2008)
adds that DLT technology provides certainty marked by complete consensus, provenance, finality, and
immutability (Nakamoto 2008).
1.2.4

SMART CONTRACTS (SC)

In 1994, the term smart contract was first developed and defined by the cryptographer Nick Szabo.
Smart contracts were defined as: “a computerised transaction protocol that executes the terms of a
contract. The general objectives of Smart Contract design are to satisfy common contractual
conditions, minimise expectations and minimise the need for trusted intermediaries (Szabo, 1994).
Mason (2017) states that a smart contract can be defined as “contracts that are fully executable
without human intervention” (Morgan, 2014) or “self-enforcing, monitoring external inputs from
trusted sources in order to settle according to the contracts stipulations” (Peters and Panayi, 2015).
Li et al. (2019c) discusses that intelligent contracts can be seen as an extension of BIM, in a sense that
once more integrated collaboration is reached, automation of multiparty contracts can occur.
Although it is discussed as well that smart contracts do not need to align themselves so closely with
developments in BIM collaboration stages. Instead smart contracts can be related to a simplified
transactional basis. Instead of a multiparty contract, the focus should be on a multiplicity of selfexecuting performance-based contracts (Li et al., 2019a). These performance-based contracts, relate
to specific assets (e.g. delivery of a single prefabricated column) and parties (e.g. manufacturer &
contractor). Mason, (2017) reinforces this view by stating that contracts are reduced to simple
pay/install transactions which can represent performance-based contracts. Based on predetermined
baselines, there is no need for amendments of the contract. Instalments of multiple performancebased contracts can be characterized as thousands of minicontracts leading to an inchstone
progression toward completion. Each minicontract is independent of the others (e.g. related to a single
physical asset) and has clear functionality (e.g. checking of location and planning compliance) and
execution (e.g. financial transactions between parties). Mason (2017) states that the extent of the
automation may differ, but even small steps toward this end offer huge benefits in time, cost, and
quality (Mason, 2017).
1.2.5

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) & DIGITAL TWINS

Mason (2017) discusses that IoT is considered to be a concept in which physical objects are coupled
with sensor technology encompassing identification, sensing, networking and processing capabilities.
During movements of physical assets, each step within the processes (e.g. delivery or completion) can
be tracked by deployment of IoT devices to validate their successful installation and function leading
to payments processes to be automatically executed (Mason, 2017). Li et al. (2019a-c) discuss that
technology maturity, costs and observability are yet to be reached in order to reliantly deploy these
technologies instead of manual activities. However, they did not argue that the implementation of
such technologies can be linked to smart contract technology. IoT sensor technology encompasses
potentials to be implemented across the entirety of the built environment. A link between a physical
asset and the corresponding digital asset can result into a digital twin which is employed for asset
performance management (Li et al., 2019a-c).
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1.3

RELATED RESEARCH & RESEARCH GAP

Studies executed by Li et al. (2019c)
and Mason (2017) verify that
integration of BIM, DLT, SC and IoT
technologies can be successfully
deployed
within
the
built
environment in order to realize
(semi) automation of verification
and payment processes. Based on
work conducted by Bolpagni (2018),
Li et al. (2019c) developed a
framework in which the integration
of aforementioned technologies
were proposed as depicted in Figure
1.
The developed framework was
partially tested through execution
of a use case involving the
installation of insulation panels.
Within this use case, the conditions
within the developed smart contract
were deployed based on: (1) a postcontract BIM execution plan/
Figure 1 Integration of DLT, BIM, IoT and Smart Contracts (Adopted from: Li et al.,
Exchange Information Requirements
(2019c))
and (2) actual installation of insulation panels. The input which the smart contract verified did not
include actual sensor data extracted from deployed IoT technologies but consisted of realistic mockup values. Developed smart contracts communicated with a conceptual transaction processor in which
a financial transaction would be proposed and processed within a conceptual distributed ledger, based
on the smart contracts output. The proposed work showed the potential that can be achieved by
deploying such technologies in a complementary manner. It also acknowledges the limitations and the
challenges facing each of the technologies included in the proposed approach.
Limitations and challenges associated with the technical integration of such technologies under the
proposed approach were not addressed (Li et al., 2019a-c). Furthermore, the conducted research
focused solely on the development and testing of a smart contract outside of the distributed ledger
environment. Therefore, no actual connections were made to BIM systems, IoT devices as well as the
operations of a distributed ledger. Besides system interoperability, a research gap is identified which
includes the development of a smart contract for planning compliance checking. Furthermore, state of
the art literature regarding the integration of DLT in the built environment mainly focusses on preexecution phase use cases. The research conducted by Li et al., 2019c focuses on a use case for the
execution of works. Therefore, a second gap is identified which regards the consideration of the entire
execution phase supply chain (manufacturing till verification).
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1.4 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

Within the scope of this research, the framework developed within the conducted research by Li et al.
(2019), will be employed to elaborate on and to develop a supplementary framework for the (partial)
automation of planning compliance checking and financial transaction processes within the execution
phase of construction projects. In order to do so, the employed framework is adapted as depicted in
Figure 2. Within the proposed framework, a performance-based smart contract will be developed and
deployed. Conditions will be based on a post-contract execution plan (agreement), which will be
extracted from the digital environment (BIM 4/5D). Within this agreement the: (1) parties, (2) GUID,
(3) schedule data and (4) cost data of digital representations of physical assets will be included. The
input which the smart contract will verify, can be coupled to IoT sensor devices broadcasting: (1) GUID,
(2) status and (3) current date as a representation of the state of the physical asset. Furthermore, a
basic operational distributed ledger and transaction processor will be employed in order to optionally
test the processing of transactional data. These transactions involve the state of: (1) the status of
physical assets in a log and (2) (semi) automated financial transactions triggered by the smart contract
upon completion.

Figure 2 Ethereum Based framework for integration of DLT, BIM, Sensors and Smart Contracts

1.5 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Although automated actions and payments through smart contracts powered by blockchain
technology can assist in filling the technological gap between registering actual deliveries of
construction elements as well as progress of work and the fulfilment of related financial obligations,
several difficulties arise which impede automation of these processes as well as interoperability
between BIM and blockchain technology. Li et. al. (2019) states that, although it is generally accepted
that BIM can benefit from integration with DLT, there is a consensus that the degree of collaboration
enabled by Level 2 BIM is insufficient and needs to advance into more networked and integrated forms
such as those envisioned in Level 3 before this can be realised (Li et. al., 2019a,b in Heiskanen, 2017;
Kinnaird & Geipel, 2018; Mason, 2017). Nawari et al. (2019) discusses the application of DLT within the
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built environment and states that future research work will focus on Hyperledger Fabrics applications
in enhancing automating code-checking and compliances in the BIM environment (Nawari et al., 2019).
In order to increase automation of compliance checking processes, the aspect of sensor technology for
physical asset tracking, also needs to be incorporated into an application. As (semi) automation of
compliance checking processes for delivery and construction progress of prefabricated elements in the
execution phase consists of DLT, SC, BIM and IoT sensor technology, all individual technologies can be
incorporated into a single application. However, there is insufficient insight into if and how these
technologies should be integrated or deployed complimentary to each other. Furthermore, there is
insufficient insight into how all aforementioned technologies can result into an immutable log of
construction events containing data (e.g. element, delivery date, manufacturer) and automated
compliance checking through smart contracts. As Smart contracts automatically execute payments
upon endorsement of predefined obligations, additional insights into payment systems as well as a on
distributed ledgers as data storage medium (log) is required. This indicates a gap of knowledge in the
interoperability of DL, Smart Contracts, BIM and IoT sensor technology for (semi) automation of
compliance checking processes during the execution phase of a construction project.
Based on the problem analysis and the objectives, two problem definitions are defined. Problem
definition 1 is related to the theoretical objective of this study. Problem definition 2 is defined to realise
the practical target of the study.
Problem definition 1:
“There is insufficient insight into the technical aspects related to the (semi) automation of planning
compliance and payment procedures during the execution phase of construction projects through
combination of IoT, Smart Contract, DLT and DAM technology”.
Problem definition 2:
“There is insufficient proof of concept to determine whether combination of IoT, Smart Contract,
DLT and BIM technology can result into (semi) automation of planning compliance and payment
processes during the execution phase of construction projects”
1.6 RESEARCH QUESTION

“How can (semi) automation of planning compliance and subsequent payment procedures during
the execution phase of a construction project be realized through combination of Distributed Ledger
Technologies and Digital/Physical Asset Management systems?”.
1.6.1 LITERATURE REL ATED SUB-QUESTIONS

“What are the characteristics of a construction supply chain, planning compliance activities and
payment procedures during the execution phase of a project and what is their relation?”.
1. What are the characteristics of construction supply chains during the execution phase?
2. What are the contents of construction industry contracts and how do they relate to
compliance tracking activities and payment procedures?
3. What are planning compliance tracking activities, how are they utilized within current
construction industry practice and how do they relate to payment procedures?
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4. What is the current practice of payment procedures in the execution phase of a construction
project.
“How can digital and physical asset management contribute towards the (semi) automation of
planning compliance tracking and payments, related to prefabricated elements, in the execution
phase of a construction project?”
1. What is asset management, what are asset management systems and how do they relate to
the construction industry?
2. What is digital asset management, what is its current practice in execution phase processes
and what are the potentials & limitations towards (semi) automation of planning compliancerelated activities and payment procedures?
3. What is physical asset tracking, what is current practice within execution phase processes and
what are its potentials & limitations towards (semi) automation of data acquisition?
4. What is the potential of digital asset management and physical asset tracking towards (semi)
automation of planning compliance tracking and payments?
“How can distributed ledger technology contribute towards the (semi) automation of planning
compliance tracking and payments, related to prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of
construction projects?”.
1. What is blockchain technology, how does it work and what are the potentials & limitations?
2. What are smart contracts, how do they work and what are their potentials & limitations?
3. How can distributed ledger technology supplement physical asset tracking and digital asset
management practice, in order to advance towards (semi) automation of planning compliance
tracking and payments?
1.6.2 PRACTICAL SUB-QUESTIONS

“How can we deploy distributed ledger technology, physical asset tracking and digital asset data to
enable (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking and payment procedures for
prefabricated elements in the execution phase of a construction project?”.
1. Through which procedures and systems can we integrate planning and financial contract
obligations contained within BIM information systems into Smart Contracts?
2. Through which procedures and systems can we (semi) automate the acquisition of data related
to the physical asset state, for prefabricated element throughout the supply chain and
integrate them into a Smart Contract?
3. How can we (semi) automate the process of planning compliance checking and execute
financial procedures based on the results of Smart Contract computations?
4. How can we (semi) automate the registration of physical asset state data and financial
transactions on a distributed ledger to enable Smart Contract execution?
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1.7 RELEVANCE OF RESEARCH

Within this section the relevance of the conducted research for the scientific community, construction
industry as well as the app development industry is discussed. The scientific relevance regards the
addition of the conducted research, to scientific knowledge contained in academic literature. The
relevance for the construction and application development industries, includes the addition of the
conducted research, provided to current industry practices. The relevance for each of these fields will
be discussed hereafter.
1.7.1 SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE

The gap in existing literature, which encompassed a lack of insight into the combination of DLT, BIM
and IoT, was discussed in Section 1.3. Furthermore, a deficiency in research which regarded the
development and testing of DLT applications was identified. The conducted research primarily aids to
gain a better understanding of how the aforementioned technologies can be combined. Secondly, the
conducted research encompasses the development and testing of applications which are deployed on,
or related to an established blockchain network. Therefore, the conducted research aids in identifying
the potentials, limitations as well as the challenges, associated with the implementation of DLT in the
built environment. Thirdly the conducted research focusses on execution supply chains (on-site and
off-site), whereas state of the art literature mainly regards on-site activities only. Hence, the conducted
research aids in the identification of DLT application along the entire supply chain instead of a part of
it. Therefore, the conducted research contributes to existing scientific knowledge regarding DLT, IoT,
BIM, supply chain asset tracking and (semi) automation of planning compliance checking, individually
as well as jointly.
1.7.2 INDUSTRY RELEVANCE

The conducted research contributes to industry knowledge of the construction as well as the
application development industry. Development of a framework for the integration of DLT, IoT and
BIM as well as the development and testing of initial applications, provides the construction industry
with insight into the potentials and challenges of deploying these technologies in a complementary
manner. As the aim of the research is to achieve (semi) automation, throughout construction supply
chain, the conducted research aids AEC companies to optimize their business and information systems.
As transparency and trust issues between these parties are addressed by means of integrating the
aforementioned technologies, construction supply chain parties are aided in their progress towards a
more transparent and collaborative execution phase process. Due to the establishment of an initial
framework for the integration of DLT, IoT and BIM, application development companies are provided
with a basis for further optimization and extension of DLT-related built environment applications.
Development of new applications for the built environment and the adaption of execution phase
processes, can result in a reduction of conflicts as well as increased efficiency of supply chain
management. Hence, both construction industry and application development industry companies are
provided with insight into a mean, which can aid to achieve cost reductions and increase efficiency.
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1.8 READING GUIDE

This structure of this master thesis is constructed in order to provide readers with sufficient insight in
the line of reasoning. The first chapter regards the introduction to the research, encompassing the
background, term definition, related research, the research gap and the scope of the research (Chapter
1). The second till the fourth chapters, contains three parts of literature research. These chapters
consist subsequently of research on construction supply chains, digital/physical asset management
and distributed ledger technology (Chapter 2 – 4). The fifth chapter, contains the research and
development methodology. Within this chapter, the framework, which is developed based on the
literature research, is presented and discussed (Chapter 5). The sixth and seventh chapter regard the
design, development and testing of several applications which enable realization of the constructed
framework for (semi) automating compliance tracking and payments. The sixth chapter includes the
development design of several applications as well as the processes to operate them. The seventh
chapter includes the execution of application tests in multiple scenarios (Chapter 6-7). The eight
chapter, contain the conclusion, discussion and recommendations resulting from the research
subsequently (Chapter 8). A visual representation of the research structure is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Reading Guide & Structure
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2

CURRENT STATE OF THE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply chain management has been practiced within companies for decades, however, companies
nowadays have to deal with increasingly competitive markets (Behera et al, 2015). Supply chains in the
competitive construction industry consists of complex multidisciplinary collaborations between parties
which work towards the realization of a single project within a specified budget and within a predetermined time frame. Nanayakkara et. al, (2019) discusses that due to the complexity of
construction projects, the realization phase encompasses the involvement of many specialists and
suppliers of products, components and sub-elements to construct a building or a structure. Ashworth
and Perera (2018) state that these sub-elements are manufactured through varying supply chains. As
these sub-elements converge during the realization phase of a construction project, construction
supply chains are characterized by their fragmented and converging nature, their length, network
structure as well as the inclusion of a large number of varying suppliers. The complexity and lack of
transparency within these construction supply chains cause varying issues such as conflicts and failure
costs (Deming, 1986, Danuri et al.,2006 in Nanayakkara et. al., 2019; Behera et al, 2015; Ashworth &
Perera, 2018). But what does a construction supply chain in the execution phase exactly look like, what
are its characteristics, how is it initiated, managed and what are the bottlenecks?
This chapter provides insight into the characteristics of the construction industry supply chains in the
execution phase, management of these chains through contracts as well as limitations. Therefore, this
chapter aims to answer the first research question which is formulated as follows: “What are the
characteristics of a construction supply chain, planning compliance activities and payment procedures
during the execution phase of a project and what is their relation?”. In order to do so, the first part of
this chapter is dedicated to the layout of construction industries supply chains in the execution phase
(Section 2.1). The second part of this chapter focusses on the initiation of these supply chains between
varying parties through contracts (Section 2.2). In the third part of this chapter, compliance activities
which are conducted in the execution phase, to check adherence to contract terms are discussed
(Section 2.3). The fourth part of this chapter, discusses the financial processes which relate to rewards
and penalties in correspondence with compliance to contract terms (Section 2.4). The chapter is
concluded with (Section 2.5), answering the aforementioned research question.
2.1 CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CHAINS

A supply chain is defined by a network of all parties which commit resources (labour, material and
assets) into the creation of goods or services. A supply chain starts at the initial moment of creation
and lasts until final destruction or extinction of products or services (Law, 2017; Behera et al, 2015).
Supply chain networks can be defined according to their length and depth. The length of supply chains
are determined by the number of tiers in a supply chain. Tiers can be defined as a group of varying
parties which are bundled by an equivalent task or role, which they fulfil at a corresponding stage in
the supply chain. Therefore, tiers can be related to certain roles within a supply chain (e.g. raw material
miner, manufacturer, supplier, retailer or customer). As these tiers are linked to each other in a
subsequent manner dependent upon their relative position in comparison to a focal company in the
middle, tiers are defined as either supplier or customer. The rank of a tier is dependent upon their
proximity in relation to the focal company. The depth of a supply chain is determined by the number
of nodes which are present in a single tier (Hall, 2001; Larsson et al., 2014; Vrijhoef & Koskela, 2000)
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Dependent upon the focal company (or system
integrator), which is considered within a construction
supply chain (e.g. main contractor), the supply chain
consists of a large number of mainly supplier tiers. As
constructions are composed of a high amount of
varying materials, elements and therefore, require
many different disciplines, the number of nodes within
a construction supply chain are significant. In order to
clarify the structure of a construction industry supply
chain, the length of a generic construction supply chain
is depicted in Figure 4. The depth of this supply chain is
not depicted as this would be dependent upon the
number of parties within each tier. Although parties
have been exemplary described in each tier, these
parties as well as their relations are interchangeable
and can be present within each of the tiers. The focal
point or system integrator in this example is considered
to be the building project itself as this is where the first
tiers of the customer and supplier side of the supply
chain converge (Hall, 2001; Vrijhoef & Koskela, 2000;
Segerstedt & Olofsson, 2010; Behera et al, 2015).

Figure 4 Construction Industry Supply Chain based on the
work of (Segerstedt & Olofsson, 2010)

2.1.1 EXECUTION PHASE

A construction project consists of the following subsequent phases as depicted in Figure 5: (1)
concept/initiation, (2) definition/design. (3) preparation/execution, (4) turn-over/exploitation and (5)
demolition. Usually a public or private organisation/individual conceptualizes a construction project
based on their needs and initiates a project. Based on the contract format, relations in the subsequent
supply chain are arranged. Within traditional UAV 2012 contract formats, which are most common
within the Dutch construction industry (Eitjes, 2017), the concept is defined and processed into a
design through employment of consultants (e.g. architect & engineers). During the preparatory and
execution phase, the construction works are outsourced (to a contractor). Furthermore, construction
activities are prepared and finally executed. After execution of the construction works, the building is
delivered to the commissioner, is operated and needs to be maintained. After operation by the original
commissioner and/or other user has been ended, the construction project is demolished (Vrijhoef &
Koskela, 2000; Segerstedt & Olofsson, 2010; Behera et al, 2015).

Figure 5 Construction Project Phases
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After a concept has been processed into a design and a set of specifications, the execution of the plan
for a construction project is outsourced via a tender procedure. After a project has been rewarded to
a single or multiple parties, preparatory activities are conducted in order to engineer the
commissioned design and to establish the required supply chains for construction. During the
execution phase, physical assets are manufactured, transported and processed into a physical
representation of the digital design subsequently. After the processing of physical assets into a
construction, the client (via consultants), verifies the adherence of the physical reality in comparison
to digital specifications. After final verification of the commissioned construction works, the finalized
building is accepted or re-works are conducted after which the execution phase is terminated (Gritt,
2019; Behera et al, 2015).
The execution phase encompasses activities in which physical assets, which represent tangible
financial values, are transferred between parties (Olawale & Sun, 2010). Therefore, the scope of this
research will be on the portion of the supply chain, utilized in the execution phase. As a large quantity
of a constructions components consist of valuable prefabricated elements, the focus will be on supply
chain activities related to prefabricated elements. This portion of the supply chain consists of the
processes which are related to the: (1) manufacturing, (2) delivery, (3) execution and (4) verification
of such elements (Behera et al, 2015).
2.1.2 CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Sufficient and adequate management of all processes within a supply chain is required in order to
ensure smooth operations and to limit value loss. Furthermore, construction supply chains vary highly
in regards of their complexity, dependent upon their length, depth and systems of relationships. The
complexity of supply chain management activities are highly influenced by these factors. Supply chain
management is defined as a set of integrated key business processes, from original supplier till end
user, which provide products, services and information, which add value for customers and other
stakeholders (Law, 2017; Behera et al, 2015).
In terms of construction supply chain characteristics, Vrijhoef and Koskela (2000) describe that: (1) CSC
are converging in nature in terms that the output of supplier parties are converged onto a small group
of customers, through the main contractor. (2) CSC are order based supply chains, initiated by a client.
Therefore, end-users are involved in the entire production and execution process. (3) CSC are
fragmented in nature as participants in the supply chain are active in different stages in which
responsibility and authority changes. (4) CSC are temporary as they are project based. Therefore, shortterm partnerships can cause fluctuations in performance and productivity. Hall (2011) argues that
supply chain integration is necessary to progress and develop the construction industry. Larsson et al
(2014) discovered that two of the core elements to progress towards an industrialized infrastructure
construction, were indicated to be prefabrication and automation. In order to clarify the parties
participating in the execution phase, a description of these parties is provided hereafter for both the
customer side, as well as the supply side (Vrijhoef & Koskela, 2000; Hall, 2011; Larssom et al., 2014;
Behera et al, 2015).
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2.1.2.1 CUSTOMER SIDE

The client is considered to be the commissioning party of a construction project. The client initiates a
project based on the needs of a group of end-users, society or other stakeholders. The client is
optionally provided with resources from investors, shareholders and/or the government. All
aforementioned groups are considered to be present at the customer side in the initial tiers of the
supply chain. Clients progress the initiation of a project into a design through collaboration with hired
consultants (e.g. architects, engineers etc). After a tendering procedure is executed, in order to select
a party to execute the construction works, the client and its consultants traditionally conduct
monitoring activities to ensure that production is meeting pre-determined standards. In some
instances the client does not only select a single main contractor, but can also contract a subcontractor party directly (Lee et al., 2014; Segerstedt & Olofsson, 2010; Hughes, 1997; Hugh et al.,
2000; Behera et al, 2015).
2.1.2.2 SUPPLY SIDE

The main contractor is considered to conduct coordinating activities during the execution phase of a
construction project. The main contractor party is present within the first tier on the supplying side of
the construction chain, as this party is primarily responsible for the realization of a project under
commission of a client. After the tender procedure has been terminated successfully, the main
contractor prepares the project for realization in preparatory phases. During these phases, the
remainder of the supply side of the construction chain is established, as main contractors work
together with varying sub-contractor and manufacturing parties. Sub-contractor parties are
commissioned with parts of the commissioned construction activities, according to their individual
expertise. Manufacturers are commissioned with the production of (non) prefabricated materials and
elements. In turn, manufacturers are provided with raw materials by the raw materials industry.
Therefore, it can be stated that sub-contractors are present within the second, manufacturers in the
third and the raw material industry in the fourth tier of the supply chain. However, it is also possible
that aforementioned parties are directly supplied by another party which is considered to be further
up the supply chain (e.g. main contractor directly supplied by the material industry). During the
execution phase, the main contractor traditionally coordinates the activity and material streams of
sub-contractors and manufacturers, which are directly contracted by them (Behera et al, 2015; Lee et
al., 2014; Segerstedt & Olofsson, 2010; Hughes, 1997; Hughes et al., 2000).
2.1.3 SUPPLY CHAIN LIFE CYCLE

As information, goods/service, political and financial streams vary during several stages in the supply
chain, as well as risks and responsibilities, the life cycle of a supply chain should be considered. As
each party in the supply chain needs to make an individual profit, the cost for services/goods
provided by other parties, as well as their own, need to be reduced. In order to do so, tender
procedures are executed in order to select a party based on the added value they offer (e.g. price).
After a party is selected, the responsibilities and risks in between both parties in the supply chain are
identified. Negotiations are conducted in order to reduce risks through consensus about obligations
and responsibilities in a contract (Luo et al., 2019; Behera et al, 2015).
As risks are present in between each stage of the supply chain, all parties tend to protect themselves
in terms of these risks through establishment of such a contract. Therefore, penalties are installed
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which relate to violation of obligations or prohibitions. Furthermore, the reward and the terms for
the reward are incorporated in a contract. If all parties agree and a consensus is reached, contracts
are signed and are put into effect (Luo et al., 2019; Behera et al, 2015).
After a contract has been signed, described services and activities are executed in order to check if
other parties are compliant to the contracted terms. These tracking activities are conducted until
described obligations have been completed. Financial processes are executed when (a part of)
described obligations have been successfully completed or penalties need to be sanctioned. In order
to transfer financial resources between parties, compliance needs to be verified and internal
processes need to be executed. The relations between activities are provided in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Execution Phase Contract Lifecycle based on the work of: (Luo et al., 2019; Ashworth & Perera, 2018)

2.2 CONTRACTS
Contracts are defined as a verbal or written agreement between two or multiple parties which is
enforceable by law. Luo et al. (2019) further decompose contracts into several sub-components, which
are present in these contracts. (1) Organizations or people involved during the execution of a project
are stated within a contract. (2) The activities in terms of tasks and services to be performed by the
contracting party, during the execution of a contract, are described in detail. (3) Besides the parties
and activities, several clauses are described in a contract as well. Clauses consist of: (1) obligations, (2)
permissions and (3) prohibitions. Obligations deal with what involved parties should do in specific
cases. Permissions deal with what parties are allowed to do and prohibitions describe what parties
should not do (Luo et al., 2019; Ashworth, 2006; Ashworth & Perera, 2018).
As obligations deal with what parties should do during the execution of the contract and the activities
are a description of the tasks/services which need to be performed, obligations and activities can be
considered as the rationale as to why contracts in the construction industry are required. Obligations
can be related to both the contracting party as well as the commissioning party. Research conducted
by Mason (2017) focuses on the implementation of Smart Contracts within the construction industry.
As a part of this research, the contractual obligations within construction industry were explored. Basic
obligations within construction industry contracts were sub-divided between: (1) pay/build, (2)
instruct/obey, (3) set deadlines/meet deadlines, (4) give access/take possession and (5) give design/
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follow or complete design related obligations. In terms of automation, the aforementioned contract
obligations are considered to be at least suited for semi-automation. Automation of insurances, health
and safety requirements, sub-contracting as well as provisions and liability for cost overruns however,
are considered to be dependent upon the automation of the basic contract obligations (Mason, 2015;
Mason 2017; Li et al., 2019c; Ashworth & Perera, 2018).
In order to realize a construction project, the client contracts a group or a single contractor. The main
contractor contract several sub-contractors and manufacturers. Sub-contractors contract
manufacturers and other sub-contractors as well. As the supply chain within the construction industry
diverges, a large number of contracts originate from the initial agreement between the client and the
main contractor. Therefore, the number of contracts within construction industry collaborations are
significantly higher in comparison to other industries (Luo et al., 2019; Eitjes, 2017). Furthermore, the
complexity of construction industry contracts is significantly higher due to temporary collaborations,
the number of risks involved as well as the spreading of risks among a high number of participating
parties in a construction project.
2.3 COMPLIANCE
The contract management process is the interaction between the vendor and the purchaser that
ensures that both parties meet their respective obligations in any procurement relationship. The aim
is to meet the operational, functional and business objectives required by the contract and provide a
profitable interaction (Segerstedt & Olafsson, 2010; Luo et al., 2019). Contractor compliance is an
aspect of contractor management that is concerned with the extent to which a contractor is operating
in accordance with the terms of their contract. It can also refer to the extent to which a contracted
firm is actively taking steps to fulfil an agreed-upon task, service, or duty that it has not yet complied
with. The extent to which an employer has the right to monitor a contractor’s compliance (e.g., by
assessing potential liabilities) may be written into the contract itself as a specific right or duty of the
contracting party (Ashworth & Perera, 2018; Behera et al, 2015)
Pay/build obligation include the activities which need to be executed by the contracting party, as well
as the financial rewards rendered from the commissioner for executing those activities. Common
practice within the built environment encompasses payment terms based on the grade of progression
related to the conduction of these activities. The quality level for those rendered services are
incorporated as well (Behera et al, 2015; Mason, 2017; Li et al., 2019c). Timing and therefore, the set
deadlines/meet deadlines obligations are considered to be a crucial factor in any construction contract.
Due to time aspects being considered equal to, or as important as money, contracts encompass the
timescale for a project including deadlines on which payment scheduling is based. During the execution
phase of construction projects, project performance is mainly measured by adherence to quality, time
and budget related standards (Luo et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019b-c). These standards are primarily related
to the pay/build and set deadlines/meet deadline obligations in a contract. As contract compliance and
project performance are primarily measured based on these obligations, compliance checking
activities are conducted in order to check adherence to these contract terms (Mason, 2015).
In terms of quality, compliance activities are conducted based on pre-agreed quantitative quality
standards as well as qualitative requirements. Compliance to these quality-related obligations are
checked after each subsequent stage in the supply chain by varying parties, as they are incorporated
in multiple contracts between varying parties. Therefore, adherence to contract obligations in terms
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of quality, are predominantly checked manually by the commissioning party of a contract. As an
example, a sub-contractor or main-contractor checks the quality of construction components as they
are delivered to the construction site, as they have included quality-related obligations within their
contract with the manufacturer of these components. The client which commissioned the construction
project, (in)directly checks processed components in a building in adherence to the contracted quality
standards. In terms of budget and time, activities are conducted which are related to quantitative
scales, which define exact dates on which activities need to be completed and how completion is
financially rewarded. Within execution phase processes, this encompasses the measurements of
progress in terms of the entirety of the project, by the main contractor in order to receive the financial
reward from his client. Furthermore, partial progress of certain components in the project are
measured in order to determine adherence to time-related contract obligations by sub-contractors
and suppliers (Behera et al, 2015; Luo et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019a,b).).
The conduction of compliance-related activities require investments of resources in terms of time and
therefore, money (e.g. the actual progress of activities needs to be checked, documented and
reported). As each party conducts these activities individually through manual procedures and
activities, conduction of these compliance activities can be considered as ineffective. Although
completion of a construction project within a specified time frame and budget is of value to the
commissioner of such a project, the commitment of resources by involved parties in the supply chain
in order to check compliance does not directly contribute to the customer value of a building. The
commitment of these resources to the execution of compliance activities, are rather related to the
management of risks between parties and ensuring the positions of each individual party in case a
conflict between parties escalates (Li et al., 2019a-c, Segerstedt & Olafsson, 2010; Luo et al., 2019).
As multiple individual parties conduct compliance activities for their own individual purposes, each of
these parties utilizes their own procedures and systems for this purpose. Therefore, data which is
related to compliance, is acquired, processed and stored via varying procedures and in varying systems
as depicted in Figure 7. Therefore, it can be stated that duplicate compliance data on similar subjects
(e.g. construction activity progress or quality records), are scattered e.g. due to a lack of trust between
parties. Due to the keeping of individual records of similar data, discrepancies or conflicts between
records can arise in comparison to contract obligations, giving space for disputes and the escalation of
conflicts. The presence of sufficient and correct data, in which participating parties trust, is essential
for resolving disputes without escalation. Therefore, the procedures which are executed to generate
the data as well as the data itself needs to be transparent an traceable. Due to the absence of such a
record as a trustable single source of truth, parties retain their own records as the truth by default.
Therefore, the resolution of disputes is dependent upon a consensus between the parties about the
acceptance of each other’s data and procedures (Behera et al, 2015, 2010; Luo et al., 2019c, Mason,
2017).
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Figure 7 Individual Compliance Tracking Activities

Although compliance-related activities do not directly contribute to the value of the end product,
actual compliance to (e.g. time related) contract terms are inseparable from the payment clauses in a
contract. Therefore, elimination of all compliance tracking activities are undesirable and impossible
(Behera et al, 2015). In order to reduce the invested resources (time and money) in the conduction of
compliance tracking activities, the number of activities should be reduced to a necessary minimum.
Besides reduction of the number of activities, the efficiency of the conduction of these activities itself
should be increased. In order to accomplish a reduction of activities and increased efficiency, efficient
procedures to acquire data are required (e.g. through automation). Furthermore, a transparent ledger
is required in which compliance-related data (e.g. daily productions), are traceable by all involved
parties. As such a ledger would be the single source of truth, on which all parties rely, such a ledger
should not be managed by a single centralized party. Management of such a ledger would require
management contribution by all involved parties in a distributed manner (Li et al., 2019; Mason, 2017).
2.4 FINANCE PROCESS

The height of a payment, as well as the (intermediate) terms and conditions via which the contractor
is compensated for the execution of activities, are stated within a contract. Within construction
industry contracts, payment terms are common practice and are most often related to the completion
of activities and overall progression (Hughes et al., 2000; Tran & Carmichael, 2012; Tran & Carmichael,
2013). As construction supply chains diverge starting with the contract between the client and main
contractor, financial streams diverge as well. This results into a chain payment system where
subcontractors are paid when the main contractor has acquired funds from his client (Khosrowshahi,
2000; Odeyinka & Kaka, 2005).
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Due to the chain structure of the financial flows within a construction industry collaboration, all parties
are disadvantaged if a single party in the chain fails. Besides financial dependency within the chain, a
consequence of diverging financial streams is the speed of financial compensation and therefore,
liquidity of parties participating within the construction supply chain. The speed at which companies
receive their financial compensation highly depends on their relative position within the chain.
Therefore, sub-contractors and/or manufacturers experience a considerable delay before they receive
payments. (Khosrowshahi, 2000; Hughes et al., 2000). Therefore, it can be stated that parties within
built environment supply chain are required to invest resources into the conduction of activities,
before they are financially compensated. Due to the investment of resources prior to compensation,
companies are required to fund a portion of these committed resources themselves (e.g. pay salaries,
buy materials etc). Although investment of resources before compensation is considered as a standard,
delays in compensation due to the nature of a construction supply chain accelerate the height of these
investments.
Odeyinka & Kaka (2005) researched the satisfaction of companies within the built environment
regarding current payment practices. Their research concluded that main contractors as well as
subcontractors were dissatisfied with delayed payments and retentions. It was argued that a new
innovative payment system which addresses current payment practice is required. In line with research
conducted by Abeysekera (2000), implementation of transparent accounting and advanced payments
(client-financed projects) were argued. In terms of subcontractor dissatisfaction, implementation of
innovative payment systems which eliminate the disadvantages of their position in the chain were
argued as well (Odeyinka & Kaka, 2005).
Based on payment practices in the construction industry, the dissatisfaction of involved parties and
proposed improvements, it can be argued that a new innovative payment system should be
implemented or optimization of the existing system should be conducted. Such a payment system
should: (1) eliminate payment delays, (2) eliminate retentions and (3) eliminate disadvantages related
to the position within the supply chain. Elimination of supply chain positional disadvantages and
therefore, retentions and delayed payments, can be achieved by reducing the required investment of
resources before compensation. This can be achieved by shortening terms through performancebased contracts or through client-financed projects.
Performance-based contracts are contracts which relate to the completion of individual construction
components (e.g. contract for delivery of a single prefabricated column). Whereas the performance
component refers to the payments by means of daily production instead of percentual overall progress
(30% of the columns delivered). As performance-based contracts do not rely on the conduction of large
quantities of work, payments can be accelerated (Mason, 2017). Within client-financed project, the
client pays for the conduction of activities before they are executed. In this case the contractor can
directly commit resources through funding of his client, with subtraction of a profit margin, into the
project. In order to either implement performance-based contracting or client-financed projects, all
parties need to participate and a transparent accounting system should be implemented to increase
the required trust between these parties.
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2.5 SUMMARY

Based on the conducted literature study regarding the characteristics of construction supply chains,
construction contracts, compliance tracking activities as well as payment practice, the following
question can be answered: “What are the characteristics of a construction supply chain, planning
compliance activities and payment procedures during the execution phase of a project and what is their
relation?”. This question is answered hereafter and a mock-up of the results is provided in Figure 8.
The execution phase of a construction project encompasses all activities which directly contribute to
the translation of a building design into reality. The execution phase terminates after a client has
accepted the finished building. During the execution phase, prefabricated elements are typically: (1)
manufactured, (2) delivered, (3) executed and (4) verified. A supply chain is defined by a network of all
parties which commit resources (labour, material and assets) into the creation of goods or services. A
supply chain starts at the initial moment of creation and lasts until final destruction or extinction of
products or services (Law, 2017). Construction supply chains are: (1) converging in nature, (2) make to
order chains in which the client is involved during the entire process, (3) fragmented, as participants
are active in different stages, (4) temporarily and therefore, can cause fluctuations in productivity and
performance. Larsson et al (2014) argues that prefabrication and automation should be considered as
core elements, in order to advance towards an industrialized infrastructure construction supply chain.
As the execution phase of construction projects involves a high number of parties, the number of
contracts which govern relationships between parties are high as well. As the number and height of
risks are substantial within construction projects, the complexity of such contracts is significant as well.
Construction contracts typically consist of: (1) parties, (2) activities and (3) clauses. The clauses within
such a contract consist of: (1) prohibitions, (2) permissions and (3) obligations. During the execution
phase of a construction project, the pay/build and give/meet deadline-related obligations are most
relevant and easy to automate. Pay/build related obligations consist of the activities and services which
need to be conducted and the financial reward. The give/meet deadline-related obligations consist of
obligations which deal with critical path, in terms of time.
Based on these obligations, participating parties conduct compliance tracking activities individually.
These activities are executed in order to check adherence to negotiated contract terms by other parties
and do not directly contribute to the customer value of a construction project. As separate procedures
are conducted and data is gathered/stored independently, these procedures and generated data are
not always considered to be transparent and traceable. As payment terms are related to contract
obligations as well as compliance to these obligations through compliance tracking activities, this gives
rise to disputes due to the lack of a single source of truth. In order to accomplish a reduction of these
activities and increased efficiency, efficient procedures to acquire data are required (e.g. through
automation). Furthermore, a transparent ledger is required in which compliance-related data (e.g.
daily productions), are traceable by all involved parties. As such a ledger would be the single source of
truth, on which all parties rely, such a ledger should not be managed by a single centralized party.
Within construction industry contracts, payment terms are common practice and are most often
related to the completion of activities and overall progression (Hughes et al., 2000; Tran & Carmichael,
2012; Tran & Carmichael, 2013). As construction supply chains diverge starting with the contract
between the client and main contractor, financial streams diverge as well. This results into a chain
payment system where subcontractors are payed when the main contractor has acquired funds from
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his client. The disadvantages of a chain pay system are considered to be: (1) parties are at risk if a single
link in the chain fails and (2) due to the converging nature of the supply chain, the speed of payment
is depends on the position of a participant in the chain. Based on payment practices in the construction
industry, the satisfaction of involved parties and proposed improvements, it can be argued that a new
innovative payment system should be implemented or optimization of the existing system should be
conducted. Such a payment system should: (1) eliminate payment delays, (2) eliminate retentions and
(3) eliminate disadvantages related to relative positions within the supply chain.

Figure 8 Current contracting, compliance tracking & financial practice in the construction industry
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3

DIGITAL & PHYSICAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Due to the decomposition of planning compliance into asset parameters (planning) and asset data
(reality), both components should be further investigated in a built environment context. In order to
determine how (semi) automation of planning compliance activities should be realized, current
practice and possible alternatives to the processing of asset parameters and data should be
established. Asset parameters and data are encompassed in the physical as well as the digital
environments. The digital environment consists of: (1) BIM models, (2) documents (e.g. certificates,
planning, cost estimations and IFC files) and (3) digitalized physical data (e.g. actual costs data). These
components are either integrated in a BIM model or stored and managed separately. Sacks et al. (2018)
discusses BIM models as technologies empowered by several processes in order to produce,
communicate and analyse digital representations of physical assets. However, in order to enable the
inclusion of physical asset data in the digital environment, acquisition of this data in the physical
environment is required.
Mason (2017) discusses that Internet of Things (IoT) is considered to be a concept in which physical
objects are coupled with sensor technology encompassing identification, sensing, networking and
processing capabilities. During movements of physical assets, each step within the processes (e.g.
delivery or completion) can be tracked by deployment of IoT devices to validate their successful
installation and result in automated payments (Mason, 2017). Li et al. (2019) discuss that the
implementation of such technologies can be linked to smart contract technology. Therefore, asset
parameters and data would be combined in a distributed ledger (Li et al., 2019). Combination of the
digital and physical environments by means of a DLT can be utilized for the conduction of asset
performance management.
But what is asset management? Where does it consist of? How are digital and physical assets managed
in current built environment practice? What are the properties of digital asset management structures
& physical asset tracking methods and how can we utilize them to (semi) automate compliance
tracking activities and payments in the execution phase of a construction project?
This chapter provides insight into the digital asset management and physical asset tracking methods
which are available and used within and outside of the construction industry. Furthermore, insights
are provided into how these technologies can be deployed, in order to (semi) automate compliance
tracking activities and subsequent payments, for prefabricated elements, during the execution phase
of construction projects. Therefore, this chapter aims to answer the second research question which
is formulated as follows: “How can digital and physical asset management methods, contribute
towards the (semi) automation of compliance tracking activities and payments, related to
prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of construction project?”. In order to do so, the first
part of this chapter is dedicated to the definition of the terms assets, asset management as well as
asset systems (Section 2.1). The second part of this chapter includes digital asset management, through
building information modelling and digital twins (Section 2.2). The third part of this chapter focusses
on physical asset tracking methods which can be deployed for the purpose of compliance tracking
(Section 2.3). In the fourth part, the chapter is concluded with a discussion regarding the usage,
potentials and limitations of physical asset tracking through digital information systems in order to
(semi) automate compliance tracking (Section 2.4).
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3.1 ASSETS, MANAGEMENT & SYSTEMS

In order to determine how digital and physical asset management can contribute towards the (semi)
automation of compliance tracking activities and payments, precedence needs to be established for
the terms: (1) asset, (2) asset management and (3) asset management systems. This section aims to
answer the first part of the second research question, which is formulated as follows: “What are assets,
what is asset management and how are they interrelated?”. The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) is an international organization which is composed of representatives from
different national standards organizations. ISO publishes specifications for products, services,
procedures and systems, which are internationally incorporated in regulations (Abran et al., 2013). ISO
published specification 55000, of management system standards for asset management in 2014. In
this aforementioned publication, an overview of asset management and asset management systems
is provided (ISO, 2014).
3.1.1 ASSETS

An asset is defined by ISO (2014:55000) as: “an item, thing or entity which is of potential or actual value
to an organization”. The value of such an asset may vary during its lifecycle as well as between
organizations. The value of an asset can include the consideration of risks & liabilities. Therefore, the
value can be positive or negative at different stages of an assets life. Assets as well as their value can
be subdivided between tangible or intangible and financial or non-financial assets types. Asset types
are a group of assets which share common distinguishable characteristics which defines them as a
group (e.g. digital & physical). Physical assets are considered to be tangible assets and can refer to
equipment, materials, properties or human resources held by a company. Digital assets are intangible
non-physical assets which can refer to agreements, use rights and intellectual property (ISO, 2014; Ma
et al., 2014).
An asset system consists of: “assets which interact or are interrelated as they share common
properties” (ISO, 2014). Digital assets can be interrelated to physical assets and therefore, be
considered as an asset system (e.g. the design of a wall and the wall itself). Critical assets as well as
critical asset systems, are considered to be assets which are of significant impact on the achievement
of goals for an organization. Critical assets can be (1) safety-critical, (2) environmental-critical as well
as (3) performance-critical and can be related to legal requirements and obligations (Braaksma, 2016;
Guillen et al., 2016)
Within a built environment context, prefabricated construction elements can be considered as physical
assets, while their designs can be considered as digital assets. As they are interrelated in terms of their
common identity, they can be considered as an asset system. Prefabricated elements generally are of
high value as their creation requires substantial investments by multiple parties. During the
construction phase of a project, activities related to prefabricated elements can be of high importance
due to their presence on the critical path of an execution planning. Prefabricated elements can
therefore, be considered as performance-critical assets during the construction phase.
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3.1.2 ASSET MANAGEME NT

Asset management is defined by ISO (2014:55000) as: “operating a group of assets during the entire
technical lifecycle, guaranteeing a suitable return and ensuring defined services and security
standards” (ISO, 2014; Ma et al., 2014). Asset management consists of coordinated activities by an
organization to realize value from assets, which involves the balancing of costs, risks, opportunities
and performance benefits. Asset management is based on an asset management plan, which consists
of information which specifies activities, resources and timescales required for individual or grouped
assets to achieve an organizations asset management objectives. These assets might be grouped as
asset types, systems or portfolios. An asset management plan is usually contained in, or may be a subplan of the strategic asset management plan of an organization. In the strategic asset management
plan (SAMP), information is included regarding how organizational objectives are converted into asset
management objectives. The SAMP includes the approach for developing asset management plans and
the role of the asset management systems in achieving asset management objectives (Braaksma, 2016;
ISO, 2014; Love et al., 2015).
A part of the potential benefits of asset management are considered to be: (1) improved financial
performance, (2) risk management and (3) improved services and outputs. Furthermore, (4) adherence
to asset management in terms of standards, policies and processes combined with transparency
regarding legal requirements can demonstrate compliance. Reviewing processes, procedures and
asset performance, can aid in the improvement of efficiency and effectiveness in order to achieve
organizational objectives (ISO, 2014).
3.1.3 ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A management system consists of: “interrelated or interacting elements within an organization to
establish objectives, policies and processes to achieve those objectives” (ISO, 2014). Management
systems can address individual as well as multiple disciplines. It might be scoped on the organization
as an entirety, specific functions within the organization or multiple functions across varying
organizations. The elements of a management system include the organizational structure, roles,
responsibilities, planning, operations, budget and more. These elements are integrated to assure
correct delivery of asset management activities (ISO, 2014; Guillen et al., 2016)
An asset management system is defined by ISO (2014:55000) as: “a management system which is used
for asset management, with the function to establish asset management policies and asset
management objectives”. Therefore, asset management systems are considered to be a subset of asset
management. In this context, elements of an asset management system are considered to be a set of
tools, including business processes and information systems (ISO, 2014). Examples of information
systems within the built environment are building information models (BIM) or physical asset tracking
databases (e.g. material & activity log). The input of accurate asset information is required in order to
conduct asset management. Asset management systems however, should be considered as elevated
from management information systems (MIS). Asset management systems provide companies with
means to coordinate and interact between functional units within or between organizations (Guillen
et al., 2016; Love et al., 2015; Braaksma, 2016).
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3.2 DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

The digital environment in the construction industry consists of all digital processes and assets which
are used and managed during the lifespan of a building. During the realization phase of such a project,
digital assets are used and managed in order to transfer the design into physical reality and operate
them afterwards (Love et al., 2015). Therefore, it can be stated that digital assets are used through
asset management systems (and information systems as a subset), in order to eventually conduct
physical asset management. As a large variety of data is required during the realization phase of a
project, the number and types of digital assets (e.g. contracts, budgets, planning & design) is
significant. Dependent upon the type of digital asset, the format of this data can also differ (e.g. .doc,
.xls, .pdf & .ifc). Furthermore, storage and management of digital assets is distributed among multiple
information systems which can be intra- as well as inter-organizational. As the operation of the
information systems requires the execution of business processes, the investment of resources (time
& money) are required. The management of these information systems and the encompassed digital
assets therefore, might be costly. A.J. Guillen et al (2016) further reinforces this statement by
discussing that asset information systems can be extremely large and complex. The creation, operation
and documenting of information however, is a critical function of an asset management system
(Guillen et al., 2016; Cecconi, 2020).
3.2.1 BUILDING INFOR MATION MODEL (BIM)

Building Information Models (BIM) are considered to be information systems which are operated in
order to conduct asset management in the AEC industry. BIM can be considered as a digital
representation or virtualization of the building-related physical environment, which contains data from
various types of digital assets (Guillen et al., 2016; Love et al., 2015). ISO (2018) further reinforces this
statement through standard 19650, by discussing that structured information can be integrated in the
Building Information Modelling approach which can be intended as a digital object-oriented process
for design, construction and management of buildings or infrastructures (ISO, 2018). Therefore, BIM
models should not only be considered as a 3D-oriented methodology for design and coordination
between disciplines, but rather as a digital information system which exploits various tools and
techniques to allow for effective management of physical assets (ISO, 2018; Farghaly et al., 2018; Love
et al., 2015).
3.2.2 DIMENSIONS, BIM LEVELS & BIM MATURITY

The amount of information and therefore, centralization of information in an information system,
depends upon which data stakeholders include in the system. The amount, type and detail of
information which a building information model contains, is considered to be dependent upon the
level of development (LOD) or level of model development (LOMD) (Succar, 2010; Guillen et al., 2016).
The LOMD mainly relates to the Level of Information (LOI) of non-graphical elements, as LOMD is an
indicator of the extent to which a model can be relied on. The manner in which parties collaborate to
operate a BIM model as an information system however, is dependent upon the Level of Maturity
(LOM). The centralization of information through the LOMD of a model and the centralization of
collaboration through BIM maturity, can be interrelated to each other (Guillen et al., 2016; Succar,
2010; Godager, 2018;Liang et al., 2016). The aforementioned scales and levels, as well as implications
for BIM models as an information system, are described hereafter.
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3.2.2.1 DIMENSIONS

In order to indicate the addition of capabilities, functionalities or purposes for which information is
utilized, several dimensional levels can be used. These dimensions are often used within industry,
although there is no overall consensus established about the contents and amount of dimensions
(Guillen et al., 2016; Boje et al., 2020; Vijayeta, 2019). The amount of dimensions vary between
computer aided design (CAD) and dimensions up till 12D. These dimensions should be considered as
placeholders to indicate the type of information in a graphical model (e.g. Synchro file) and the
purposed use of the encompassed information. A new dimension (e.g. planning data) is added upon
its predeceasing dimension (e.g. 3D BIM model) for a certain purpose (e.g. performance-oriented time
planning). The first six dimensions are depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Dimensions

Graphical models which contain 4D data, typically include time and scheduling data. 5D data includes
cost and contract information. This non-graphical element data can be related to 3D graphical
elements. However, the data encompassed in these dimensions are traditionally kept in separate nongraphical information systems. Graphical models (e.g. Synchro files), can encompass both 4D and 5D.
Hence, these Synchro files can encompass information to enable management of planning- and costrelated aspects during the execution phase. Graphical models which contain sufficient information for
the conduction of construction management, are referred to as “as-planned” models. Graphical
models or databases which contain 6D building data, include data related to the physical state of a
building (e.g. actual construction date). Such a database or graphical model (e.g. Synchro or Revit
model) can be used for lifecycle, performance and operation management. These models are typically
referred to as “as-built” models (Vijayeta, 2019; Guillen et al., 2016).
3.2.2.2 LEVEL OF MODEL DEVELOPMENT (LOMD)

The level of development is dependent upon the level of detail (LOD) and the level of information (LOI).
Therefore, LOMD is related to the development status of the BIM model in terms of both graphical and
non-graphical digital assets. The levels of model development (LOMD) are described in framework AIA
G202-2013, published by the American Institute of Architects (AIA). The level of model development
recognises difference between the development rates of individual model elements. Therefore, the
LOMD scale allows collaborating parties to indicate to each other, the extent to which a model element
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may be used and relied on (AIA, 2013; Guillen et al., 2016; Vijayeta, 2019). The LOMD levels and the
indication of usability and reliability are depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Level of Model Development

Models which are indicated to be of LOD 100, contain overall building massing which may be
represented in three dimensions or by other data. Models which are indicated to be LOD 200 till LOD
350, contain elements which are modelled as specific assemblies. Accuracy in terms of quantity, size,
shape, location and orientation increases after each subsequent level. Non-geometric information may
also be attached to model elements within these levels. LOD 400 models are considered to be
supplemented with complete information assembly, and detailing information (including nongeometrical data). Models of this level can be referred to as “as-planned” models which are suitable
as an information system during project management in the construction phase. Models which are
indicated to be LOD 500, contain elements which are modelled as constructed and can therefore, be
referred to as “as-built” models (Guillen et al., 2016; Biljecki et al., 2016).
3.2.2.3 LEVEL OF MATURITY (LOM)

Interrelated with the level of model development (LOMD), the way in which data is operated in the
BIM environment as an information system for asset management, is defined through the BIM
maturity level (Guillen et al., 2016). BIM maturity levels have been established to determine the type
and level of collaboration through which BIM as an information system is operated. Although maturity
level 0 till 3 are well known, an additional level is described by Succar (2010). The BIM maturity levels
as described in his research, are promptly described hereafter (Succar, 2009; Succar, 2010; Liang et al.,
2016).
-

Level 0: disjoint project delivery which depends upon a 2D linear workflow (considered as a
pre-BIM).
Level 1: object-based modelling through file-based collaboration in 2D and non-federated 3D
models
Level 2: model-based collaboration though separated discipline models which are
interchanged and contain data.
Level 3: network-based integration through semantically rich integrated models which are
shared and maintained collaboratively across Project Lifecycle Phases.
Level 4: Integrated Project Delivery through collaborations which are fully integrated by
creation and operation of a single model and automated technology.

As BIM maturity level indicate the extent to which fully integrated collaboration is reached, these levels
should be considered as incremental. LOMD levels 100-350 should be regarded as design phase
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models. LOMD 400 models which indicate an “as-planned” model, can contain both 4D and 5D data to
enable conduction of time and cost management. LOMD 500 models which represent the “as-built”
state, can contain 6D data which allows for performance and lifecycle management. Although maturity
levels do not directly relate to the LOMD and dimensions, increased levels of collaboration can increase
the efficiency and transparency of how BIM models and encompassed information are managed. The
maturity levels, LOMD and the aforementioned dimensions are depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11 BIM Level of Maturity (LOM), Level of Model Development (LOMD) & Dimensions

Digital assets which are represented in BIM models as an information system, are transferred into
physical reality during the construction phase. Therefore, the transfer from “as-planned” LOMD 400
(including 4D/5D) to “as-built” LOMD 500, is initiated during this phase. As physical asset data is
processed into the information system, the “as-built” state is represented in the digital environment.
Such an as-built model can be used both during and after the construction phase for performance and
lifecycle management. To enable successful performance and lifecycle management however, the
information system should include physical asset data which is regularly updated. In order to advance
towards an updated model or the (near) real-time supplementation of a digital environment with
physical environment data from multiple sources, sensor technology should be implemented. In order
to do so through BIM tools, such an information system needs to be suited for Internet of Things (IoT)
implementation. Besides adapting the technology to overcome technical barriers, advancement in
terms of collaboration and data exchange, towards integrated project delivery BIM environments
(level 3 & 4 maturity) are required, in order to efficiently construct a digital twin. Although BIM tools
can be considered as a possibility to advance towards the construction and operation of a digital twin,
implementational barrier which regard IoT integration persist. Development of alternatives to achieve
the same goal (e.g. DLT or databases) are available (Lu et al., 2020; Boje et al., 2020; Grieves, 2015;
Pučko et al., 2017).
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3.2.3 TOWARDS A DIGITAL TWIN

The concept of the digital twin as a virtual, digital
equivalent to a physical product was coined at the
University of Michigan in 2003 (Grieves, 2010; Boje et
al., 2020). As this concept was introduced, current
practice regarding up to date digital representations
of physical products were considered immature in
terms of data collection and processing. Information
included in the digital environment was limited,
manually collected and predominantly paper-based.
Since the publication of the original term digital twin,
information technology has advanced the field in
terms of data collection, processing, model
development and maintenance (Grieves, 2015; Lu et
al., 2020). Several more recently published studies
refer to a digital twin as cyber-physical integration in
which the term digital twin represents the goal in
closest proximity to the unachievable, as no virtual
model can mirror physical reality identically. Studies
conducted by Boje et. al (2020), elaborates on the
work of Grieves and present the components of (1)
physical components, (2) the virtual model and (3)
the data that connects them, in a digital twin paradigm.
These components, as well as their interrelations are
depicted in Figure 12 (Boje et al., 2020).

Figure 12 Digital Twin Pradigm based upon research of:
(Boje et al., 2020)

Boje et al (2020) identified several concepts in literature which are related to the defined paradigm
of a combination of the virtual and the physical through data. For each sub-part, several abilities are
identified which support operation of a digital twin throughout the building lifecycle. These abilities
as well as a brief description based on their work is depicted in Table 1.
Table 1 Abilities of Digital Twin Components based on the work of (Boje et al., 2020)

Part
Physical

Data

Virtual

Ability
Sense
Monitor
Accurate
BIM
IoT
Link Data
Knowledge
Simulation
Prediction
Optimize
Agency

Description
To observe the physical in real-time through sensor deployment
Keep track, inform and issue warnings based on physical occurrences
Change & (de)-activate physical components based on virtual decisions
Integrate & consume BIM data sets in various formats & standards
Integrate & share data communicated by IoT devices
Integrate & share data via Semantic Web protocols
Store facts about system, support rules and reasoning capabilities
Apply engineering simulation models from various domains
Predict behaviour of the physical based on digital simulation & sensing
Optimization methods and recommend dynamic resource allocation
Delegate AI agent to manage & actuate the physical based on digital

In order to progress towards (semi) automation of compliance-related construction phase processes,
progression towards a digital twin, encompassing a part of the aforementioned abilities is required.
Therefore, (semi) automation of data acquisition procedures in the physical environment (e.g.
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monitoring), in order to communicate physical asset data though sensing (IoT) is required (Lu et al.,
2020). Although, a digital twin does not necessarily needs to be realized through BIM tools or models,
enablement of the ability to consume BIM data sets in various formats would be preferable (e.g.
obligations related to planning, cost & contract data). Besides (semi) automations related to the
physical and data aspects of a digital twin, automations in the virtual environment can enable the
ability to delegate AI agents. These agents would be capable of management of the physical, based on
automated data analysis of provided digital data (e.g. automated compliance checking and subsequent
payments). However, in order to do so, well-defined behaviours, protocols and objectives are required
(Boje et al., 2020).
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3.3 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

In order to supplement information systems (e.g. digital twin), with physical asset data to enable asset
management, data gathering and processing in the physical reality is required. An example of such a
process is value chain progress measurements (e.g. site monitoring). These measurements are
processed into information systems in order to be used for contract compliance activities and the
execution of subsequent payment procedures. These activities are executed to collect data in the
physical environment and to process them in the digital environment (information systems). These
compliance checking activities are predominantly executed manually. Besides the investment of
resources in order to conduct these processes (e.g. time & money), the duration of such a process
impedes adequate asset management decisions and interventions. Omar & Nehdi (2016) further
reinforce this statement by discussing that these manual approaches on a construction site lack the
required accuracy for integration with other interfaces. Furthermore, these processes are often
conducted by multiple parties individually, in order to communicate their compliance to contract
terms. These manual construction phase processes in the physical environment however, are
considered to be automatable (Omar & Nehdi, 2016). Striving for (semi) automation of near-real time
data collection and processing into information systems, implementation of sensor technologies is
required. An extensive list of sensor technologies for physical asset tracking, each with their own
individual benefits and barriers is available (Kopsida et al, 2015; Omar & Nehdi, 2016). In this section
the aim is to explore the possibilities which enable (semi) automation of compliance tracking activities,
through on and off-site physical asset tracking technologies.
3.3.1 GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY

In order to automate the measurement of progress and thereafter compliance to contract obligations
in terms of planning, the identity of individual elements can be identified through geospatial
technologies (Kopsida et al, 2015; Omar & Nehdi, 2016). Geospatial technologies enable interactions
with physical assets through communication with tags or sensors (geotagging). These tags/sensors are
coupled to the identity of individual assets and therefore, individual locations can be identified (either
through scanning devices or the tags themselves). Manipulation of the status of individual assets can
therefore, occur through either location or software in order to communicate progress. Based on
on/off-site progress in comparison to the desired progress embedded in contract obligations,
compliance/non-compliance can be determined (Mason, 2015; Mason, 2017) . Although the number
of geospatial technologies is significant, the scope will be on proven technologies which consist of: (1)
QR-codes, (2) RFID, (3) UWB and (4) GPS. These are described hereafter.
3.3.1.1 QR-CODES

Quick Response Codes which are known as QR-codes, are unique two dimensional and machine
readable codes. QR-codes contain static information (e.g. web link, unique identifier or images) which
are often related to an individual or a group of assets. QR-codes use standardized modes to encode
data (numeric, alphanumeric, byte/binary & kanji) (Ramdav & Harinarain, 2018). The operation of QRcodes is a method of passive asset tracking. Passive asset tracking means that it does not support
automated and constant data transition, but requires the execution of a process to retrieve data. QRcodes are easy to develop, deploy & operate as they only require a QR-code generator and a QR-code
scanner. A large variety of both generators and scanners are freely available and embedded within
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smartphone software. A potential disadvantage of QR-code scanning is that the technology is
restricted to one code per scan.
QR-codes are deployed for asset traceability, inventory management as well as supply chain
management (Egharevba et al., 2019; Ramdav & Harinarain, 2018; Shamsuzzoha et al., 2013). The
usage of QR-codes for traceability is exemplified by its incorporation on packages transported by a
delivery service. While a package is moved through processes, the QR-code is scanned. The unique
identifier embedded within the code is coupled with a specific status related to that process and
communicated to a customer or internally through track & trace applications (Hill, 2018; Benitia et al.,
2018). Within the construction industry, QR-codes are applied in a similar manner for the tracking of
construction material deliveries on site (Ramdav & Harinarain, 2018). Furthermore, QR-codes are
applied to provide easy accessibility to digital information coupled with the physical asset (Trani et al.,
2014). Although there are similar examples in and outside of the construction industry, the
predominant application for QR-codes is restricted to track & trace and data accessibility. This is mainly
due to the dynamic nature of construction environments and the static nature of data which is
embedded in QR-codes (Kopsida et al., 2015).
3.3.1.2 RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID)

RFID is wireless sensor technology which is encompassed within small tags. Data within these tags is
transmitted and retrieved through radio frequencies and magnetic waves. In comparison to QR tags,
data which is encompassed within RFID tags is not static and can be re-written while already deployed.
RFID tags can be passive, active as well as hybrid. Data in passive tags is retrievable from up to a
distance of 15m by means of energy transmission from the RFID reader (Hubbard et al., 2015; Kopsida
et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2016). Therefore, data retrieval from passive tags, requires the execution of a
process as is the case with QR-code scanning. Data transmission from active RFID tags however, is
possible from up to 500 meters and does not require a process due to its internal power supply. Hybrid
tags can transmit data as well, although transmission needs to be initiated by a signal (Hubbard et al.,
2015; Kopsida et al., 2015; Omar & Nedhi, 2016). In order to retrieve data from any of the
aforementioned type of tag, RFID readers are required (Domdouzis et al., 2007; Omar & Nedhi, 2016;
Ren et al., 2011). RFID readers can however, scan multiple tags at the same time.
A renown application of RFID technology is through the inclusion of passive near field communication
(NFC) tags in bank cards for wireless payments. The deployment of RFID systems is exemplified in
multiple automated supply chain tracking applications as well. An example of such an application in
industry is inventory management in the laundry industry. Individual pieces of linen (e.g. towels &
sheets) are equipped with a RFID tag. Based on registration of dirty linen by clients (e.g. hotels), clean
linen are transported through optimized routes. After arrival, clean linen are scanned and added to
the inventory of the hotel (semi) automatically (Lodgher, 2009). Within the construction industry RFID
application has been successfully tested for material tracking and the measurement of construction
progress (El Omari & Moselhi, 2009; Wang et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2011). Although the
implementation of RFID tags and systems are considered to be advantageous in multiple use cases,
the technology also encompasses limitations which impede deployment. RFID tags need to be
maintained as their signal strength and battery (+/-5 years) will decrease over time. This is
predominantly the case for active tags, whereas passive and hybrid tags require significantly less
maintenance. A general limitation of RFID is the decrease in indoor communication range when
exposed to metals in the proximity (Omar & Nedhi, 2016).
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3.3.1.3 ULTRA-WIDE BAND (UWB)

Ultra-wide band technology is similar to RFID in terms of its radio technology. Although similarities are
shared, UWB differs in terms of functionalities. UWB broadcasts data over a large bandwidth,
therefore, the range (+1000m) of these tags is significantly larger than RFID or Laser scanning
technology (Shahi et al., 2012). Besides benefits in range, UWB radio pulses enable the identification
of tag coordinates in 3D without integration of other technologies (e.g. GPS). Due to a low pulse rate,
the battery lifespan of UWB tags is longer in comparison to active RFID tags. The signal of UWB tags is
not impeded by indoor usage and metal vicinity. The application of UWB tags for construction activity
and material tracking have been successfully tested indoors as well as outdoors (Teizer et al., 2007;
Jiang et al, 2011; Cheng et al., 2011; Omar & Nedhi, 2016). The application of UWB tags for construction
activity tracking are promising, although a more congested site will increase the error margin of tag
position determination (Shahi et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2011). Scanning equipment to read UWB tags
is required and scanning of multiple tags simultaneously is enabled.
3.3.1.4 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

Global Positioning Systems are a satellite-based technology which is utilized for geo-location
determination and navigation. GPS tags function by the ability of the system to receive signals which
are emitted by satellites. These tags can constantly determine the location of the asset which is
coupled to them and therefore, enables active asset tracking. In the construction industry, GPS has
been tested for the automated collection of data regarding construction activities (Islam, 2013).
Although GPS empowers full automation, several barriers for the successful deployment of this
technology are identified. Positioning capabilities are reduced significantly when GPS is operated in
congested environments. Furthermore, GPS tags are relatively costly and therefore, application might
be infeasible when applied for large scale and intensive asset tracking (Ergen et al., 2007; Caldas et al.,
2006).
3.3.2 IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES

An alternative to geospatial technology for the measurement of on-site progress and therefore,
compliance, is the deployment of imaging technologies. Imaging technology is used for the capturing
of digital images in order to generate 3D information regarding various object on construction sites.
This 3D information is used for the conduction of construction progress analysis by comparison with a
3D representation of the desired construction progress. Imaging technologies capture the “as-built”
state/situation of multiple assets in one frame. After a frame is compared to a 3D “as-planned”
situation, the identity of individual assets as well as discrepancies in terms of construction progress
can be determined (Kopsida et al., 2015; Omar & Nedhi, 2016). Based on this comparison, on-site
progress can be determined and compliance/non-compliance can be communicated as well. The
imaging technologies which are considered hereafter consist of: (1) photogrammetry, (2) 3D laser
scanning, (3) videogrammetry and (4) range images.
3.3.2.1 PHOTOGRAMMETRY

Photogrammetry technology is a point cloud technology based on the capturing of multiple
overlapping images of construction progress. Based on a substantial number of overlapping images, a
3D reconstruction of the captured situation is generated consisting of points. The 3D reconstruction
which is based on the captured situation, represents the “as-built” state. The reconstructed point cloud
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is compared to a 3D representation of the “as-planned” state. Based on a comparison between both
states, individual objects are identified and the percentage of completion is calculated automatically.
Based on the percentage of completion for individual components, construction progress is measured.
Point cloud technology is considered to be the most automated imaging technology for construction
progress measuring (Omar & Nehdi, 2016; Pörteners, 2018).
Point cloud technology has been applied in several use cases for the automated collection of data
regarding the as-built state. Furthermore, point cloud technology has been applied to estimate the
quantities of performed construction activities over a specific time span (El-Omari &Moselhi, 2008). A
fellow student applied point clouds technology to capture and compare the as-built state to the asplanned state in his master thesis he developed a tool to calculate the on-site progress in order to
update a 3D representation of the progress in a BIM model (Dülger, 2020). Point cloud technology has
been successfully tested in multiple cases to calculate on-site progress and to communicate this
progress. Point cloud technology however, is still limited due to the requirement of a substantial
amount of human intervention in the process as well as sensitivity of the capturing method (Omar &
Nehdi, 2016; Braun et al., 2014; Shih & Wang 2004).
3.3.2.2 LASER SCANNING TECHNOLOGY

Laser Detection and Ranging technology (LADAR), is similar to photogrammetry technologies as it also
results in point cloud models. However, LADAR differs from photogrammetry in terms of the capturing
technology which is employed. LADAR captures the as-built state by emitting pulses of laser light onto
physical objects. Upon detecting the deflection of these pulses, the distance to physical objects is
calculated and a point cloud is generated. Therefore, the capturing method of LADAR and the process
of point cloud creation is significantly faster in comparison to photogrammetry. In terms of application,
LADAR has been tested in use cases related to the capturing of on-site progress similar to the
application of photogrammetry. Although the automation of capturing and processing on-site
conditions proved to be significantly faster, high costs, difficulties in congested environments as well
as the need for regular calibration impede its implementation and suitability for capturing on-site
conditions. Furthermore, a clear line of sight is required in order to capture on-site conditions and the
accuracy of point clouds is subject to occlusion (Turkan et al., 2012; Zhang & Arditi, 2013; El-Omari &
Moselhi, 2008; Omar & Nedhi, 2016).
3.3.2.3 VIDEOGRAMMETRY

Differing from photogrammetry, videogrammetry captures on-site conditions based on video
recordings. As videos consist of several sequential frames and therefore, pixels, comparison between
frames can capture progress. Furthermore, the need to overlap images in order to generate a point
cloud is not required to utilize this technology. The application of videogrammetry in on-site safety
evaluations as well as the detection of moving equipment (e.g. cranes) has been verified (Brilakis et
al., 2011; Dimitrov & Golparvar-Fard, 2014). The number of use cases in which videogrammetry was
applied for automated on-site construction progress was significantly lower in comparison to other
imaging technologies. In comparison to LADAR technology, photo and videogrammetry is considered
to be less accurate. Furthermore, the efficiency of these technologies is dependent upon object
surfaces, range of capturing and the resolution of scanning equipment (Brilakis et al., 2011; Dimitrov
& Golparvar-Fard, 2014; Omar & Nedhi, 2016).
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3.2.2.4 RANGE IMAGE TECHNOLOGY

Range image technology is similar to photogrammetry as it works based on captured images. However,
range image technology differs from photogrammetry as data acquisition is executed by means of
range sensors and range cameras. Based on the capturing of depth images, the process of transferring
the captured physical environment into 3D digital objects is enabled (Gong & Caldas, 2008; Kopsida et
al., 2015; Omar & Nedhi, 2016). Therefore, it can be stated that range image technologies achieve
results in a similar manner compared to LADAR technology. Range image technology has been tested
in use cases where real-time on-site conditions were monitored (e.g. workers, trucks & material).
Although range image technology can obtain similar results compared to LADAR technology for
significantly lower investments, its application proves difficult due to its restricted range (Omar &
Nedhi, 2016).
3.3.3 MONITORING & PLANNING COMPLIANCE

Both geospatial and scanning technologies prove to be useful for the automated capturing of
conditions in the physical world. However, there are several factors which need to be taken into
account when considering technologies for the purpose of automated progress and compliance
monitoring. Within this paragraph, previous work conducted by Omar & Nedhi (2016) and Kopsida et
al., (2015) is discussed. The results of their research as well as comparisons between technologies are
depicted and critically reviewed. The implications of their research related to the intended use case is
discussed based on the authors perspective in section 3.3.7.
Omar & Nedhi (2016) conducted an analysis on several technologies for the purpose of automated
data acquisition and analysis on-site. They compared: (1) enhanced IT, (2) geospatial, (3) 3D imaging
and (4) augmented reality for this purpose. As enhanced IT and augmented reality are considered to
be outside of the scope of this research, only sub-technologies of geospatial and 3D imaging are
discussed. The results of their comparison are depicted in Table 2 (Omar & Nedhi, 2016).
Table 2 Comparison of available technologies for site-data acquisition. Based on the work of: (Omar & Nedhi, 2016)

Criteria
Setup & Cost
Automation Level
Automated Analysis
Applicability
Training required
Pre-processing level
Integrated readiness
Decision maker support
Computational cost
Project size

Geospatial
Moderate
Semi-automated
Automated
All project
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Small/moderate

3D Imaging
Very High
Automated
Automated
All projects
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate/large

In terms of setup and costs, all geospatial technologies require the investment of resources to
implement tags/sensors onto physical assets. The costs of these tags vary significantly: whereas QR
tags are not costly, GPS tags are expensive. QR and GPS do not require investments in equipment which
is required to retrieve data from tags, while RFID and UWB does. For 3D imaging technologies the cost
varies as well. Whereas e.g. LADAR equipment is significantly more expensive than photogrammetry
equipment. In terms of automation, geospatial technologies with the exception of GPS, require
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additional procedure to collect data. Therefore, geospatial technologies are considered to enable semiautomation of data collection while 3D imaging technology enable full automation. Analysis of
collected data is considered to be fully automated for both technology types. However, the analysis of
data is not attributed to the capturing method. The automation of data analysis is rather related to the
software which processes data into an information system. This is also the case for the criteria of the
meaningfulness of data to support decision makers. As both technology types can offer the same
information based on how the data is processed, both can be of value. Research related to 3D imaging
is more often related to BIM as an information system while geospatial technologies are not.
Kopsida et al., (2015) conducted an analysis on the full automation of data acquisition, document
management and data analysis related to on-site construction progress calculations. In comparison to
Omar & Nedhi (2016), the technologies which are encompassed in their analysis are not generalized
to e.g. geospatial technologies, but rather individual technologies. Furthermore, they developed an
ideal situation in order to establish which technologies would be most suitable for their use case. The
results of their analysis are depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 Performance of solutions for progress monitoring inspection reproduced after (Kopsida et al. 2015)
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In terms of costs and setup, laser scanning technology is considered to include the highest initial
investment. RFID requires costs for installation as well as the maintenance of the tags. LADAR
technology is considered to be the only technology to support full automation of document
management and data analysis. Other technologies are considered to enable semi-automation at best.
However, the capability of capturing technology to analyse data and present meaningful information,
is rather attributed to the software and information system it is linked to. The criteria of utility is
considered to be the applicability of the system in varying visual inspection tasks (indoors, outdoors,
recognising several objects, etc.). RFID is considered to be applicable within multiple cases, whereas
imaging technologies are considered to be restricted to spatial data. Furthermore, imaging
technologies are mainly suitable for outdoor settings. RFID would also be applicable indoors but the
accuracy would decrease significantly. In terms of time efficiency, RFID is considered to enable instant
data retrieval. RFID requires the execution of scanning procedures to collect data through human
interaction. Although the data retrieval itself can be considered instant, the procedure in order to do
so is not.
3.3.4 TOWARDS AUTOMATED PHYSICAL ASSET TRACKI NG

In terms of (semi) automated physical asset tracking throughout the supply chain (manufacturing,
delivery, execution & verification), geospatial technologies are most suitable as they can collect data
both on and off-site. As most of the geospatial technologies require the operation of a scanning
procedure, semi-automation of data acquisition can be realized. GPS however, can enable full
automation as no manual scanning procedures are required in order to acquire data. In terms of time
efficiency of these procedures, QR scanners are restricted to the acquisition of data from a single
physical asset, but do not require special equipment and hence, investments. RFID, UWB can acquire
data from multiple assets simultaneously, but do require additional equipment (e.g. an RFID scanner).
GPS does not require additional equipment (besides sensors) and can collect data related to multiple
assets as well. Although geospatial technologies are suited for the acquisition of data throughout
supply chain stages, it would be undesirable and infeasibly to apply this technology to all construction
components (e.g. a tag/sensor for every brick). Therefore, it can be argued that geospatial technology
would be best suited for the tracking of large prefabricated elements throughout the supply chain by
conducting (semi) automated procedures. Kopsala et al., (2015) argues that the installation and
maintenance of RFID tags requires much time which is undesirable (Kopsela et al., 2015). Maintenance
of these tags can be an issue if these tags are used on all construction components for other purposes,
after element verification in the construction phase (e.g. during the maintenance phase). Within the
scope of the intended purpose of asset tracking during the execution phase however, the need for
maintenance is considered unlikely.
In terms of application of imaging technologies, the usability is restricted to the capturing of on-site
conditions. Therefore, only the execution status of construction components can be registered. Data
acquisition by imaging technologies can be automated if no human intervention is required (e.g.
setting up the scanner). Furthermore, investments in terms of resources to install and maintain tags
are not required. Because scanning technology does not require the presence of tags in order to verify
the identity of a construction component, the technology would be more viable for measuring
construction progress. As discussed previously, it is infeasible and undesirable to equip every brick with
a sensor in order to measure progress through geospatial technologies.
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In order to advance towards (semi) automated compliance tracking, the monitoring of progress in the
physical world should be conducted both on-site and off-site to cover the entirety of the supply chain.
Therefore, geospatial technologies should be considered for large and valuable construction
components (prefabricated elements). However, if we would not restrict ourselves to progress
measurement of prefabricated components, but want to enable full construction progress measuring
in the future, supplementation of geospatial technology with imaging technology is required.
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3.4 SUMMARY

Based on the conducted literature review regarding asset management, supported in both the digital
and physical environment, the following question can be answered: “How can digital and physical asset
management methods, contribute towards the (semi) automation of compliance tracking activities and
payments, related to prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of construction project?”. An
overview of the summarized results are depicted in Figure 14.
An asset is a tangible/non-tangible item, thing or entity which is of financial or non-financial value to
an organization. Asset systems consist of assets which are interrelated to each other (e.g. design and
reality). Critical asset systems are systems which are of significant impact on the achievement of goals
for an organization. Asset management is the operation of an asset during the entire technical lifecycle,
guaranteeing a suitable return and ensuring defined services and security standards (ISO, 2014). A
management system consists of interrelated or interacting elements within an organization to
establish objectives, policies and processes to achieve those objectives. An asset management system
is considered to be a set of tools, including business processes and information systems.
Digital asset management is conducted through information systems in order to enable the
management of the physical. Building Information Models (BIM) are considered to be such an
information system and are widely used in the built environment. BIM is not just a tool for
coordination, but rather a digital-based information system which exploits various tools and
techniques to allow for effective management of physical assets. The amount of information contained
in the systems depends on the Level of Model Development (LOMD). LOMD 400 is considered to be an
“as-planned” model, in which cost, contract and scheduling dimensions (4D & 5D) can be included.
Cost and scheduling data can be considered as contract obligations. LOMD 500 is considered to be an
“as-built” model, which can contain physical asset data (6D) to enable performance management in
reality. Data regarding the status of physical assets can be regarded as compliance or non-compliance
to as planned data.
As an as-planned design is transferred to as-built, a transition is made between the digital to the
physical. As an as-built model should contain physical asset information to allow performance
management of these assets, it can be stated that that such a model should be supplemented with
(near) real-time data. This can result in a digital twin however, such a twin does not necessarily need
to be BIM-based. In order to supplement information systems with physical data, sensor technology is
required for data acquisition.
Various technologies for the acquisition of physical data are available. Two technology groups which
are suitable for near-real time and (semi) automated data acquisition are (1) geospatial and (2) imaging
technologies. Geospatial technologies consist of (1) QR, (2) RFID, (3) UWB and (4) GPS technologies.
Imaging technologies encompass (1) photogrammetry, (2) LADAR, (3) videogrammetry and (4) range
imaging. Data on the status (e.g. manufactured) of individual prefabricated physical assets (e.g. precasted beams) needs to be acquired and communicated into an information system throughout the
supply chain. Therefore, geospatial technologies are considered to be most suitable as they enable
semi-automated data acquisition on-site and off-site through the conduction of scanning procedures.
In order to eventually achieve full automation of physical asset tracking and construction site progress
monitoring, geospatial and imaging technologies need to be combined.
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In order to enable (semi) automation of compliance tracking activities and payments in the execution
phase, there needs to be (near) real-time communication between the digital and the physical. In order
to do so, a digital twin in any form can aid. Contract obligations (planning and costs) should be included
in an information system to establish the as-planned state (e.g. LOMD 400 BIM model). As physical
activities are conducted, data on the status of physical assets needs to be acquired, communicated
and processed into the digital environment. Within the digital environment, automated data analyses
would need to determine whether assets in the physical environment are either compliant or noncompliant to the as-planned state of the twin elements in the digital environment. Based on the
outcome of this comparison, the digital environment should be able to either reward (financially) or
communicate non-compliance, to enable corrective actions in the physical environment. Although
(semi) automated sensing throughout the supply chain is enabled in the physical environment through
geospatial technologies and the processing of this data into the digital environment is as well,
automated digital/physical comparisons and subsequent responses back into the physical are not.

Figure 14 Digital & Physical Asset Management

Further automation of processes in the digital environment can enable the ability to delegate AI
agents. These agents (e.g. smart contracts) would be capable of managing the physical (payments or
notifications), based on automated data analytics of provided digital data (e.g. automated compliance
checking). However, in order to do so, well-defined behaviours, protocols and objectives are required
(Boje et al., 2020). Distributed ledger technology (DLT) might aid in the progression towards (semi)
automation of automated compliance checking. Mason (2015) stated that smart contracts can be: (1)
independent (e.g. related to a single physical asset), (2) equipped with a clear functionality (e.g.
checking of location and planning compliance) and (3) executed based on protocols (e.g. financial
transactions between parties). DLT is further explored and researched in Chapter 4.
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4. DISTRIBIUTED LEDGERS
The terms Bitcoin, Ethereum, blockchain and smart contracts are a hot topic all around the internet,
on the news as well as in businesses. In order to understand what these terms mean and how they are
related, the origin of these terms should be discussed first. Distributed ledger technology (DLT) was
first proposed as a distributed (peer-to-peer) network which enabled electronic payments (in virtual
currency) without the requirement of a trusted third party (e.g. bank). This proposed network was
coined in the whitepaper ’Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Electronic Cash System’, published under the
pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Although the terms Bitcoin and blockchain are often
interchanged, the Bitcoin is just one of the many applications which is based on blockchains technology
out there. A blockchain network is often defined as a database or ledger of validated transactions,
which are replicated (distributed) through a P2P network, after consensus among participants is
reached and data is encrypted through cryptography. Although variations in the definition of
blockchain technology occur, overall consensus is reached that the properties of DLT encompasses a
distributed and transparent ledger of transactions, which is immutable after consensus and validity
are verified and is tamper proof (Morabito, 2017; Tapscott & Tappscot, 2016; Tasca et al., 2017).
Blockchain 2.0 as it is often called, regards the smart contract which requires specific blockchains (e.g.
Ethereum) to run on. Smart contracts were first coined by cryptographer Nick Szabo in 1994 as: “a
computerised transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract”. Therefore, it can be stated
that smart contracts are machine readable and executable versions of everyday legal contracts. Mason
(2017) states that a smart contract can be defined as: “contracts that are fully executable without
human intervention” (Morgan, 2014) or “self-enforcing, monitoring external inputs from trusted
sources in order to settle according to the contracts stipulations” (Peters and Panayi, 2015). This
insinuates that DLT can be utilized to aid the (semi) automation of proposed processes. But how are
distributed ledgers constructed? What are their components and how do they exactly work? How can
they be used within a built environment context and especially, how should it be deployed to
contribute towards the (semi) automation of supply chain log construction and payments in the
execution phase of construction projects?
In this chapter insights are provided into the components and mechanics which are encompassed
within DLT. Insights are provided into their proposed application in the built environment and how
these technologies can be deployed. Their intended purpose is to contribute toward (semi) automated
compliance checking activities and payments. These activities are mainly related to the execution
phase of construction projects and prefabricated construction elements. Therefore, this chapter aims
to answer the third research question which is formulated as follows: “How can distributed ledger
technology contribute towards the (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking and payments,
related to prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of construction projects?”.
As blockchains and smart contracts are both attributed to DLT, they are interrelated to each other. DLT
applications are often subdivided between several interrelated layers, as depicted in Figure 15. The
aforementioned layers contain all components and mechanics which are required to deploy DLT
technology in varying use cases (Acharya & Yerranati, 2019; Hileman & Rauchs, 2017). Therefore, the
structure of this chapter will be organized in accordance to these layers. The first part of this chapter
includes the overall infrastructure layer of DLT (Section 4.1). The second part of this chapter includes
the data layer, discussing the mechanics of data processing and storage (Section 4.2). The third part of
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this chapter regards the consensus protocols (Section 4.3). In the fourth part the P2P network and
different type of networks and discussed (Section 4.4) The fifth part includes the application layer of a
DL, which contains smart contract logic and the user interface, is discussed (Section 4.5). In the sixth
part of this chapter, proposed applications of DLT in the built environment for supply chain asset
management are discussed and benefits/limitations are presented (Section 4.6). The chapter is
concluded with the discussion of a framework which aids in the development of applications in order
to (semi) automate planning compliance tracking and payments (Section 4.7).

Figure 15 Distributed Ledger Application Layers
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4.1 INFRASTRUCTURE LAYER

Applications and the World Wide Web are intensively used in daily life and industry. The usage of
applications and the internet is enabled due to the presence of servers, on which this application data
resides. When using the internet and applications in day-to-day life, clients request these servers for
data through user interfaces (e.g. providing user details and login to retrieve your Facebook page). This
method relates to client-server architecture, which is most commonly used. In order to run these
servers and store data, application data is hosted in individual data centres which are scattered across
the globe. Therefore, it can be stated that the client-server architecture relies on a centralized server.
4.1.1 NODES

In contrast, DLT relies on multiple distributed and decentralized peers. These peers are a network of
interrelated computer systems (individual file servers) which are connected through the internet.
Peers are connected to each other in order to store, process and retrieve data through their shared
network, instead of a centralized server. Blockchain is a decentralized replicated database (distributed
ledger), where data (transactions) are chained in blocks and placed in a P2P network. The direct
exchange of the ledger between multiple peers in a network is defined as a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network. In blockchain technology, the infrastructure consists of nodes which can be seen as peers.
These nodes can be either light nodes or full nodes. Light nodes do not store a full copy of the
blockchain ledger on their device, but rather store the cache. Light nodes verify the execution of
transactions. Full nodes do store a copy of the entire blockchain ledger locally, fully participate in the
enforcement of consensus and validate transactions. Nodes communicate with other nodes through a
so called gossip protocol. This protocol encompasses the communication between neighbouring
nodes, through exponential dispersion (like gossiping). In the instance of the Ethereum blockchain,
anyone who connects to the Ethereum main net or test net, can run a full or light node on their device
through software such as Geth & Parity (Ferretti & D’Angelo, 2020; Wood, 2014; Baliga, 2017;Acharya
& Yerranati, 2019).
In order to visit a blockchain network and to make transactions on it, directly running a light or full
node is not always required. Instead of running a node on a device, users are enabled to indirectly
connect to a Ethereum Node called INFURA. In order to do so, users can run the MetaMask application
in their browser as a bridge to the INFURA node. Therefore, these users can make transactions without
running a node which stores a copy of the ledger locally (Acharya & Yerranati, 2019).
After transactions have been executed and verified, transactions needs to be processed into a block
which is ultimately added to the blockchain. In order to do so, these transactions first need to be
mined. Mining is the process of adding conducted transactions into a block and ultimately the
distributed ledger (after consensus between nodes is reached). The mining of transactions into
blocks is conducted by mining nodes or miners. Miners need to run a full node on the blockchain
network in order to process transactions and yield rewards for the execution of the mining process.
Although mining nodes require a full node, not every full node necessarily has to be a mining node.
After transactions have been mined and incorporated into blocks, these blocks are broadcasted to
other nodes in the network. After consensus is reached, a block which contains transactions (data), is
committed to the blockchain and updated in the copy of the ledger which each full node retains
locally (Ferretti & D’Angelo, 2020; Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Hileman & Rauchs, 2017).
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4.1.2 ETHE REUM ACOUNT STATE & WORLD STATE

Ethereum is called a transaction-based state machine due to the presence of data states, attributed to
the ETH blockchain specifically. The states within the ETH blockchain consist of the account states and
the overall world state. Accounts on ETH can either be Externally Owned Accounts (EOA) or Contract
Accounts (CA). An EOA is owned by physical users and can be used to transfer Ether (cryptocurrency)
to other EOA, to deploy a smart contract or to interact with them. A Contract Account is created when
a smart contract is deployed and contains bytecode (code). Both EOA and CA are paired with an unique
address, a key and values (balances in tokens or Ethereum). The account state of each account on
Ethereum includes the aforementioned values. The world state of the ETH blockchain is considered to
be the total state of all accounts at a certain point in time. The world state only changes if transactions:
(1) between users, (2) between smart contracts or (3) between users and smart contracts are executed.
Hence, the ETH blockchain is called a transaction-based state machine (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018;
Hileman & Rauchs, 2017; Infante, 2018; Murthy, 2017).
4.1.3 ETHEREUM VIRTUAL MACHINE

Every node on the Ethereum blockchain runs its own embedded sandboxed instance of the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). This means that each instance of the EVM is isolated from other full nodes.
The EVM is considered to be a state-based virtual machine which is quasi Turing complete. Turing
complete is a term in computer science indicating that a system is capable of sophisticated
computations, allowing for the execution of complex programmed code. The EVM enables the
execution of codes (e.g. smart contract code) in an extensive P2P network of computers.
The EVM manages the world state of the blockchain. This means that the EVM manages the transition
from the pre-transaction (internal) state to the post-transaction (world) state, through the conduction
of required computations embedded in smart contract bytecode. As the state change is achieved
through transactions (e.g. interaction with or execution of smart contract functions), the EMV handles
related account information, addresses, balances, current gas price (transaction fee), and required
block information. As the EVM manages this transition in a sand-boxed copy of the Ethereum world
state, no actual state changes to the shared network are made. If the execution of transactions through
bytecodes would not be successful, the EVM discards the sand-boxed copy of the new world state. If
the code execution is successful however, the Ethereum network world state can be updated
accordingly and the proposed transaction is broadcasted. Hence, the EVM allows for the development,
deployment and execution of smart contract byte code (EVM code), by users (on the ETH network)
through the EVM (Ferretti & D’Angelo, 2020; Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Wood, 2014).
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4.1.4 ETHEREUM INFRASTRUCTURE

The infrastructure of a blockchain, and the Ethereum blockchain more specifically, consists of: (1) a
network of light, full and mining nodes who validate transactions, enforce consensus and retain a copy
of the distributed transaction ledger through participation in a P2P network. (2) the EVM which
manages the world state of the blockchain through contract-related transactions and enables the
execution of computations contained in bytecode. (3) the world state of the ETH blockchain, containing
all data (e.g. balances, accounts, smart contract bytecode) at a specific point in time (4) the executable
bytecode (smart contract), related to CA on account states: (Ferretti & D’Angelo, 2020; Antonopoulos
& Wood, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019; Vaibhav, 2018; Brickwood, 2018). An overview and
summary of the components of the infrastructure layer in the ETH blockchain is provided in Figure 16.

Figure 16 ETH infrastructure & layers
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4.2 DATA LAYER

In the previous section the account state and world state in the transaction-based state machine
Ethereum were discussed. The account state represents the balance or state of its bytecode (if the
account is a contract account) at a specific moment in time. The world state represents the state of all
accounts on the ETH network at a specific moment in time. Within this section, data on Ethereum and
the mechanism for the exchange of this data are discussed. In the ETH blockchain, the account state
and world state which are updated constantly are not stored directly on the blockchain. This is mainly
due to the immutable nature of data stored in block on the blockchain as well as the dynamic nature
of these states (e.g. varying account balances). These states are constantly updated though the
execution of transactions (e.g. transfer of funds). Because of these transaction-based state changes, a
distinction needs to be made between ephemeral and permanent data. After transactions have been
fully confirmed and executed, they are stored and never altered. Hence, transactions can be
considered as permanent data. The balance of a specific Ethereum account can be changed if
transactions are conducted which target their specific account address. Hence, the data related to the
account balance and therefore, world state is considered to be ephemeral data. As there are two
different types of data in Ethereum, these data types are initially stored and managed separately. In
order to do so, tree-like data structures, called 'tries', for each state are used in Ethereum
(Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Wood, 2014; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019; Consensys, 2018; Vaibhav,
2018; ESE, 2019). The tries and their structure in Ethereum are more elaborately discussed in Section
4.2.1 till 4.2.4 respectively. The states and the four related tries are presented hereafter.
1. Storage trie: contains account-related data
(one trie structure for every account)
2. World state trie: contains an element for the data of each storage trie
(only one in total)
3. Transaction trie: contains data regarding a set of transactions which are added to a block
(one trie per block)
4. Receipt trie: contains post-transaction data (receipts) for all transactions in a specific transaction
trie (one trie per block)
4.2.1 MERKLE PATRICIA TRIE STRUCTURE

The Ethereum Yellow Paper is a definition of the Ethereum protocol which was originally created by
one of the founders of Ethereum Gavin Wood (2014). Within this paper a hybrid variant of the Merkle
tree and Patricia tree, which is utilized in Ethereum, is discussed. In order to clarify the purpose and
mechanics of such a tree, these subjects are described hereafter. In cryptography and the computer
science field, both of the aforementioned trees are variants of a hash tree. A hash function is a specific
algorithm which enables the mapping of arbitrary sized data to fixed sized values. A hash can be applied
to large datasets (e.g. string values or a variety of files) called hashing key, to generate (map) this data
into a comprised set of values (128 bit sized number) which is dependent upon its entire content. In
Bitcoin blockchains, the SHA256 algorithm is employed, while the Ethereum uses the Keccak-256
algorithm. Hashing, as the aforementioned process is called, is used in cryptography to assure integrity
and authentication of the data on which the hash value is based. Hash trees such as the Merkle and
Patricia trees, are used to efficiently and securely verify large data structures. The Merkle tree and the
Patricia tree are dissimilar in terms of the algorithm which they use and therefore, the speed of
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updating (when data changes). As Ethereum is using a Modified Merkle Patricia tree, this version of a
hash tree will be more elaborately discussed: (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Wood, 2014; Acharya &
Yerranati, 2019)

Figure 17 Structure of a Modified Patricia Merkle Trie

A Merkle Patricia Tree (MPT) as depicted in Figure 17, consists of three components: (1) extension
nodes, (2) branch nodes and (3) leaf nodes. All nodes converge into a single root extension node. This
root node contains a Keccak-256 hash of all the hashes of subsequent nodes. An extension node
contains a (1) prefix, (2) nibble and (3) up to 16 child nodes which are branch nodes. A branch node
consists of: (1) an array of 16 branches and (2) a node value. Leaf nodes contain the hash of a block of
data (key-end and value). Non leave nodes contain a hash of all its children nodes. If changes are made
to states and therefore, data connected to a specific node, the hash of such a node will change. Due
to the hash of parent nodes being dependent upon the hash of their child nodes, their hash up till the
root node is changed as well. Therefore, the hash value of the root node becomes a cryptographic
fingerprint of the entire data structure. Hence, in order to determine whether two states are identical
to each other, a comparison of the root hash is enabled instead of a comparison between all leaf nodes.
The data which is hashed within these nodes represent key-value stores. These key-value stores of
Ethereum states can be used as paths on the MPT: (Wood, 2014; Vaibhav, 2018). These paths are
depicted as an array of keys and values depicted in the simplified world state in Figure 17. An example
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is key (a711355). Key part (a711355) refers to the nibble of the root node. Secondly, (a711355) refers
to the branch in the branch node. Finally part (a711355) refers to the key-end of the leaf node and is
related to value of 45 ETH.
The MPT which represents the world state at a certain point in time, contains the hashed storageRoot
of all accounts states (EOA & CA), after a set of transactions have been executed. Therefore, it can be
stated that the stateRoot of the new world state, compared to the previous stateRoot differs in terms
of the value which were exchanged between EOA’s and CA’s through a set of transactions. Therefore,
stateRoot comparisons with transactions enable the ETH blockchain to deal with ephermal data and
encompass them into permanent blocks (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Wood, 2014; Consensys,
2018).
4.2.2 ACCOUNT & WORLD STATE TRIE

The account and world state in the ETH environment are related to each other as the second
represents the state of all accounts. Therefore, the storage trie for each account is related to the state
trie as well. Both the storage and the state trie are not stored on the blockchain. The leaf nodes of
every trie contains (1) key and (2) values. All accounts which can be either externally owned accounts
or
contract
accounts
are
identified with
a
unique
160-bit
address
(e.g.
0x70e5d2C6d8eEFDB7B6b670a2ED63110F37Aa736C). The address of such an account is the key.
Furthermore, an account is related to specific values. A leaf node of the state trie, which contains a
mapping of key-value pairs for all accounts on the ETH network is depicted in Figure 18 and discussed
hereafter.

Figure 18 Account Trie, Accout (storage) State & World State Trie
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All values which are embedded in the account state, are dynamic values with the exception of the
CodeHash value. As the CodeHash value contains the hashed contract bytecode and therefore, smart
contract code, the smart contract is immutable after initial deployment. Furthermore, the StorageRoot
of storage tries is only populated in the instance of CA. The StorageRoot of EOA is not produced as the
storage tries for these accounts only contain a unique address, a balance and the nonce. As the state
trie contains a key-value pair for every account on the ETH network in its leaf nodes, a StateRoot is
produced which represents the state of the entire ETH network at a certain point in time (Wood, 2014).
4.2.3 TRANSACTION PROCESS

As the original world state of the ETH network which is embedded in the StateRoot, is changed into to
the new world state of the network, a new StateRoot through the conduction of transactions is
created. In order to establish how old world states are transferred into new world states, the
transaction and mining process are discussed based on the Ethereum Yellow Paper as well as additional
literature. Transactions are always initiated by EOA and are signed with a signature. Each EOA retains
a Mnemonic seed phrase as key back-up. Based on this phrase, each account is coupled with a private
key. This private key is used by the initiator of a transaction to create a signature for the transaction.
Besides the private key, each EOA retains a public key as well. The public key of the initiator of a
transaction can be used by the recipient to verify the transaction and its content. The address of an
account is a hashed version of the public key which is held by the corresponding account. This process
is depicted in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Keys & Transactions on the Ethereum Blockchain Network
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4.2.3.1 TRANSACTION TYPES

As the Ethereum blockchain allows for the deployment and operation of smart contracts, several
distinct transaction types can be executed (Vaibhav, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019). These
transaction types consist of:
1. A transfer of value between two externally owned accounts and thus mutate account balances
2. Transactions which interact or call functions in a smart contract and thus mutate the internal state
of the contract account (e.g. transfer tokens in a smart contract between parties)
3. The deployment of a smart contract and thus the creation of a contract account which contains a
unique address and has a storage trie attached to it
4.2.3.2 TRANSACTION INITATION & CONTENT

When a transaction is initiated, certain values are populated. The values which are related to a
transaction are listed below in Figure 20. Furthermore, the transaction state trie and the relation with
the transaction itself is depicted.

Figure 20 Data population Transaction & Transaction Trie of a Block

After the transaction values have been populated, the transaction is signed by an EOA by means of the
data content and the private key of the account (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati,
2019; Consensys, 2018; ESE, 2019; Rubino, 2018).
4.2.3.3 TRANSACTION VALIDATION

Proposed transactions are broadcasted to the account which relates to the local node. The EVM of the
corresponding node computes, defines and verifies the result of this single transaction on the account
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state and the world state. Furthermore, the local node verifies that the provided digital signature is
corresponding to the address of the sender and the content of the transaction. Furthermore, the
required funds for the transaction are verified against the initiators account balance. The EVM is
capable of computing EVM bytecode, therefore, the EVM determines whether the data which is
submitted will result in successful execution of the targeted function in a contract. If a node
successfully validates the transaction and computed a valid state, an ID is attached and the transaction
is broadcasted on the peer-to-peer network: (Rubino, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019).
4.2.4 MINING PROCESS

Transactions which are broadcasted among the P2P network are not directly added to a block and
therefore, the blockchain. In order to encompass the proposed transaction into the blockchain, the
mining process needs to be executed. Broadcasted proposed transactions are stored in a transaction
pool, where a mining node evaluates the transaction against certain conditions. A miner eventually
selects a group of transactions which is containable within a block (restricted due to size) and starts
the validation process. The validation process encompasses the construction of two additional tries,
of which the root will be included in a block. These additional tries consist of one transaction and one
receipt trie per block. The transaction trie contains the key-value pairs for multiple transactions
(Brickwood, 2018; Infante, 2018; Wood, 2014). The values for each transaction are described in
Figure 21.
A mining node re-validates a proposed transaction and actively executes logic associated with the
transaction. Hence, the miner changes the state of an account and transactions are added to the
transaction trie. The transaction trie which includes multiple transactions, is required to be persistent
with the StateRoot change. This requires that execution of transactions included in the transaction
trie need to represent a valid state change from previous world state to new world state. If a miner
successfully computed a valid world state based on the StateRoot, StateRoot of the predeceasing
block and RootTransaction, a block is constructed. Although a block is created, the mining node
needs to successfully execute a consensus algorithm in order to append the block to the chain.
Solving the cryptographic puzzle which is provided by a consensus algorithm, will prove to other
nodes in the distributed network that the new block is valid (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Acharya
& Yerranati, 2019; Brickwood, 2018; Infante, 2018; Wood, 2014; Rubino, 2018; Hileman & Rauchs,
2017). On the ETH blockchain network the proof of work algorithm is used. However, varying
consensus algorithms exist which are more elaborately discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2.5 ETHEREUM BLOCKS

The mining node determines whether a proposed block is valid by means of solving the consensus
algorithm. The EVM of the mining node increments the nonce value of the transaction senders by
one. Furthermore, the transactions is executed and data is gathered in a receipt trie. Finally state
changes are processed on the Ethereum network. The receipt trie contains the outcomes of
transactions in the block which were successfully executed. The ReceiptRoot is added to the block.
The mining node appends the block to its own copy of the distributed ledger and cryptographically
attaches it to the preceding block in a chain. As a miner broadcasts a new block over which
consensus can be reached, other nodes in the network verify the solution, their EVMs process the
transactions and the new block is added to their copies of the blockchain. The data which is
contained in a validated and appended block on the Ethereum blockchain is depicted in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 Ethereum Block content & relation with Ethereum Trie’s
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4.3 CONSENSUS LAYER

In Section 4.1.4, the consensus algorithm was briefly discussed as part of the mining process. The
consensus algorithm which is mostly applied is Proof of Work (PoW). PoW in a blockchain context was
first proposed by Nakamoto (2008) in order to solve the double-spending problems which are
traditionally managed by financial institutions. Managing the double spending problem includes the
retainment of a ledger via which it can be confirmed that funds related to a specific account can only
be spent once (bank account). In such a centralized system, a single entity retains power and therefore,
they control the data without complex governance systems. Blockchain technology is based on
decentralisation and distribution, therefore, people need to place trust in multiple unknown parties
simultaneously instead of a single known party. In order to overcome trust issues, a complex
governance system was required to distribute power. Hence, a consensus algorithm was required to
be implemented as a solution and an alternative to the centralized system (Antonopoulos & Wood,
2018 Wood, 2014; Baliga, 2017; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019).
4.3.1 CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

A consensus algorithm is a combination of procedures and infrastructure which determines the order
of transactions and sustains the distributed ledger across all nodes in a P2P network. The consensus
algorithm is executed in order to determine whether transactions, which are embedded in a proposed
block, produce a valid new world state. The conduction of such an algorithm is verified by other nodes
in a distributed environment. Thus the execution of such an algorithm determines whether a block can
be appended to the shared blockchain and if transactions are executable. Therefore, it allows for
coordination between users in a distributed setting and produces a single source of truth. Execution
of such an algorithm provides consensus (and thus agreement) and transparency (and thus trust). The
Proof of Work algorithm is applied in the majority of the blockchain networks. However, there are
limitations as well as alternatives to this system (Wood, 2014; Baliga, 2017; Bach et al., 2018; Acharya
& Yerranati, 2019). An overview of (1) PoW, (2) Proof of Stake, (3) Delegated Proof of Stake and (4)
Proof of Authority are provided hereafter. The benefits and limitations of each system are discussed
as well.
4.3.2 PROOF OF WORK (POW)

Blockchains which use the Proof of Work algorithm in order to reach consensus require validators
(miners). In order to append blocks to the blockchain, miners have to race each other to conduct
mathematical puzzles. These puzzles consist of the hashing of (1) data (e.g. transactions) incorporated
in proposed blocks and (2) the block header on which the miner is required to chain this block. In order
to produce a solution, the miner changes the nonce of the proposed block until a valid solution is
found. A hash function is deterministic in terms that if it is provided with the same input, the output is
always the same. Because the execution of the hash function in PoW is based on the input of a block’s
data and the hash of the previous block, the data is immutable as a different input will change the hash
string. When a miner produces a solution and broadcasts the solution (hash) of the proposed block to
other nodes, these validating nodes check the correctness of the produced solution. If the solution is
verified, the original miner is incentivized. In terms of limitations, execution of the PoW consensus
algorithm requires a significant amount of computational power. Therefore, the energy consumption
related to the execution of PoW is considered to be high and the speed of execution is low. Besides
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energy consumption, a PoW-based blockchain is vulnerable to the 51% attack. This means that if a
certain party obtains 51% of the computational power in the network (and thus mining capacity), the
party might manipulate the blockchain. Examples of PoW systems are Bitcoin and Ethereum (Baliga,
2017; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019).
4.3.3 PROOF OF STAKE (POS) & DELAGATED PROOF OF S TAKE (DPOS)

Blockchains which use the Proof of Stake (PoS) algorithm differ from PoW employing blockchains.
These blockchains differ in terms that miners are called forgers and get awarded a part of the
transaction fees instead of an unrelated reward. Forgers validate transactions together and propose
their addition to a block. Forgers are allowed to bet a specific number of cryptocurrency on a block
(stake). The probability of the block getting selected to be forged, is directly related to the magnitude
of the bet which a forger stakes. The rewards in terms of portion of the transaction fees is as well.
Blocks in PoS blockchains are generated via a similar hashing system, in order to compute a solution.
However, hashing is executed in a limited environment instead of an unlimited environment.
Therefore, the energy consumption is significantly lower and the calculation speed higher. In order to
participate in the forging process, a node does not require large computation capacity but rather a
private wallet connected to the chain through an application programming interface (API). In order to
counter the proposition of invalid transactions, the stake which a forger invested is penalized if such a
transaction is proposed. Hence, ensuring honest transactions and thus state of the network is more
profitable than acting dishonestly. Drawbacks of the PoS consensus system are that a wealthy forger
can possibly manipulate the blockchain by investing large shares (stakes) of money on dishonest
transactions and blocks. An example of a PoS blockchain is Ethereum 2.0 (Antonopoulos & Wood,
2018; Baliga, 2017).
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) differs from PoS in terms that coin holders have to elect delegates
which are allowed to stake on blocks and add blocks to the chain. The voting power of nodes is
determined by the combined crypto-wealth of nodes electing a certain delegate. Therefore, richer
nodes obtain more voting power than less wealthy nodes. Benefits of such a network might be that
rewards are distributed via democracy and security in terms that voting nodes can punish an elected
node for mistrustful actions. Drawbacks of the DPoS consensus system can be that voters form a group
with wrong intentions. Furthermore, viewer nodes are in control of conducting the consensus
algorithm (more centralization) giving rise to increased probability of successful 51% attacks (Bach et
al., 2018; Baliga, 2017).
4.3.4 PROOF OF AUTHORITY (POA)

The PoA consensus algorithm is reputation-based and most often applied in private blockchains. The
PoA system was first proposed by Ethereum co-founder Gavin Wood (2017). The PoA system differs
from the aforementioned systems because validating nodes do not stake value but reputation instead.
Therefore, it can be stated that the network is secured by pre-defined nodes which are deemed to be
trustworthy entities. As the PoA system contains a limited number of block validators, the scalability
of such systems is significantly higher that others. PoA is considered to be suited for various logistical
applications such as semi-automated compliance tracking due to its scalability. PoA systems do not
require a native currency as there are no incentives for mining. The drawback of PoA systems is that
the applicability of this mechanism in public blockchains is limited. Examples of PoW blockchains are
Microsoft Azure and the Ethereum Goërli Testnet (Wood, 2014; Baliga, 2017; Bach et al., 2018).
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4.4 NETWORK LAYER

The majority of the blockhains are described as open and permissionless systems. This means that
nodes are enabled to read data incorporated in the distributed ledger and are able to append
transactions. Depending on the consensus algorithm, nodes are allowed to commit (e.g. mining
capacity) in order to update the state of the distributed ledger. Besides open permissionless
blockchain systems, there are several other systems which either restrict the reading, writing and/or
committing capability of nodes. Terms which are used for these alternatives are private, consortium
and public permissioned blockchains. Therefore, it can be stated that the type of blockchain system
relates to the authorisation of individual node capabilities in the P2P network. In order to clarify the
properties and to distinguish between permission models attributed to blockchain networks, these
models are discussed hereafter and presented in Figure 22-24.
Hilleman & Rauchs (2017) distinguished permission models by means of three permission parts
which can be configured within a P2P network.
1. Read capability: determination of which nodes are allowed to access and view transactions (data)
in the distributed ledger
2. Write capability: determination of which nodes are allowed to initiate transactions and propose
them to other participants in the P2P network
3. Commit capability: determination of which nodes are allowed to update the state of the
distributed ledger

Figure 22 Permission parts & legend for Figure 24 & 25

As commit capability deals with the authorization of nodes to append blocks to the blockchain, it can
be considered as closely related to the consensus algorithm which was elaborately discussed in
Section 4.3. However, the consensus system deals with how blocks are appended by mining nodes,
while the permission model regards the configuration of the overall network structure. In Figure 24
& 25, four distinct permission models as well as their properties in regard to reading, writing and
committing capabilities of nodes are depicted. Examples of platforms which enable implementation
of specific permission models are depicted as well. However, these platforms are interchangeable
and allow for utilization of multiple permission model types.

Figure 23 Public based Permission Models
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As participants in open permission-based blockchain networks can participate anonymously, the
construction and operation of a distributed ledger requires incentive for good behaviour. In private
permission-based networks, participants are known and therefore, good behaviour is directly related
to their reputation in the network. If participants in private networks conduct fraudulent
transactions, they are punishable as their identities are known. For industry applications, anonymity,
unrestricted read and write capabilities of nodes as well as uncontrolled commit capabilities are
considered to be undesirable. In several proposed industry applications of distributed ledger
technology, within and outside of the built environment, private or consortium-based permission
models are argued. As built environment projects are realized by a consortium of enterprises, a
consortium-based permission model would be best suited. Within such a permission model, reading
and writing capacities of specific transactions can be restricted to parties which have got a stake
related to the specific transaction. As consortium-based networks allow for the selection of
participants and their authorization, confidentiality of transactions (data) is established (Hileman &
Rauchs, 2017; Francisconi, 2017 Ferretti & D’Angelo, 2020; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019; Vaibhav,
2018).

Figure 24 Private-based Permission Models

Because the authorization of nodes is restricted, it is argued that private oriented network structures
are more scalable than public networks. This is mainly due to the restriction of commit capabilities
and hence, required computing power. Also, a decrease in transactional traffic plays a role, because
nodes are only permitted to write and read specific transactions. However, it can be argued that
authorizing a selection of participants to commit should be considered as centralization of power.
Therefore, distribution is achieved through centralization instead of decentralization. Granting
commit capabilities to all nodes in a private network would reduce the scalability of a network, but
would also allow for the achievement of decentralization. Hence, a model which allows for trust
through transparency and immutability, as well as confidentiality, while maintaining distribution
through decentralization is required. Therefore, it is argued that committing capabilities should be
shared by all nodes in order to achieve distribution through decentralization of power. Furthermore,
transparency and trust can be achieved by means of unrestricted read capabilities for all nodes.
Writing capabilities however, should be restricted to nodes which have stakes in specific
transactions. Hence, it is argued that a hybrid type of private (consortium-based) permission model is
required (Shojaei et al., 2019; Fitriawijava & Hsin-Hsuan, 2019; Li et al., 2019d).
.
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4.5 APPLICATION LAYER

The application layer of a blockchain network encompasses the functionalities as well as the interface
with which users interact. The application layer can therefore, be divided between (1) the execution
and (2) the interface sub-layers. The structure of a blockchain application besides the layers of the
technology itself, can be considered by means of the model, view, controller design structure (Leff &
Rayfield, 2001). The interface sub-layer contains the application interfaces and can be considered as
the front-end (view) component. The blockchain network which contains the data can be viewed as
the back-end (model) component. As the blockchain back-end is connected to the frond-end through
API’s and scripts in smart contracts, these contracts can be considered as the controller component.
As the view and thus interface interact with the model component by means of the controller, the
smart contracts should be viewed as the execution sub-layer. The execution sub-layer contains
executable code in smart contracts through bytecode retained on the blockchain. The user interface
propagates instructions by means of transactions, in order to execute and validate transactions in the
semantic execution sub-layer (smart contract). Therefore, the execution sub-layer ensures the
deterministic nature of the blockchain (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati, 2019)
4.5.1 EXECUTION SUB-LAYER

Smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain network are written by externally owned accounts
(EOA’s). Smart contracts are written in Solidity which is a high-end programming language with syntax
related to Python and primarily JavaScript. Written smart contracts which are executed on the EVM
are compiled through the ETH Remix environment, in order to prove the code to be syntactically
correct. The original code is compiled and compressed into bytecode (zero’s and one’s) in order to
increase the speed of processing in the EVM. Smart contracts are embedded in contract accounts
(CA’s) on the ETH blockchain network. These CA’s are coupled with an unique address and account
state trie which resides on the EVM and blockchain network. Transactions executed by EOA’s, which
are targeted at the functionalities in a smart contract, can change the state of the contract (bytecode)
depending on the type of functionality with which the user interacts (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018;
Acharya & Yerranati, 2019).
4.5.2 INTERFACE SUB-LAYER

Smart contract functionalities are dependent upon input (transactions) of EOA’s. Hence, it can be
stated that smart contracts depend on internal input in the blockchain environment. Therefore, smart
contract functionalities cannot be initiated by sources outside of the DLT. In order to successfully
deploy smart contracts for industry use cases, communication with external sources is vital (e.g.
sensors). Smart contracts operate on values and trigger state changes, if pre-defined requirements
have been met (e.g. latitude and longitude of an asset). In order to bridge the gap between the internal
dependency of a smart contracts and input by external sources, oracles can be used. Oracles are agents
which are tasked with securely providing external values to a smart contract. Therefore, oracles should
be viewed as an external data feed into the smart contract. An oracle which contains an interface and
provides security through decentralisation, are called decentralized applications (dApps). dApps are
web applications which are not controlled by a centralized entity and provide interaction with smart
contract functionalities. dApps provide users with an interfaced platform to provide external data to
manipulate contract bytecode on the blockchain (Antonopoulos & Wood, 2018; Acharya & Yerranati,
2019).
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4.6 BENEFITS & LIMITATIONS

Several papers have been published which contribute to the knowledge regarding combination and
integration of state of the art technologies for (semi) automated construction asset management.
These technologies include DLT, IoT and BIM. Several frameworks are proposed which should enable
the (semi) automation of compliance tracking and payment procedures in the construction phase. The
potential of activity logs which result in (semi) automated consequences (payments) through smart
contracts are indicated. Furthermore, the integration of IoT sensor technology is often discussed as
valuable addition to distributed ledger technology, while BIM is discussed as input mechanism for
smart contract obligations. Distributed ledger technology logs, as well as automation of payment
procedures, are considered to provide transparency and trust within construction industry supply
chains. This is expected to be the case due to smart contracts providing a tamper proof record of
construction progress and consequences. Several benefits of the application/integration of DLT, BIM
and IoT are identified based on the work of Shojaei et al. (2019), Fitriawijava & Hsin-Hsuan, (2019),
Belle, (2017), Kshetri, (2018), Lanko et al. (2018) and Li et al. (2019c). These potential benefits are
briefly discussed below.
1. Transparency: A single shared distributed ledger in which each participant is enabled to read
transactions and embedded data, provides democratized transparency. Transactions are timestamped and thus a log of events is created. Therefore, distributed ledger technology is considered
to increase trust. Furthermore, read access for all participants provides traceability and hence,
enables adequate dispute resolution.
2. Immutability: Transactions and therefore, data is immutable after it is appended to the blockchain.
Due to the hashing of blocks, the possibility of the fraudulent manipulation of data is eliminated.
Furthermore, a single source of truth is created by means of the consensus through which
transactions are validated.
3. Security: Due to the traceability of transactions, cryptographic hashing algorithms and decryption
capabilities through user-specific private keys, secure storage and access to data is provided.
4. Automation: Pre-programmed code embedded in smart contracts provides the capability to (semi)
automate processes and procedures which are currently conducted manually.
Although several frameworks are proposed which include construction logs and payment systems
utilizing DLT & IoT, these frameworks contribute to the production of processes and desired outcomes
rather than a technological framework. However, a technological framework is required to enable the
design of applications and processes to achieve (semi) automation. Studies executed by Li et al. (2019c)
and Mason (2017) verify that integration of BIM, DLT, SC and IoT technologies can be successfully
deployed within the built environment in order to realize (semi) automation of verification and
payment processes. The developed framework by Li et al. (2019c) was partially tested through
execution of a use case involving the installation of insulation panels. Their work showed the potential
that can be achieved by deploying such technologies in a complementary manner. Limitations and
challenges associated with each of the technologies included in the proposed approach were indicated
as well. The smart contract which was developed by Li et al. (2019c), was not deployed on a blockchain
network and external inputs were manually simulated. Therefore, technical integration of these
technologies under the proposed approach were not addressed and further research regarding this
subject is required (Li et al., 2019c). Several potential limitations of DLT application were identified
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based on the work of Shojaei et al. (2019), Fitriawijava & Hsin-Hsuan, (2019), Belle, (2017), Kshetri,
(2018), Lanko et al. (2018) and Li et al. (2019c). These limitations are briefly discussed hereafter.
1. Regulations: The legal validity of smart contracts as alternative for traditional contracts has yet to
be approved by regulatory institutions. Adaptation of regulatory institutions to technological
advancement is expected to take time.
2. Implementation: Several cultural adaptations are required in order to advance towards (semi)
automation by means of smart contracts. In order to enable automated payments based on the
state changes of performance-based contracts, all parties in the construction supply chain need to
participate, adapt, invest an collaborate to enable combined implementation.
3. Technological: Scalability of the blockchain network, additional protection against security
breaches, as well as integration of several applications and processes are required to enable (semi)
automation through smart contracts. Furthermore, an optimized technological framework is
required which is validated in practice in order to advance towards full scale application.
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4.7 DLT ASSET MANAGEMENT

Based on the conducted literature review regarding distributed ledger technology, in which smart
contracts are embedded, the following question can be answered: “How can distributed ledger
technology contribute towards the (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking and payments,
related to prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of construction projects?”.
The infrastructure of the Ethereum blockchain network is dividable by layers consisting of: (1)
infrastructure, (2) data, (3) consensus, (4) network and (5) application. Considering the infrastructure
layer, all parties in a construction supply chain should be viewed as individual nodes in the blockchain
network. These nodes are decentralized and share a distributed ledger in a P2P network. In terms of
data, each node relates to an externally owned account (EOA) with an unique account address. Data
related to individual addresses (e.g. balance) is stored in separate account states (tries). Contract
accounts are related to deployed smart contracts and relate to unique addresses as well. This code
enables (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking activities and their consequences
(payments), are contained in smart contract bytecode. Contract bytecode is stored in individual
account state tries as well. The state of all accounts combined at a specific moment in time is stored
in the world state of the network (world state trie). These states are managed and bytecode is executed
in the EVM of each node.
The consensus mechanism and P2P network structure which is considered to be most suitable for built
environment collaborations is the Proof of Authority consensus algorithm, combined with a
consortium-based permission model. Within this system, all nodes should be permitted to view all
transactions in order to provide transparency and therefore, trust. All nodes should be enabled to
commit transactions by means of PoA to the ledger in order to overcome centralization of power.
Writing capabilities however, should be restricted to transactions in which individual nodes possess a
stake, to ensure scalability of the network as well as counteracting mistakes.
Semi-automation of planning compliance tracking activities and payments requires the combination
of IoT sensor technology, smart contract bytecode, obligations contained in traditional contracts/BIM
as well as an immutable distributed ledger. Therefore, a framework is proposed which is depicted in
Figure 25. All components of the proposed framework are discussed sequentially hereafter.
(1) An admin embeds standardized code in smart contracts which allow for input of planning and
quality-related obligations as well as compliance to these obligations by means of IoT input. The admin
compiles the contract into bytecode and deploys it on the blockchain network. Furthermore, the total
value which is related to an individual asset (number in fiat, crypto currency or tokens which the client
rewards to the main contractor), is embedded by the admin (initial token supply).
(2) Contract obligations (planning, contract value and parties) are derived for individual elements
(based on their GUIDs) for every step in the supply chain. This data is derived from a shared BIM 4/5D
environment or traditional contracts. These properties are recorded by specific nodes which relate to
a supply chain stage and are deployed as parameters in the deployed smart contact (e.g. contractor
sets obligations for delivery by manufacturer). These parameters should be communicated to the
smart contract by means of a decentralized application (dApp).
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(3) Compliance in terms of planning and quality is captured by means of a physical asset tracking
system. Sensors are coupled with individual prefabricated assets through their GUIDs. Every step in
the supply chain is recorded and communicated to the smart contract through application of a third
party oracle service. These transactions are conducted by pre-specified nodes related to specific supply
chain steps (e.g. contractor verifies deliveries by the manufacturer).
(4) The admin or the Euthereum transaction timer (to schedule transactions in the future) updates the
smart contract at specified intervals, in order to retrieve the current status of an asset in the supply
chain. The result of the execution of smart contract code, which compare pre-specified parameters
with near real time physical data, triggers a transaction which changes the state of the smart contract.
If contract terms are obliged to, a transaction is proposed to reward a party with tokens. If contract
terms are not obliged to due to quality or planning-related violations, a transaction should be proposed
to communicate non-compliance.
(5) The validity of the proposed transaction is verified by the EVM of the local node, of the initiator of
the transaction. If the state change related to the proposed transaction is valid (e.g. sufficient funds to
transfer tokens), the transaction is broadcasted to other nodes and placed into the transaction pool of
all mining nodes.
(6) A mining node composes and proposes a block in which several transactions are embedded. The
mining node computes the new world state as well. After PoA is provided by the mining node, the
block is broadcasted to other nodes in the blockchain network. The blockchain which represents a new
world state is broadcasted to all other nodes in the blockchain network, who individually validate the
new world state based on the world state in the previous block and the transactions in a block by which
means the world state changes. If the proposed new world state is validated, all nodes adapt their
copies of the distributed ledger accordingly.
(7) Notifications which relate to compliance/non-compliance to smart contract obligations as well as
EOA token balances, are derived from the distributed ledger and presented within a decentralized
dashboard environment. The decentralized dashboard environment allows for physical asset
management by means of (semi) automated planning compliance tracking and related financial
procedures. All parties which are represented within a contract are therefore, able to manage the
physical based on the digital. Therefore, a digital twin like system is created through connection of
digital asset data (obligations) and physical asset data (status), through smart contracts in a distributed
ledger.
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Figure 25 Proposed Framework for integration of Digital Environment & Physical Environment through DLT
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5. METHODOLOGY
In the introduction of the research the potential benefits of combined physical asset tracking, digital
asset management and distributed ledger technology is discussed. The first chapter of the research
contains a literature study on current practice in construction supply chain management (CSCM), with
regards to contract compliance tracking and related payment practice. Furthermore, several industry
problems are identified which can be addressed by means of (semi) automation and transparency
(Chapter 2). The second chapter of the research contains a literature study on the current state as well
as state of the art technologies related to physical asset tracking (PAT) and digital asset management
(DAM). A combination between these domains is discussed by means of a digital twin (Chapter 3). In
the third chapter distributed ledger technology (DLT), consisting of distributed ledgers and smart
contracts are documented. Based on the aforementioned research, a framework is proposed for the
combination of PAT, DAM and DLT, in order to progress towards (semi) automation of planning
compliance tracking and related payment procedures (Chapter 4). The theoretical goal of this research
is to develop such a framework, as a contribution to achieve (semi) automation. The practical goal
however, is to advance such a framework towards an interactive prototype which allows for initial
validation of the framework in practice.
In this chapter, the research approach related to the described goals and therefore, main and subresearch questions are discussed. The incremental prototype development method which is the
overarching research approach is discussed in Section 5.1. As the research approach relates to a
research design, the incremental prototype development methodology is discussed in Section 5.2. The
incremental prototype development methodology consists of several research steps, each with varying
goals, research methods and tools. The research methods are described in Section 5.3. The fourth part
of the methodology contains a simplified version of the proposed combination of technologies and
thus the research model (Section 5.4). The research structure model which contains all research steps,
related methods and question is presented in Section 5.5. The methodological chapter is concluded
with a description of research limitations in Section 5.6.
5.1 RESEARCH APPROACH

As described in the introduction of this research and chapter, the overall aim is to combine state of the
art technologies in order to contribute towards a solution (transparency, trust & automation) of
problems in current practice (inefficiency & lack of trust/transparency). In order to establish a scientific
basis for current practice and thus identify problems, a literature study on construction supply chains
and contracts is conducted. As processes in the construction industry rely on physical and digital asset
management, current practice regarding these components is established as well. Identifying
undesirable situations in current practice allows for the definition of objectives (e.g. elimination of
specific problems). In order to progress towards a desired situation through elimination of problems,
adaptations to processes and asset management systems are required. Digital asset management
systems, physical asset tracking techniques and distributed ledger technology can aid in the
advancement towards such a goal. Therefore, the mechanics, potentials and state of the art of these
technologies need to be investigated as well, in order to answer the following research question:
“How can (semi) automation of planning compliance and subsequent payment procedures during
the execution phase of a construction project be realized through combination of Distributed
Ledger Technologies and Digital/Physical Asset Management systems?”.
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As the main research question consists of elements which relate to the process of advancing current
practice towards a desired situation, by means of several technologies, the research can be divided
into three general phases: (1) research related to current practice of contract compliance tracking
activities and related payments, (2) research on the combination of domains (digital & physical), by
means of state of the art technological components, to design a framework which contributes towards
a more desirable situation. Combining both parts would establish a basis for (3) the development of
an application infrastructure prototype as well as the processes to operate it. Such a prototype would
allow for verification in practice. Therefore, such a prototype would allow for a comparison between
current practice and adapted practice, in order to advance towards a desired situation (Borrego et al.,
2009).
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5.2 RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design which corresponds with the research approach, is the Incremental Prototype Development (IPD) methodology. IPD aims for the design and development of so called ‘artifacs’ or objects which aids in solving
problems identified in practice: (Wieringa, 2014). IPD is most predominantly applied in the computer science field and is therefore, often employed for the development of applications and information systems. Therefore, it can be
stated that the IPD methodology closely aligns with both the theoretical and the practical goals of the conducted research. In accordance to research conducted by Peffers et al (2007), global steps of the conducted research, based on
the IPD methodology, consists of: (1) data collection & analysis, (2) prototype design & development, (3) prototype demonstration and (4) demonstration evaluation. An overview of the IPD methodology as well as the potential
research entry point are depicted in Figure 26.
As the conducted research is partially motivated by the availability of specific technologies and frameworks, the entry point can be considered as design & development centred. Due to the aim of this research to achieve a specified goal
(automation), the entry point can also be viewed as objective centred solution. Therefore, the nominal process sequence, starting with problem centred initiation as entry point will be executed: (Lawrence et al., 2010; Labarthe, 2007).

Figure 26 IPDM & Steps
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5.3 RESEARCH METHODS

As discussed in the incremental prototype development research design, the research consists of
several phases which each relate to potential entry points. Therefore, a variety of research methods
were used, which each correspond to specific phases. As these research methods increment from data
collection and analysis methods towards design, development and testing methods, each phase and
related methods are briefly discussed in this section.
5.3.1 DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS

In the first four chapters a systematic literature review was executed. A systematic literature review
consists of: (1) data orientation, (2) data selection, (3) data analysis and (4) data review. Due to the
repetitive nature of systematic literature research, the aforementioned process was constantly
repeated during the execution of literature review in the first four chapters. The repeated steps and
the yielded results are depicted in Figure 27.

Figure 27 Data Collection & Analysis Iterations

The first part of the data collection & analysis phase was conducted to determine current practice in
order to establish the status-quo and identify potential problems. Furthermore, current digital asset
management and physical asset tracking practice was established. In the third part, research was
conducted on the state of the art of DAM, PAT and DLT. These three part combined resulted into a
conceptual framework. The proposed framework is expected to address undesirabilities in current
practice which were identified in the first part of the executed literature review.
Tools and platforms which were used to conduct this research step, consists of: (1) scientific journal
platforms, (2) computer science & practice forums/blogs and (3) automated reference managers such
as Mendeley. Besides tertiary and secondary data, primary data was obtained via the VolkerWessels
and Stam & de Koning construction companies. This dataset contains raw quantitative data, yielded
from the execution of a pilot with a physical asset tracking application on a construction project. During
the literature review (Chapter 2 – 4), this data was only utilized for determination of supply chain steps.
Further usage of this data is more elaborately discussed in the research steps hereafter.
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5.3.2 DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT ARTIF ACT

In order to ensure that the most critical parts of the proposed framework are designed and developed
to allow for artefact demonstration and evaluation, an incremental design & development method
was adopted. This means that the overall framework is divided into parts, whereas each part is the
scope of a design/development iteration. Each iteration starts with the design of an application which
addresses the desired goals yielded from the data collection & analysis step: (Peffers et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2010; Arnowits & Berger, 2010). After an application has been developed, the process
which is required to be executed in order to operate the application, is designed. The application and
process designs are processed into a static prototype (storyboard), which will be evaluated informally
by an expert panel (as described in Section 5.3.3). After the static prototype has been evaluated, an
interactive prototype is developed. As multiple prototypes will be designed, developed, demonstrated
and evaluated, the process is repeated in several iterations. These iteration steps, designs scope steps
and the expected results are depicted in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Artefact Design & Development Iterations

The design & development step is concluded with integration or combination of all listed prototypes
into a single infrastructure. This will enable the execution of artefact demonstration and evaluation in
several use case scenarios.
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5.3.2.1 UNIFIED MODELLING LANGUAGE (UML)

Based on a specific part of the proposed framework, the application as well as the process to operate
the application will be designed first. The modelling method/language which is used in order to design
these components, is the Unified Modelling Language (UML). The UML is a software modelling
standard which is widely adopted in software development. UML is used to design existing or designed
systems and processes, via the standardized modelling of diagrams: (Ambler, 2004 Camburn et al.,
2017). UML diagrams are used to model system futures, architecture, element/classes as well as
behaviour, process sequence and use cases. Because UML is suitable for the development of static
structure categories (application) and dynamic behaviour categories (processes), a variety of diagrams
is attributed to each specific category. A taxonomy of UML diagrams is provided in Figure 29.

Figure 29 Taxonomy of UML diagrams

In order to design solutions in terms of software applications and the processes to operate them,
constructed diagrams are based on: (1) activity diagrams, (2) class diagrams and (3) use case diagrams.
Combination of the aforementioned diagrams in schematics, provides insights into information
streams, network structure and interactions in multiple scenarios (Ambler, 2004; Camburn et al.,
2017).
5.3.2.2 PROTOTYPING

The design of applications and processes are artefacts which results from execution of the IPD research
approach. To demonstrate and evaluate a design it needs to be presented to experts and users in a
comprehensible manner (Arnowitz & Berger, 2010). In order to advance a conceptual design into a
comprehensible design, a prototype needs to be constructed. As users are expected to interact with
the User Interface (UI) of such a solution, initially a static UI prototype will be created. After such a
prototype went through several development and evaluation iterations, a dynamic prototype by
means of a working application (including back-end) will be created: (Davis & Venkatesh, 2010).
Due to time restrictions which are related to the conduction of the research, a repetitive and
evolutionary prototype development approach is employed. The development of the prototypes is
incremental in regard that individual components (e.g. physical asset tracking & smart contract), are
initially developed separately. After final evaluation these prototypes will be merged. The
development of prototypes in this research can be considered evolutionary, in terms that prototypes
will be refined after each evaluating iteration. The static UI prototypes will be based on the modelled
activity diagram which contains all use case scenarios. In order to construct such a low-fidelity
prototype, storyboards are produced. These storyboards allow for the verification of solutions by
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actors and provide comprehensible insights into the functionalities of an application as well as their
implementation in processes. Furthermore, such a prototype allows for feedback during the early
stages of a development project which is critical for the development of a final interactive prototype
(Camburn et al., 2017; Elverum, 2016).

Figure 30 MVC Design Pattern for Interactive Prototyping

In order to develop interactive prototypes, the MVC design structure as discussed by Leff & Rayfield
(2001) is applied. MVC is an abbreviation of: (1) model, (2) view and (3) controller. Code is organised
according to this MVC design pattern. The model consists of relations between data and objects which
the application will use in an object-oriented model. The view component consists of all UI, which are
operated and consulted by users during business processes. Evaluated storyboards will be the basis
for the design of application views. Controllers contain back-end mechanisms (e.g. API’s). Based on
how users interact with the view, the controller manipulates data in the model. The model therefore,
contains the data which is manipulated by users. Updated data is reflected back into the UI view, where
users are enabled to interpret and use the data for business purposes (Leff & Rayfield, 2001). Relations
within the MVC design methodology are depicted in Figure 30.
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5.3.3 ARTIFACT DEMONSTRATI ON & EVALUATION

As incremental development through evolving prototypes is the overarching design & development
research method, demonstration and evaluation of prototypes will be conducted incrementally as
well. In accordance to research conducted by Elverum et al (2016), a distinction is made between Alpha
and Beta evaluation cycles, in which the first encompasses evaluation by the researcher and the latter
evaluation by an expert panel or end users. The expert panel in this research consists of the supervising
commission of this graduation thesis as well as three advisors. These advisors consist of one PhD
candidate and two industry experts.

Figure 31 Artefact Demonstration & Evaluation Iterations

Based on primary data provided by the VolkerWessels and Stam & de Koning construction companies,
several scenarios are identified. Based on these scenarios, use cases are developed for the conduction
of evaluation and testing iterations. Furthermore, the raw primary data is used to construct realistic
dummy variables during alpha testing stages of prototypes. Both static and interactive prototypes are
verified through the execution of use case-based tests by the researcher first. After sufficient
functionality and quality of prototypes has been established, prototypes are demonstrated to the
expert panel. During demonstration sessions, qualitative data is collected in an unstructured and
interactive manner. Collected data is evaluated and requirements for new development and testing
iterations are established. These iterations are repeated until final prototype versions have been
constructed. Recommendations for further improvement of these prototypes after the final version
will be discussed in the results. Evaluation steps, tested prototypes and the expected results are
depicted in Figure 31.
The demonstration & evaluation step is concluded with an overall alpha test of integrated and
combined prototypes in several use case scenarios. This will enable communication of results,
discussion of these results and recommendations for further development, industry and the scientific
community.
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5.4 RESEARCH MODEL

The overall framework for the combination of environments is provided in Section 4.6. As development
and evaluation will be conducted incrementally, the environments have been separated into: (1)
physical environment, (2) digital environment, (3) blockchain admin environment and (4) distributed
ledger technology environment. A simplified representation of the proposed framework which will be
processed into an interactive prototype is depicted in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Simplified framework for integration of physical, digital & DLT environment
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5.5 RESEARCH STRUCTURE

The conducted incremental prototype development research includes the development of a combined application, which contributes towards (semi) automation of compliance tracking activities and subsequent payment procedures. As
the design research approach consists of several steps, the chapters in this research have been related to specific steps. The main-research question is answered through answering sub-research questions which are related to these
chapters. For each step in the incremental prototype development methodology, research tools and methods have been selected in order to yield specific results. The first part of this research consists of a systematic literature review in
order to establish problems in practice and the potentials of specific state of the art technologies. The second part of the research aims to design and develop an artefact through incremental development in order to construct static and
dynamic prototypes. UML, storyboarding and software development via the MVC framework are used in order to create the design and these prototypes respectively. The third part of the research aims to demonstrate constructed
artefacts by means of use case scenarios. Executions of these use case scenarios result in an interactive prototype which are evaluated by means of Alpha and Beta-testing. Prototype demonstrations are evaluated in order to obtain
feedback for new development iterations. The final part of the conducted research aims to communicate the results of the final prototype, to answer the main research question, to discuss the research and to provide recommendations
for further development, research and implementation. The aforementioned research structure is depicted in Figure 33.

Figure 33 Research structure, chapters, methods & expected results
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5.6 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

Due to a specified timeframe which is available a set of fully verified and interacting prototypes is
obviously outside of scope. Therefore, the prototypes will be developed for the execution phase only.
The supply chain steps which have been included consist of: (1) manufacturing, (2) delivery, (3)
execution and (4) verification. Only prefabricated concrete elements are considered as they relate to
the included supply chain steps. To ensure sufficient quality, incremental development and testing
methods have been employed. Furthermore, dummy variables are used if direct connections between
prototypes are not achieved.
A second limitation which relates to the demonstration and evaluation methods. Results yielded from
alpha prototype testing reflect the opinion of the researcher himself, based on predefined scenarios.
Therefore, biases occur as these results will be based on the personal judgement of the researcher. In
order to counteract potential biases in alpha testing, the majority of prototype parts are verified
through beta-tests with an expert panel as well. Through these beta-tests, qualitative data is collected
and logged. However, it should be indicated that the expert panel involved during this research does
not include end-users. Therefore, it should be stated that further verification of final prototypes by
end-users would be required in order to obtain more valid and reliable empirical data. More empirical
data after beta-testing would enable advancement towards pre-production prototypes.
A third limitation relates to the availability and access to data. Primary, secondary and tertiary data is
combined. Besides data source categories, the aim is to select both qualitative as well as quantitative
literature. However, it should be indicated that the extent of the collected primary data is limited to a
single industry pilot project. Furthermore, the primary data is obtained through contact with an
industry enterprise. Therefore, privacy and ownership of data should be taken into account.
A fourth limitation relates to a lack of research budget. The final prototype should encompass the
utilization of a distributed ledger network. Some functionalities of DLT are exclusively available on main
net operations. Tests on the main net require significant investments in cryptocurrency (e.g.
transaction costs). The prototype which is developed in the conducted research regards a beta-tested
version. Therefore, several test net instances of main net blockchains will be used (e.g. Ethereum
Rinkby).
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6. DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Based on research in previous chapters, a framework is proposed for the integration of physical asset
tracking, distributed ledger technology and digital asset management. This framework can contribute
to achieve (semi) automation of compliance-related activities in the execution phase of construction
projects. Therefore, the theoretical goal is achieved through this framework. In order to advance
towards achievement of the practical goal, however, the developed framework is processed into a
design, which allows for the development of a static and dynamic prototype. These prototypes allow
for initial validation in practice and therefore, incremental development towards production versions.
Reflecting on the incremental prototype development methodology (Chapter 5) and more specifically
the research structure schema (Section 5.5), the design and development of an artefact (prototype) is
created through incremental development. As the presented framework in Section 4.5 represents an
extensive framework and therefore, basis for a design, the framework has been divided into four parts.
These parts consist of: (1) the DLT environment managed by an admin, (2) the physical asset tracking
environment, (3) the digital environment and (4) the dashboard environment.
As the aforementioned parts are related to each other in the overall design, parts of the practical
research question can be answered by means of the completed design. The research question which
relates to the practical goal in this research is stated as: “how can we deploy distributed ledger
technology, physical asset tracking and digital asset data to enable (semi) automation of planning
compliance tracking and payment procedures for prefabricated elements in the execution phase of a
construction project?”. In order to answer this question, a prototype, which encompasses all parts
stated in this question, will be developed.
In this chapter, the prototype application design of all parts are discussed into more depth.
Furthermore, the development of each part is discussed more elaborately in terms of required input,
functionalities and desired output. The stack design which relates to the blockchain layers, selected
properties/software for each layer, as well as the initial research framework is discussed in Section 6.1.
The second part of this chapter regards the design and development of the smart contract which is
contained in the execution layer. These smart contracts contain the procedures which allows for
eventual (semi) automation of compliance checking and payments (Section 6.2). The third part of this
chapter focuses on the communication of (near) real time asset states, through a physical asset
tracking mechanism. In Chapter 4 several DLT layers were described. The physical asset tracking
mechanism is contained in the user interface layer. The UI layer indirectly connects to the execution
layer by means of the oracle layer (Section 6.3). The fourth part of this chapter includes the
communication of contract obligations (time & money) from a centralized BIM environment into the
execution layer (Section 6.4). The fifth part of this chapter includes the dashboard, which should
accurately depict the data which is contained in the smart contract states and therefore, DLT (Section
6.5).
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6.1 STACK DESIGN & LAYERS

The layers of distributed ledger technology were identified and contained in Figure 15, which was
presented in the introduction of Chapter 4. Besides the identified layers, several applicational parts
were identified and presented in the research model (Section 5.4). As the basis of the design for
combined deployment of these parts relate to these layers, substantiated design assumptions
regarding each layer were made. Besides the layers which were identified within the DLT environment,
the user hardware and user interface layers were added to the model. Both layers are utilized by all
participating parties in order to (1) run an Ethereum node instance and (2) interact with the DL
environment’s execution layer through applications. Furthermore, the UI layer is moved outside of the
DLT layer model, as no full dApp instance will be created. In order to allow for interaction between the
UI and execution layer (smart contract), the oracle layer has been added to the DLT layer model. The
adapted DLT layer model as well as the two additional layers are presented in Figure 35. In order to
transfer a design into a deployable prototype, requirements and properties for each layer need to be
discussed. Furthermore, the design assumptions in this research reflect the starting point for prototype
development and therefore, motivate design choices. Each layer and the related design assumptions
are briefly discussed hereafter.

Figure 35 Adapted DLT layer model
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6.1.1 USER HARDWARE LAYER

The UHL layer is considered to be the initial layer for each node, as all other layers in the DLT onion
run upon this layer. The user interface layer however, is not required to directly run on the same
hardware and operating system as layers in the DLT onion do. In other words, the UHL layer can consist
out of multiple hardware devices and varying operating systems per node. The UHL consists of a nodes
hardware and operating system. The hardware which is required to run an Ethereum node consists of
a desktop with the following minimal & recommended requirements:
Minimal CPU: Dual-core

Recommended CPU: Intel Core 4th Gen

Minimal RAM: 2GB

Recommended RAM: 4GB

Minimal storage: 256 GB SSD

Recommended storage: 512 SSD

Minimal connection speed: 50 Mbps

Recommended speed: 100 Mbps

The operating systems which are suitable for running an Ethereum node can either be Windows, Linux
or Apple Mac OS. The hardware which is employed for this research and the development of the
prototype consists of:
CPU: Intel Core 7th Gen

Average connection speed: 50 Mbps

Memory RAM: 8GB

OS: Windows 10

Storage: 120 GB SSD & 1TB HDD
Based on a comparison between the minimal requirements and the properties of operated hardware
during this research, it is clear that the storage requirements have not been fully met. Furthermore,
the average connection speed deviates from the minimal and recommended requirements. Due to
these deviations, it is expected that the running of an individual node instance during this research
might compromise functionalities. It should be mentioned however, that the required system
functionalities are mainly related to the open permissionless network model of Ethereum.
6.1.2 INFRASTRUCTURE LAYE R

The infrastructure layer consists of the Ethereum client which is installed on the UHL, in order to run
an individual node instance. Such a node instance connects to other nodes in the blockchain network,
accesses the blockchain and allows for the mining of transactions. A node instance can either be
connected to the Ethereum main net as well as an instance of the Ethereum test net. The
recommended Ethereum test net instances are:
Rinkeby

Goërli

Ropsten

Kovan

The recommended Ethereum node clients which can be installed to run a test net node are:
Geth

Open Ethereum

Parity

Nethermind

As transactions and smart contract development on the main net would consume Ether and due to the
resource related limitations of this research (Section 5.6), development will relate to a test net
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instance. Due to the observed deviations between required hardware properties and available
hardware properties, a different approach is selected. Instead of running a full node which participates
in transaction mining processes and the consensus protocol, only the EVM is required to develop,
compile and deploy smart contracts to the test net. In order to deploy and interact with a CA however,
EOA’s are required. Therefore, the MetaMask application will be utilized to bridge between the
operating system which is available for development and an INFURA test net node (Section 4.1.1).
Combined with the Ethereum Remix interface for smart contract development, all required
functionalities for successful development are enabled. Indirect connection to such a node would
reduce the risk of compromising functionalities due to insufficient hardware capacity.
6.1.3 DATA LAYER

The data layer regards the on-chain data structure and processes which deal with data management
in the DLT environment. As described in Section 4.2, the Ethereum blockchain manages data in states
which consist of tries. The account trie contains all data related to individual accounts which can be
either contract accounts (CA) or externally owned accounts (EOA). These tries and the encompassed
data at a specific moment in time represent the account or storage state of individual accounts. All
accounts on an Ethereum network combined determine the world state trie and therefore, world state
at a specific moment in time. As smart contracts will be developed in order to allow for (semi)
automation of processes, several CA’s will be created. In order to allow for verification of interaction
with these CA’s, various EOA’s are required to simulate realistic construction supply chain situations.
The EOA’s which will be used to interact with CA’s in this research (e.g. signing of transactions), will
involve the following parties (nodes) and therefore, account states:
Admin (deploys & manages contracts)

Main Contractor

Manufacturer

Commissioner (client)

Sub-Contractor
The aforementioned accounts will be individually created in the MetaMask application. Therefore,
each account will be connected to an INFURA node instance to simulate individual participation in a
blockchain network.
6.1.4 NETWORK & PROT OCOL LAYER

Blockchain networks contain network structure in terms of permission model (read, write and mine
authorization of nodes) as well as a consensus algorithm which relates to the mining and verification
of transactions (Sections 4.4 & 4.5). For construction industry use cases, the consortium-based
permission model is considered to be the best match. This is mainly due to the consortium-like supply
chain structure in construction industry collaborations. Within such a permission model, every node
can read transactional data and contribute to the mining process. Writing access however, should be
limited to nodes which possess a stake in proposed transactions. The consensus algorithm which is
best suited for application in construction industry use cases is the Proof of Authority algorithm
(described in Section 4.3). This type of algorithm enables all nodes to mine transactions independently
of computing power or wealth and users are not anonymous. The development of a consortium-based
permission model network is not considered to be feasible in the scope of this research project as it
would require additional configurations. Therefore, an existing ETH test net instance with an open
permissioned network structure will be used. Such a system would differ from a consortium-based
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model in terms of accessibility (no control over who joins as node). As the employment of the PoA
algorithm is desired, the Göerli test net will be used during development. The employed and
recommended network/protocol configuration for construction industry use cases is summarized
hereafter.
Employed Model: Open permissionless

Recommended: Consortium-based model

Employed Network: Göerli test net

Recommended Network: Costum main net

Employed Algorithm: PoA

Recommended Algorithm: PoA

6.1.5 EXECUTION, ORA CLE & USER INTERFACE LAYER

The execution, oracle and interface layer are essential to advance the framework for (semi)
automation towards an interactive prototype. Each of these layers are included in the application layer
which was discribed more elaboratly in Chapter 4. An overview of each of these layers, separated
development iterations and their interrelation are depicted in Figure 36.
6.1.5.1 EXECUTION LAYER

The execution layer contains the smart contract bytecode and therefore, the smart contract code.
Based on interaction with the smart contracts functionalities through applications, the state of the
smart contract is mutated. As the smart contract contains a unique address and therefore, account
state, the world state of the blockchain can be mutated through smart contract interactions. Hence,
the contract’s bytecode can be viewed as back-end logic which interacts with the blockchain model.
Because interactions with smart contract functionalities require EOA’s to call these functions and sign
them, the incorporation of data in the execution layer is limited to on-chain data. To provide a smart
contract with the required code, to compare desired and actual asset states, a DLT admin needs to
embed this code by means of high level programming languages. Furthermore, deployment of smart
contracts requires the compilation of code into bytecode, which can be stored on the blockchain. In
order to develop a smart contract, the Ethereum Remix environment will be used. Code is written in
the Solidity language after which the Remix environment allows for compiling and deployment of
bytecode.
6.1.5.2 ORACLE LAYER

In order to import and incorporate external data into smart contracts, third party oracles are required.
These oracles are trusted third party services which retrieve data from cloud databases. As external
data (e.g. asset states) are required to communicate compliance/non-compliance to the contract, the
Provable Oracle Service1 is utilized. This service was selected as its functionalities are integrated within
Ethereum applications and results have been verified in similar use cases. The Provable Oracle Service
requires a function in the smart contract, as well as a specific target in a cloud database to retrieve
data. As data on both contract parameters and asset state are required, two separate contract
instances are created. The smart contracts will retrieve either parameters or states of a single asset
and store them in their contract account state. The contract which contains the code to compare these
contracts retrieves this on-chain data from both contracts.

1

https://provable.xyz/
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6.1.5.3 USER INTERFACE LAYER

To acquire and process required data into the smart contracts, two separate workflows and
applications are required. In order to provide a smart contract with contract parameters through
oracles, specific data is required. In between the pre-contract phase and post-contract phase,
obligations are negotiated in terms of supply chain planning and corresponding rewards for completion
of each supply chain step. As contract data is considered to be scattered among a significant number
of parties in the construction industry, a design assumption was made. This design assumption
encompasses the centralization of supply chain contract data in a single BIM 4/5D model. After
acceptance of contract data in the centralized environment, parameters are exported into CSV/JSON
format. Data contained in such a format is uploaded into the Google Firebase cloud database2. In order
to couple each individual physical asset with its digital twin, a unique element identifier is required. In
order to do so, a QR-code is coupled to the asset which contains the GUID of the digital asset. In order
to mutate the status of a physical asset through its QR-code, a QR asset tracking application is
developed. The physical asset tracking application relates to the Firebase database as well, to store
the mutation log and current asset state for each element. A WebApp dashboard is developed in order
to provide an overview of comparison results (contract results). Due to research time boundaries, as
well as the unconventionality of the extraction of on-chain data, the dashboard WebApp back-end will
be connected to all Firebase databases. To simulate functionalities which are similar to the
functionalities contained in smart contract code, computation capabilities are implemented in the
WebApp’s back-end. Due to the extensiveness of executed design and prototype development
activities, related to each aforementioned application, the design of each application is discussed
separately in next sections.

2

https://firebase.google.com/
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Figure 36 Execution, oracle & UI Layers
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6.2 SMART CONTRACT & DL (EXECUTION LAYER)

An overview of the smart contract input, throughput and output processes are depicted in Figure 37.
The input, throughput and output processes for the designed smart contract will be described in more
detail hereafter. For a complete overview of functionalities, structs and events in the designed and
developed smart contracts Appendix 10.1 is consultable.

Figure 37 Input, throughput & output design in DLT environment

In order to compose a smart contract and to deploy it on the blockchain, knowledge regarding smart
contract input, throughput and output is required. In order enable future implementation of smart
contracts in practice, a blockchain admin is required which has proficiency in high level programming
languages (e.g. Solidity). The blockchain admin is responsible for implementing functions with which
stakeholders can interact, computation code and subsequent result execution. After all functionalities
of a smart contract have been developed, a contract is deployed on the blockchain and thus a contract
account is created. In order to do so, the code of the smart contract is compiled into bytecode and
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transferred as data of a CA on the blockchain. As the contract account is tied to an individual account
state, an Ethereum address (similar to EOA addresses) is generated. In order to allow users to interact
with a contract, the address of the contract needs to be made available to these stakeholders.
In order to provide a smart contract with the required data to conduct automated computations,
functionalities are required which embed input fields for specific values. As transactions with smart
contract functionalities require a signed request from EOA, the EOA of the correct supply chain party
should interact with specific functions. As the transaction of data by means of these functionalities
requires a signature, manual actions by stakeholders are required. In order to increase the efficiency
of this process and to increase the automated nature of the smart contract, pre-signed transactions
can be scheduled. In order to do so, a smart contract requires the utilization of the Ethereum Alarm
Clock (EAC)3. The timer requires a user to target a specific function in a specific contract by means of
its address. Furthermore, it requires the desired time for interaction with the specified function as well
as the immediate signature of the transaction initiator during the scheduling of the transaction. This
means that an EOA interacts with a CA, by means of the functionalities which are contained in the
smart contract’s code. An example of this procedure could be an EOA (contractor) which interacts with
a smart contract function (e.g. for compliance checking) and instructs the smart contract to check for
compliance on a certain date. The EOA signs the transaction to instruct the smart contract after which
the function of the smart contract is called on the instructed date. Within the conducted research, the
EAC is not implemented, as the scope of the research is on the automation of computations and
results. Hence, the smart contract allows for (semi) automation of contract execution as the input
process is not fully automated.
Specific functions which retrieve data from the world outside of the DLT environment require the
consultation of an oracle through a transaction. In order to do so, a smart contract which embeds an
oracle service should be targeted at a specific database available on the web outside of the blockchain.
Execution of a query function allows for the retrieval of data from pre-specified locations.
Based on input provided by means of functionalities, the smart contract code allow for computations
with these inputs. Based on pre-determined constraints, a smart contract enables for the automated
calculation and execution of specific actions. These actions can encompass a token/crypto transfer
and/or an exit message. As a transfer and exit message would manipulate the content of smart
contract bytecode, the state of the contract’s data and thus state of contract account is changed.
Hence, such a transaction is then recorded on the blockchain.
In order to create a smart contract, code is developed by a blockchain admin. In the use case of (semi)
automation of compliance checking and subsequent payment procedures, these code need to
compare a physical status against a specific set of obligations. In order to do so, the smart contract
requires the input of planning-related contract parameters and the asset state of a specific element.
Furthermore, the contract needs to contain cost-related data for each step in the supply chain. In order
to transact this data into the smart contract, smart contract functions are required.

3

https://www.ethereum-alarm-clock.com/
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6.2.1 REQUIRED INPUT (FUNCTIONS)

In order to allow for automated computation of results, a smart contract requires the insertion of data
by means of transactions. In the case of (semi) automated compliance checking and result execution
in the execution phase of construction projects, specific data is required. In order to clarify the data
which is required to conduct computations for the aforementioned use case, an overview of data is
provided below. As this data is transferred by means of functionalities, the required data is described
by means of the functionalities. The most important functions of the smart contract are: (1)
supplyETH(), (2) setContractParameters(), (3) elementReady(), (4) receiveElement() and (5)
getTokenBalance(). The remaining functions are: (1) contactOracle(), (2) sendFunds and (3)
recoverFunds. In order to clarify the most important smart contract functions and their purpose, a
exemplary situation (delivery of an asset) is provided in Figure 38. Furthermore, all afformentioned
smart contract functions are discussed more elaboratly in this section.

Figure 38 Smart contract functions & purposes (exemplary case)
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function supplyETH

As a smart contract can essentially be seen as a bank account system which is not controlled by a single
entity, accounts and balances are required. Because a smart contract in the desired use case is related
to a specific asset (by means of the GUID), the total financial value transferred between value adding
parties should be determined. In construction supply chains, the commissioner of a construction
rewards a contractor for management of the overall construction. The contractor rewards a subcontractor for the execution of works. Furthermore, either the main contractor or sub-contractor
rewards a manufacturer for the successful creation and delivery of an asset. Considering the described
supply chain, value is added to the physical asset from manufacturer until final turnover from the
contractor to the commissioner. Therefore, the initial token or crypto supply should reflect the
contract value between the commissioner and the main contractor. In order to provide a smart
contract with its initial balance (the balance of the commissioner account), fictional or non-fictional
funds need to be transferred to the smart contract. As tokens can represent any meaning a consortium
assigns to such a token, a design assumption is made to relate tokens to fiat (real) currency (in Euro).
The following data needs to be provided to the smart contract by the commissioner of the project:
1. Total contract value in euros (represented in tokens = integer)
function setContractParameters

Because obligations in a legal contract determine the constraints by which means the reward is paid
to a specific party, these obligations need to be provided to the smart contract. In the conducted
research, the scope is on planning and quality-related obligations. Therefore, the desired time for
completion (in days) and desired quality (no defects), must be transferred into the smart contract. As
the entirety of the supply chain consists of multiple steps in which value is added, a completion date
must be determined for every step (manufacturing till acceptance). Due to the conduction of activities
by multiple value adding parties, the reward (in tokens) for successful completion of every step must
be specified as well. Therefore, parameters must be established for the following stages:
1. Delivery (by manufacturer)
2. Execution (by sub-contractor)
3. Verification (by main contractor)
As automated identification of sufficient quality in the physical world (e.g. by robots or scanners) is not
supported yet, the verification of quality standards is conducted by means of human intervention.
Therefore, a contract does not require the input of quality-related data. Instead of variable data, the
desired status of an asset (e.g. delivered with sufficient quality) can be embedded in the smart
contracts bytecode. This status can be verified against the actual status of the corresponding element.
Hence, the following data must be provided to the smart contract by means of the parameter
functions:
1. Desired completion date of stage (represented in days from parameter setting = integer)
2. Token value which is awarded for successful stage completion in euros (represented in tokens =
integer)
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function elementReady(status)

As the supply chain party which is communicating compliance to contract obligations can vary, a
function status communication function is required. This function enables contracted parties
(supplier), to indicate that the physical asset contains the status (e.g. ready for delivery) prior to the
communication of completion states (e.g. delivered) by contracting parties (client). By means of
communicating the status prior to delivery and thus compliance to contract terms, the contracted
party provides the smart contract with the data which is required to determine which party is the
beneficiary of the rewards after successful delivery. In order to do so, the contracted party provides
the smart contract with the following parameter:
1. Physical asset state (e.g. ready for delivery represented by value = integer)
The status of the physical asset is not directly communicated into the smart contract. Instead the
integer which relates to a specific status is coded into the back end of the physical asset tracking
application. These states, which are related to a single asset by means of its GUID, are communicated
into the Google Firebase. In order to retrieve the integer from the database, the smart contract utilizes
the oracle service triggered by a pre-signed transaction. Based on the identified construction supply
chain, the following states are established:
1. Manufactured & ready for delivery
2. Ready for execution

3. Ready for verification

function receiveElement(status)

The function which communicates completion of a physical asset state, is similar to the elementReady()
function. However, the function differs in terms that after manual verification of adherence to quality
standards, the status reflects the outcomes of this verification. Furthermore, the receiveElement()
function is executed by the contracting party. The process of data communication and retrieval, by
means of the physical asset tracking application and Firebase into the smart contract is identical. The
following states are established in the design:
1. Successful delivery
2. Delivery defect
3. Successful execution

4. Execution defect
5. Successful verification
6. Verification defect

function contactOracle

As discussed in the aforementioned smart contract functions, both the contract parameters as well as
the current status of an element need to be retrieved from an external database. In order to do so the
Provable Oraclize Service is utilized. As the status of an element is related to a certain desired
completion date, a pre-signed transaction can be deployed. Therefore, the database is consulted at a
specific date which relates to a desired status which must be identical to the current status. As a
construction project might be confronted with delays, it is a viable option to delay the oracle request
with additional days. These days are encompassed to incorporate a margin which allows for such a
delay. In order to target a specific value in the external database, the following data is hardcoded into
the function which communicates with the oracle service:
1. The URL of the database extended with a reference to a specific GUID
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2. Statement of the JSON structure of the database in order to enable the oracle to retrieve the
correct integer value
function sendFunds & recoverFunds

In order to enable a DLT admin to interfere in case of the misuse of functions and counteract errors,
two additional functions are implemented. These functions enable the deployer of a smart contract to
recover funds from a specific account which retains tokens and to transfer tokens to a beneficiary
account.
6.2.2 THROUGHPUT (CONTRACT CODE)

Based on data which is communicated into the smart contract by means of functionalities, the smart
contract’s code allows for automated comparison of contract parameters and element status. The
computation code is embedded in the smart contract’s bytecode and executed by the local EVM. Based
on the conducted computations, the smart contract automatically identifies either compliance or noncompliance. Furthermore, the smart contract logic allows for execution of a variable-dependent predefined result related to both outcomes. The designed and developed smart contract contains multiple
computation groups which relate to a specific contract between parties. These contract states and
related parties are specified below.
1. Successful delivery (manufacturer <- (sub)-contractor)
2. Successful execution (sub-contractor <- main contractor)
3. Successful acceptance (main contractor <- project commissioner)
The computation which is executed for each of the aforementioned contracts is depicted in Figure 39.
A brief description of this function is provided hereafter.

Figure 39 Smart Contract logic for comparison of execution related obligations & reality

The embedded logic in the smart contract first compares the block.timestamp variable with the
timestamp of asset creation + the contract lead time (contract parameter) in days. The
block.timestamp variable represents the time on which the computation is executed. If the
block.timestamp value is equal or lower than the result of the latter, the date condition is passed. In
order to be compliant to the contract terms, however, the status of the physical asset must be as
specified. In the instance of the calculation in Figure 38, the appropriate status is represented by the
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integer four. If both the status and date are as specified, compliance is identified. If compliance is
identified, a tokens transfer is made from the initiator of the receiveElement() function to the initiator
of the elementReady() function. The number of tokens is determined by the specific contract value
which was established in the setContractParameter() function. If the block.timestamp value exceeds
the asset creation date supplemented by the contract lead time, a date error is emitted. If noncompliance is identified while the date constraint is satisfied, a quality-related error message is
emitted. In both non-compliance scenarios, new parameters need to be determined and
communicated into the contract to allow for successful fulfilment. An example of compliance-related
output in the Remix environment4 is depicted in Figure 40.

Figure 40 Successful verification of an element (Remix output)

4

https://remix.ethereum.org/
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6.2.3 DESIRED OUTPUT (CONTRACT RESULTS)

Based on the outcomes of contract computations, the EVM of the node which executes the
computation proposes a transaction and thus state change to other nodes in the network. In the
designed and developed environment, the EVM runs either locally (JavaScript VM) or on an injected
Web3 node5, which is connected to the MetaMask wallet extension6. Both runtime environments allow
for simulations by means of multiple accounts, which are related to supply chain parties. Each account
retains an address as well as a balance in tokens or Ether. These accounts act as the required EOA’s
which interact with functions and sign them with their private key. An overview of the DLT admin
account (address: 0x70e5d2C6d8eEFDB7B6b670a2ED63110F37Aa736C), a contract implementation
log and the signing process of a transaction in MetaMask is depicted in Figure 41.

Figure 41 MetaMask UI functionalities

In both runtime environments, a transaction is executed and appended to a block on the Ethereum
test net. The result of smart contract execution encompasses a token transfer accompanied by a
success message or a specific error message. Interactions with smart contracts (e.g. communication
of status) are logged on-chain as well. An overview of interactions with a specific contract account is
provided on Etherscan.io7. Etherscan allows for the query of specific account states as well as mined
blocks on the Ethereum test and main net. An example of the log for a tested contract is depicted in
Figure 42. The log contains transactions, the contract bytecode as well as events (e.g. delivered). The
log is embedded on the immutable Ethereum blockchain and is publicly available at:
https://goerli.etherscan.io/address/0x185ca833440b4a71341fd0b3b3acecb2f420a83e.

5

https://infura.io/
https://metamask.io/
7
https://etherscan.io/
6
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Figure 42 Etherscan.io overview of interactions with a smart contract

function getTokenBalance

To review the token balance of a specific account, which is retained by the smart contract, the
getTokenBalance() function is implemented. Based on the input of an EOA address, the function
retrieves the total token value which is possessed by an account. The token balance is retrievable in
the Remix environment for both successful JavaScript VM transactions as well as (Web3) transactions.
In order to successfully transfer funds to a Web3 account, on the MetaMask extension, crypto currency
or official tokens should be adopted. Due to the scope of the research, fictive tokens were created and
utilized in the Remix environment. An official token can be created in future development projects. In
Figure 43 the token balance of the main contractors EOA is depicted. The token balance is the result
of the main contractors successful compliance to contract obligations. The EOA address of the main
contractor is inputted in the getTokenBalance()function which returns the token balance (50000)
depicted in Figure 42. The (0: uint256) value is a depiction of the outputted data type which is an
integer of 256 bytes.

Figure 43 Overview and result of getBalance function in the Remix environment
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6.3 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT & AS SET TRACKING

In order to enable construction supply chain parties to track physical assets, input, throughput and
output processes must be established. As physical asset tracking in the majority of the cases is
conducted manually, an alternative which utilizes geospatial technology is developed. For the purpose
of the incremental prototype development research, a QR scanning application is proposed. Although
QR scanning does not allow for full automation of the asset tracking process, development of such an
application is suitable within the research timeframe. Furthermore, implementation of an asset
tracking process by means of QR scanning enables further automation through other technologies in
the future.
In order to allow for development of an implementable application, which enables the execution of
smart contracts, the parties which are involved within the construction supply chain must be discussed
first. In order to set a scope for the research, a design assumption was made. The following party
groups were identified for participation to fulfil the purpose of the conducted research:
Manufacturer

Main Contractor

Sub-Contractor

Commissioner (Client)

Although a construction project encompasses collaborations by multiple parties which can be
attributed to the listed party groups, the artefact simulations are restricted to one party group.
In order to conduct physical asset tracking of prefabricated construction elements, the construction
supply chain steps must be executed by the aforementioned parties. These supply chain steps
encompass the stages which the construction elements are undergoing from initial creation till
acceptance by the commissioner of a project. Besides the process to advance construction elements
through these supply chain stages, a process in order to track these elements needs to be executed.
The overall goal of this process is to record and store the stages (states) attributed to these elements,
supplemented with additional data, by involved parties.
Conduction of all aforementioned processes by means of the designed and developed QR application
should result into an immutable log as well as an interpretable status overview of the construction
project’s progress. The immutable log contains a record of the history of all elements states
supplemented by additional data (e.g. date, time & location). The project overview contains all
elements in a project (identified by means of their GUIDs) and a simple value which represents their
status at a certain point in time. Both aforementioned instances of a log are retained on a database
platform, should be utilizable by smart contracts as input and finally should be stored on the blockchain
in order to provide trust between parties by means of immutability and transparency.
An overview of the aforementioned physical asset tracking components, as well as required processes
are depicted in Figure 44. The input, throughput and output processes for the designed QR asset
tracking application will be described in more detail hereafter. For a complete overview of the code
associated with the development of the application in the MIT app developer tool8, Appendix 10.2 is
consultable.

8

https://appinventor.mit.edu/
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Figure 44 Physical Asset Tracking framework (parties, states & processes)
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6.3.1 REQUIRED INPUT (PHYSICAL ASSET MUTATION)

As discussed in Section 6.3, two distinct but linked processes are required to be conducted in order to
track physical assets. The first process regards the execution of activities in order to mutate the status
of assets in reality (e.g. fabricate the element). The second process regards the conduction of a
scanning procedure by means of the QR application in order to mutate the digital status of the physical
asset (in the database). Both processes and hence, the physical and digital status of an element are
linked by means of the QR-code which is applied to the physical asset. The QR-code contains a
reference to the GUID which is shared between the physical and digital asset.
6.3.1.1 CONTRACTUAL REALATIONS & ASSET STATES

In order to clarify how supply parties are interrelated to each other, their contractual relations and
responsibilities (states) should be discussed. Therefore, several design assumptions were made to
enable for future evaluation of design and development work. The contractual relationships were
briefly discussed in Section 6.2.2 and will be more elaborately discussed hereafter.
In the research the manufacturer caries responsibility to manufacture and deliver the element to the
construction site. The manufacturer delivers the manufactured element to the sub-contractor.
Therefore, a contractual relationship is presumed between these parties. However, in the majority of
the cases a contractual relationship between manufacturer and main contractor is prevalent. The subcontractor carries out activities in order to put a construction element into place (execution). The subcontractor does so under a contractual relationship with the main contractor. The main contractor
carries out the overall construction site management and thus verifies works executed by subcontractors. Finally, the main contractor turns over the construction project to the commissioner of
the project after completion. As quality-related obligations are contained within a contract besides
planning-related obligations, contracting parties are expected to conduct quality checking procedures
before accepting works conducted by contracted parties.
Based on the presumed contractual relations, the physical asset states are identified. As discussed in
Section 6.2.3, fulfilling contractual obligation can be either successful or unsuccessful. Obligations are
considered to be planning-related and quality-related. Compliance to planning-related obligations is
computed in the smart contract, whereas compliance to quality-related obligations is determined by
means of manual processes. Therefore, the states of physical elements must reflect compliance or
non-compliance to these quality-related obligations. As a smart contract requires both the contracting
as well as the contracted parties, to communicate asset states which indicate (non-)compliance
(Section 6.2.1), several states for compliance as well as non-compliance are established.
Manufactured & Ready for Delivery
Delivered
Ready for Execution
Executed

Delivery quality reject

Ready for Verification

Execution quality reject

Verified

Verification quality reject
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6.3.1.2 SCANNING PROCESS

Besides the process which is executed to physically mutate the status of an asset, the operation of the
physical asset tracking (PAT) application requires the execution of a process as well. This process is
depicted in Figure 44 and contains both activities which interact with the PAT as well as separate
activities which are required to decide on how to operate the PAT application (e.g. quality control).
QR-code
In order to link a physical asset to information systems which enables physical a tracking by means of
an application, a QR-code is required. These QR-codes are generatable on freely available QR-code
generators as well as secured ones which would counteract misuse. The information which is
contained in the QR-code, refers the GUID which was assigned to a digital asset, which represents its
physical twin. The QR-code is generated and applied to the physical element after the manufacturing
activities have been conducted. Measures must be installed to standardize the position of the QR-code
as well as securing it against damage. These measures are required to improve the efficiency of the
scanning process (e.g. code is always on the same position) and to prevent disruption of the process
(e.g. damaged or disappeared codes).
A1 & A2 – Open & Login
After a QR-code has been applied to the asset, utilization of the PAT application is enabled. The
application is installable on Android devices and requires access to contacts and the camera of the
phone as well. After the application has been installed, parties open the application (A1) and are
presented with a login screen (A2). Parties provide their login credentials, after which the application
will navigate them to the status selection page. In order to counteract backwards scanning (e.g. from
delivered -> manufactured), login credentials are linked to a set of pre-determined states which are
dependent upon the role of the user in the project.
A3 - Quality Control
As the user of the PAT application is presented with a set of states, the user have to determine if a
prefabricated element has reached a new status without severe quality defects. In order to do so,
quality assurance procedures and processes are executed which can vary based on the party who
conducts them. The sub-contractor is expected to conduct quality control based on other standards
and criteria (during delivery), in comparison to the main contractor who conducts quality control after
an element is executed. After quality control procedures have been executed, the user of the PAT
application determines if the contracted party has fulfilled to quality-related requirements.
A4 - Status Selection
Based on the outcomes of the quality control activity, the user selects the corresponding status which
either relates to compliance or non-compliance of the contracted party to quality obligations. In the
back-end of the PAT application, data is gathered from the users phone and stored temporarily. This
data will be discussed more elaborately in the throughput section. After a user has selected a status
and the applications back-end has fetched specific data, the internal QR-code scanner of the
application is opened.
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A5 - Quality Defect
If insufficient quality of physical assets is identified during the conducted quality control procedure, a
status which communicates non-compliance is selected. After selection of such a status, the
application will not directly open the internal barcode scanner, but will navigate to the camera of the
telephone first. After automatically opening the camera, the user is enabled to capture the defect by
means of a video or picture. However, this process is not obligatory and can be ended by closing the
camera. After the capturing activity has been completed or terminated, the user scans the QR-code on
the asset. After scanning is completed, the user is presented with a screen in which several
communication applications (e.g. WhatsApp) can be selected. After selection of a communication
application, contacts who should be notified of the identified defect, are selectable in a contact list.
After contacts have been selected, a prepopulated message which includes data on the physical asset
as well as the captured defect is generated. The user is now able to directly send the prepopulated
message or to add additional data to it.
A6 & A7 - Scanning & Review
After a user has successfully scanned the QR-code of an element (A6), data which was temporarily
stored in the application is attributed to the data contained in the QR-code (GUID). The PAT
application’s back-end processes the attributed data into a database. Therefore, the data is made
available as input for a smart contract, by means of an oracle. The user is presented with the: (1) GUID,
(2) new status, (3) time & date of scanning as well as (4) the location of scanning. This allows the user
to verify if the back-end process was conducted correctly. The available states are presented on the
review page as well (A7). Therefore, users are enabled to scan other elements or to re-scan an element
which was not processed correctly.
6.3.2 THROUGHPUT (QR APPLICATION)

During the status selection activity (A4), the back end of the PAT application fetches data from the
users phone and stores it temporarily. This data is stored until the scanning procedure (A6 ) is
completed. The fetched data includes: (1) string which describes the selected status, (2) integer which
represents the status, (3) string which contains the current date & time and (4) the string which
represents the location of the user, by means of GPS triangulation. After the scanning activity (A6) has
been completed, this data is attributed to the GUID which is contained in the physical QR-code. The
integer which represents the current status of an element, is required to communicate the status to a
smart contract. In order to clarify the integer values which relate to the states which were established
in Section 6.3.1.1, an overview is provided hereafter.
Manufactured & Ready for Delivery = [1]
Delivered = [2]
Ready for Execution = [3]
Executed = [4]

Delivery quality reject = [7]

Ready for Verification = [5]

Execution quality reject = [8]

Verified = [6]

Verification quality reject = [9]
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The PAT application back-end logic is created on the MIT App Inventor platform. This programming
platform is based on a block-based language related to Google Blockly9. The utilized programming
language is based on languages such as StarLogo TNG and Scratch. MIT App Inventor allows for
accessible development of mobile applications and hence, is considered to be suitable for the purpose
of dynamic prototype creation.
6.3.3 DESIRED OUTPUT (FIRE BASE LOG)

Data which is yielded operating the PAT application, is added to the history log as well as the current
status log. The data which is added to each of these logs however, differs. The history log contains the
scanned GUID, supplemented with location data, a scan date and scan time. Furthermore, the status
which is appended to the log contains a string which directly represents the scanned status. A single
GUID contains multiple passed states and thus represents the history of a physical asset. The status
log, however, only contains a GUID and the most recent scanned status represented by an integer. In
order to clarify how data is presented in both logs, an overview is provided in Figure 45 & 46.

Figure 45 Firebase History Log

9

https://developers.google.com/blockly
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Figure 46 Firebase Status Log

The history log and the status log are both available on the online Firebase database. By means of the
Provable Oraclize Service, the data is imported into smart contracts. In order to do so, the oracle needs
to be referencing a location by means of an URL as well as a declaration of data structure (e.g. JSON).
In order to retrieve log data, one smart contract refers to the entire history log. An oracle request is
executed daily in order to fetch the full history log from Firebase and to store it on the blockchain.
After processing a history log on the blockchain, the data which is contained within it is immutable.
The smart contract which compares current states with contract obligations references a specific
element by means of its GUID. The oracle request which retrieves the current status of elements
however, is not executed daily. In order to retrieve an element’s appropriate status, a timer (pre-signed
transaction) is set for a specific point in time. This time corresponds to the planned date, supplemented
with a margin of e.g. two days. Hence, pre-signed transactions which fetches the status (integer) of an
element must correspond to the planned status. In the conducted research, two separate smart
contracts have been constructed which either retrieve the history log or the current status of a specific
element. The Provable Oracle query is executed in the Ethereum Remix smart contract environment.
Examples of retrieved values by means of the oracle for both logs are depicted in Figure 47. Both
depicted queries are related to the databases presented in Figure 45 & 46.

Figure 47 Provable Oracle Service execution119
result in Ethereum Remix (status & history log)

6.3.4 PAT APPLICATION STORYBOARD
In order to evaluate the described process in Section 6.3.1, a static prototype of the PAT application was created. The static prototype was created by means of a
storyboard. Such a storyboard represents the UI with which the user would interact after development of a dynamic prototype or production version. Creation of a
storyboard allowed for beta evaluation sessions with several industry/academic representatives as well as supervisors of this research project. The evaluated storyboard is
depicted in Figure 48.

Figure 48 Static Prototype - Storyboard
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6.4 DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT & OBLIGATIONS

In order to enable (semi) automated verification of planning-related contract obligations, parameters
related to these obligations need to be processed into the smart contract. In order to do so, planningrelated contract obligations for each step in the supply chain need to be processed. Legal contracts
contain all obligations between two or multiple parties, which need to be fulfilled to receive financial
compensation. Contracts between two supply chain parties are not always shared among other supply
chain parties. Therefore, transparency for other supply chain parties, who are not directly involved in
a specific contract, is limited. As discussed in Chapter 1 & 2, not all of this information is shared due to
a lack of trust and a reluctance to provide full transparency due to profit models.
In order to provide transparency and to increase the efficiency of the proposed combination of DLT,
PAT and asset management, planning- and cost-related parameters should be centralized in a shared
information medium. How these parameters are to be shared among parties, is defined in the contract
management process. Additional research is required to develop a system which counteracts the
factors which cause impediment of shared contract management. Although the contract management
process is considered to be essential for the conduction of (semi) automated compliance checking, this
is considered to be outside of the scope of this research.
To allow for the design and development of applications which enable (semi) automated compliance
checking, several design assumptions were made. These design assumptions encompass a centralized
system in which all supply chain parties share the planned date as well as the cost for every supply
chain step (e.g. delivery). These obligations are attributed to individual prefabricated elements instead
of a group of elements. Hence, a second design assumption is made in which supply chain parties utilize
performance-based contracts (related to individual elements). To explore how the aforementioned
parameters can be centralized in a single system, both centralization in a BIM model as well as an Excel
schema are discussed.
Centralization of obligation-related parameters (planning & value), should allow for the transfer of this
data into a Firebase database. Values in Firebase are retrievable by means of an oracle. Hence, it would
allow for import of parameters in smart contracts. The database must contain several GUIDs which are
each related to individual assets. Data which is attributed to each asset consists of the following data
elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planned manufacturing date
Planned delivery date
Planned execution date
Planned verification date

5.
6.
7.
8.

Contract value for successful delivery
Contract value for successful execution
Contract value for successful verification
The presence of all signed legal contracts

The planned dates allow for verification of contract obligations by means of a comparison between
planned and actual dates. The financial compensation which is rewarded to specific parties for
successful adhering to these contract obligations is contained in the contract value parameter. Besides
these parameters, the BOOLEAN parameter which regards the presence of all legal contracts, is
required to allow for legal enforceability of contract terms.
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An overview of the process for inclusion of obligation-related parameters is depicted in Figure 49. This
schema contains a workflow which both relates to BIM model-based centralization as well as file-based
centralization. The input processes embedded in the schema, includes the input of the parameters in
a BIM model or Excel schema. The contracting party is responsible for the input of this data. The
contracted party checks for the correctness of processed data. In order to allow for input of this data
in a BIM model, customized properties are required. These property sets are attributed to individual
digital representations of assets. Throughput processes consist of the combination of all individual
element parameters and the conversion of this data into a JSON file. Output processes consist of the
import of this JSON file into the Firebase database and retrieval of specific parameters by means of an
oracle. The proposed workflow is designed in order allow for (semi) automation of compliance
checking. The proposed workflow is by no means optimal and requires additional research. For a
complete overview of the code associated with the development of the proposed workflow, Appendix
10.3 is consultable.

Figure 49 Digital Asset Contract Parameter Workflow
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6.4.1

REQUIRED INPUT (CONTRACT OBLIGATIONS)

In order to allow for the input of obligation-related parameters for individual assets in a BIM model,
digital assets should contain data properties. To relate these properties to digital assets, a new
property set is required. Based on an IFC file which is created by Jakob Beetz (2018), adaptions were
made in order to create a prefabricated element which contains property values. The property values
which were implemented into the IFC file are depicted in Figure 50.

Figure 50 Custom propertyset in IFC (based on original file by Beetz (2018).

As depicted in Figure 51, the developed property set is identified by a GUID and refers to all property
values (#164). The property values (#165 - #175) contain a value identifier as well as a specified data
type for the input of parameters. In the instance of planning-related values, IFCTEXT was stated to
allow for the input of planned dates. The contract price-related values allow for the input of real
numbers which represent the reward for successful completion of each supply chain step (IFCREAL).
Besides planned dates and contract values, values were embedded which allow for the input of
Ethereum EOA addresses for each party in the supply chain. The value which communicates the
presence of all signed legal contracts between parties is considered to be true or false (IFCBOOLEAN).
The final line of the custom propertyset (#176), connects the property set itself to the GUID of a specific
or group of assets.

Figure 51 Asset instance in the Revit environment
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In order to allow contracting parties to input parameters in a BIM model, the manipulated IFC file has
to be imported into e.g. Revit. Based on a single asset (common prefab element 124), three separate
assets (element 125 & 126) were created as depicted in Figure 51. Each asset contains an instance of
the developed property set and therefore, allows for the input of asset-specific parameters.
The IFC properties and required parameters for each prefabricated asset are depicted in Figure 52. The
initial values which are displayed for each asset are listed on the left, while a description of the values
which have to be added to each asset are listed on the right.

Figure 52 IFC parameter property set initial overview & required data

All contracting parties input contract obligations, rewards and Ethereum EOA addresses related to
each supply chain step. The contracting parties consist of sub-contractors, main contractors and clients
subsequently. As the first two parties supplemented with the manufacturing party are contracted
parties as well, these parties check the inputted parameters as well. An example of a fully populated
property set is provided in Figure 53. The property sets of all assets must be fully populated before
execution of contract terms commences. In other words, required contract data which was previously
retained by parties individually, has now been centralized in a BIM model.

Figure 53 Populated IFC parameters
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In order to centralize the populated parameters for all prefabricated assets in a BIM model, a schedule
has to be created. The schedule encompasses all asset GUIDs in a model and attributes the values for
each property to these assets. An example of a supply chain schedule, which represents the as-planned
state of the model, is depicted in Figure 54. The data in the generated schedule corresponds to the
data in Figure 53.

Figure 54 Supply chain schedule in Revit

A common limitation of BIM models is the exchangeability of data between separate models. IFC files
are file formats which allow for the exchange of data between BIM models and software packages. To
verify if the developed property set and its populated values are exchangeable, an IFC file was exported
from Revit and imported into Solibri Model Viewer. Based on several tests, the exchange of the (IFC2x3
COBie 2.4 Design Deliverable Setup) was identified to preserve data correctly. Data preservation was
enabled due to the modification of the IFC setup. Modification allowed for the export of schedule data
as asset data. The imported IFC file and the populated property values in the Solibri environment are
depicted in Figure 55.

Figure 55 Imported property set in Solibri Model Viewer

6.4.2 THROUGHPUT (CSV & JSON PREP ARATION)

Centralization of all asset parameters in a single schedule allows for the export of the as-planned
supply chain state into a text (.txt) file. Such a text file is convertible to a (.xls) or (.csv) file in Microsoft
Excel. In order to do so, the exported Revit schedule results in data which is delimited by commas. The
data contained in the exported text file, was imported into Microsoft Excel as depicted in Figure 56.

Figure 56 Overview of imported (.txt). file in Microsoft Excel
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Based on the described BIM workflow in Section 6.4.1, it can be argued that centralization of asset
parameters in an Excel file or shared database directly, can be more efficient. The parameters which
were developed are based on a dataset which was provided by the VolkerWessels company.
Alternatives to the proposed workflow as well as the provided dataset is discussed more elaborately
in Section 6.6.
Conversion of contract parameters in a (.xls) file to data in a (.json) file is required in order to enable
import of this data in Firebase. In order to do so, conversion of the (.xls) file into a (.csv) file is required
first. The (.xls) file can be directly saved as a comma separated (.csv) file. After generation of the (.csv)
file, the (.csv) file is uploaded into a publicly available csv to json converter (
https://www.convertcsv.com/csv-to-json.htm). In order to generate the required (.json) data
structure, in which property values are attributed to single GUIDs, the uploaded data has to be
formatted in the converter. To successfully do so, the modification of the output generator to a keyed
.json file was required. Several conversion attempts were required in order to yield the required output
as depicted in Figure 57. As the property set values include sensitive company data, the utilization of
a private instead of an online converter in the future is expedient. Direct export of a (.json) file from
BIM software (e.g. Revit) would even further increase efficiency. Therefore, the construction of a Revit
plugin which can aid towards this purpose should be developed in the near future. Such a plugin can
provide endless opportunities as it would enable a connection between BIM software and
JavaScript/Python scripts.

Figure 57 Overview of converted .json data structure
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6.4.3 DESIRED OUTPUT

Contract parameter data, which were processed into the BIM model, Microsoft Excel and a (.json) file
subsequently, yielded the required data format. The generated data format contains GUIDs as the keys
for attributable data. The data embedded in the (.json) file, which relates to specific keys, corresponds
to the initial property values which were provided in Revit. The (BOOLEAN) value which references the
presence of all signed legal contracts however, was not included in the dataset. The generated (.json)
file can be imported into Firebase, to enable retrieval of specific data by a smart contract oracle. The
data which was imported into the obligation-smart-contracting database, is depicted in Figure 58.

Figure 58 Firebase contract obligations
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As the contract parameters for each asset (identified by its GUID) are made available in Firebase,
specific parameters were retrieved by means of the Provable Oracle Service. A single smart contract
was created which targets the delivery data and delivery value of asset (0LV8Pid0X3IA3jJLVDPidY). The
results of the executed provable queries are depicted in Figure 59.

Figure 59 Provable Oracle Service execution result in Ethereum Remix (obligations)
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6.5 DASHBOARD ENVIRONMENT

In order to enable collaborating parties to conduct supply chain management, information which is
retained on the blockchain needs to be presented in a comprehensible overview. A management
dashboard contains an overview of relevant asset states, contract states, token balances as well as
analytics. In order to construct such a dashboard, a WebApp was designed and developed. The
WebApp UI was constructed through HTML and CSS code. The dashboard back-end was constructed
based on Python and JavaScript code. The UI of the constructed dashboard WebApp was hosted on
the domain www.smartcontracting.xyz. Due to the interface connection with a back-end, where
required computations are made, connection with a server was required. In order to connect the
dashboard to a server, available server space was rented.
Information embedded in the blockchain and deployed smart contracts is required to be retrieved
from the blockchain network. Smart contracts are not able to communicate information to applications
outside of the blockchain network without significant development efforts. Therefore, an inquiry was
made into existing applications and WebApps which would enable the presentation of blockchain
information. Several solutions for blockchain dashboarding were identified during this inquiry. An
example of these solutions was a dashboard platform provided by the Chainlink company. However, it
should be stated that these standardized solutions do not allow for customization of information which
is presented in these dashboards. Furthermore, these solutions require the deployment of smart
contracts on the Ethereum main net. As deployment of smart contracts on the main net would require
investments in terms of Ether in order to successfully execute in the desired use case setting, an
alternative was designed. This alternative is required to display smart contract execution results, based
on compliance or non-compliance of asset states to corresponding contract obligations.
To construct an alternative which allows for presentation of these results and required computations,
a dashboard WebApp was linked to the constructed Firebase databases. These databases contain the
asset history log, asset state log and the contract parameter data. In the first development iteration
the data which is contained in Firebase was linked to the dashboard by means of (.json) files. These
files were generated in Firebase and uploaded in the dashboard WebApp subsequently. The
dashboard’s back-end which runs on the deployed server allows for computations with uploaded data.
These computations are similar to the computations embedded in the developed smart contract code.
A direct link between Firebase data and the data in the dashboard WebApp would be preferred. This
is due to the elimination of manual file transition activities. The dashboard was designed and
developed in order to present the possibilities, if additional resources are invested in future research.
Therefore, an indirect link between Firebase and the WebApp was developed first, while a direct link
between the aforementioned is considered in a second development iteration. The constructed
WebApp back-end therefore, is API-based, in order to enable a direct link with the Firebase API in the
future.
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An overview of the process that defines the indirect link between Firebase and the dashboard
WebApp, is presented in Figure 60. This schema depicts the required input of files into the WebApp
UI, throughput processes in terms of back-end computations as well as the output of required
information in the UI. The presentation of this information has to enable collaborating parties to
conduct supply chain management. For an overview of the most essential code associated with the
development of the dashboard WebApp, Appendix 10.4 is consultable.

Figure 60 Dashboard WebApp workflow
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6.5.1

REQUIRED INPUT

Smart contracts execute pre-determined logic on the blockchain network, in order to determine
whether parties are either compliant or non-compliant to contracts terms. Based on the execution of
this logic, the smart contract emits notifications and transits funds represented in tokens. As the smart
contract executes its logic on the blockchain network, insight should be provided in the outcomes of
this execution. Due to the isolated nature of the blockchain network and due to the current absence
of sufficient means to communicate this data to the outside world, the management dashboard is
developed. The management dashboard is developed as an alternative to decentralized applications,
which can enable display of smart contract results. Therefore, the purpose of the management
dashboard is to provide supply chain parties insight into construction project parameters and their
implication.
In order to mirror the functionalities which smart contract logic contain, the management dashboard
requires the input of similar data in comparison to the smart contract. Based on this data, the backend logic of the smart contract is enabled to compute compliance or non-compliance and wallet
balances. Furthermore, the dashboard’s back-end code allows for the generation of dashboard graphs
which provide parties with valuable information which is required to conduct supply chain
management.
The data which is required to do so, consists of: (1) information contained in the history log, (2)
information contained in the status log and (3) information embedded in the obligation log. To provide
the dashboard WebApp with the required data, this data has to be collected first. Data regarding the
history of every asset as well as their current states, are collected by means of the PAT application
which is discussed in Section 6.3. Data about the contractual obligations related to each asset (planning
& cost) is collected on a centralized and jointly managed database (Section 6.4). All aforementioned
data is accumulated in three separate Firebase instances which are jointly managed as well. In order
to transmit data from Firebase to external applications, data contained in these databases must be
exported in (.json) format. Firebase allows for the direct export of contained information into this
format. Three separate (.json) files are to be generated regularly in order to capture current state
information.
The exported (.json) files are unloadable on the front end of the dashboard WebApp. In order to
translate the communicated data contained in these files, into presentable information on the
dashboard UI, a JSON parser is required. The JSON parser retrieves information from the uploaded
data structure and assigns them to the correct parameter input field in the back-end of the dashboard.
Therefore, the dashboards back-end logic is enabled to display log information correctly and to utilize
provided values in order to conduct computations.
6.5.2

THROUGHPUT

In order to clarify how the three distinct uploaded (.json) files are processed in the dashboard WebApp,
the design, structure and components of the WebApp should be discussed. The dashboard was
developed as an API-based WebApp. Therefore, the processing of data is served by means of an API,
which enables access to the dashboard functionalities by means of external codes. Hence, integration
with other applications in the overall system are enabled during further development iterations.
Future developments should focus on the establishment of a direct link with the Firebase database,
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the PAT application, as well as the blockchain network. The dashboard WebApp consists of three
district components which are interrelated:
1. The view (front-end)
2. The controller (client side)
3. The model (back-end)
6.5.2.1 VIEW (FRONT-END)

The application front-end is constructed by means of an adapted HTML template file10 (functionalities)
as well as a CSS file for the layout. In order to simplify the development of the front-end, Bootstrap
was utilized. Bootstrap is a HTML- and CSS-based framework which allows for the rapid development
of graphical user interfaces (e.g. buttons, tables, images etc). Furthermore, Bootstrap-based
applications contain responsive CSS files which adapt based on the medium which the client utilizes
(e.g. tablet and desktop). The client is enabled to upload data (.json) files for processing in the
dashboard WebApp on the applications front-end. After submitting the: (1) history log, (2) status log
and (3) obligation log subsequently, the data is passed to the controller.
6.5.2.2 CONTROLLER (CLIENT SIDE)

The application’s controller or client side scripting contains several JavaScript functions embedded in
(.JS) files. These JavaScript functions are executed on the client side when the aforementioned files are
submitted. Based on the input provided by the client, the JavaScript functions broadcast an API request
which contains the client’s data to the back-end server. After data is transferred to the application’s
back-end, the data is parsed, computations are conducted and data is transferred back to the client
side JavaScript. Based on the retrieved data, the JavaScript functions update the client’s view on the
front-end. In order to allow for simultaneous retrieval and sending of data without compromising the
front-end, Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)11 calls were utilized for post requests.
6.5.2.3 MODEL (BACK-END)

The application’s back-end was constructed by means of a flask-based micro architecture12, which
ensures versatility and flexibility to change the application’s back-end based on future requirements.
The application back-end consists of several Python-based files, of which the most important files are:
(1) the parser and (2) the HTML creator. The parser was constructed to interpret, localize and prepare
the data contained in the (.json) files for required computations. In order to enable required
computations such as date comparison, element states and token transfers, the parser converts values
to interpretable variables. Based on these interpretable variables, the HTML creator converts the
results into interpretable data which can be depicted on the applications front-end. Consequently, the
results of the conversion by means of the HTML creator are processed to the frond end by means of
the JavaScript controller file.
The aforementioned process of interactions between the view (front-end) and model (back-end) by
means of the controller (back-end) is depicted in Figure 61.

10

https://creative-tim.com
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/articles/javaee/ajax.html
12
https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/
11
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Figure 61 Dashboard front-end & back-end file structure and relations
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6.5.3 REQUIRED OUTPU T

The required output consists of several components which are based on imported (.json) files. These
components are interrelated and consist of:
•
•
•
•

Task log (element history log which contains the historical states of elements)
Task bar (status log which represent the current status of elements)
Wallet log (token transfers based on comparison between history log and obligation log dates)
Graph (display of amount of elements which violated planning contains)

6.5.2.1 HISTORY LOG (TASK LOG)

The designed front-end consists of several upload buttons which allow users to select the correct
(.json) input files. The task log contains the history log which is directly parsed from the (.json) file
without computations. All previous states as well as the current states of elements are embedded in
the task log. The value fields and related data which are presented in the tasks log area of the frontend consist of:
1. ID (GUID of the element)
2. Status (string value which represents the status)
3. DateTime (value which represent the date and time on which the element was scanned to a
specific status)
4. Location (address, zip code, city and country were the element was scanned to a specific status)
The value fields in the task log as well as examples of populated values are depicted in Figure 62.

Figure 62 Populated task log

6.5.2.2 TASK STATUS BAR

The task status bar contains all elements which are present in a project (manaufactured till verified).
As the task status bar only depicts the current status of each element based on an integer value, the
conduction of computations is required. Based on the integers which are embedded in the status log
(.json) file, an exit status for a specific element (by means of its GUID) is determined. If the integer
relates to a successful status (x≤8), the element will be listed in the corresponding status category. If
the integer relates to a quality rejection status (x>8), the element will be attributed to the rejected
category. The integer values which result in a success status on the WebApp task status bar are
described hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manufactured
Manufactured
Delivered
Delivered

5.
6.
7.
8.

Executed
Executed
Verified
Verified
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9.
10.
11.
12.

Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

The value fields in the task bar and examples of populated values are depicted in Figure 63.

Figure 63 Populated task bar

6.5.2.3 WALLET LOG

The wallet log requires the conduction of computations to determine whether a token transfer was
made in a smart contract as well. In order to do so, the scan date and time of a specific element for
the states of: (1) delivered, (2) executed and (3) verified, are compared to the planned dates contained
in the obligation log. If planning constraints were violated, an error status is emitted and a token value
transfer of 0 is emitted. If the scan date is lower than the planned date, a specific success status and
the corresponding token reward value is emitted. After successful verification of a specific element,
the wallet log contains three distinct token transfers which correspond to each successful status
(delivered, executed and verified). The value fields as well as the data presented in each field contained
in the wallet log are described hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ID (GUID of the element)
Transfer from (EOA address of the client)
Transfer to (EOA address of the recipient of the token reward)
Amount (reward amount in tokens)
Transfer status (status to which the transfer is attributed)
• Successful status (delivered, executed or verified)
• Unsuccessful status (late delivery, late execution or late verification)

The value fields in the wallet log and examples of populated values are depicted in Figure 64.

Figure 64 Populated wallet log

6.5.2.4 GRAPH (UNRESOLVED UNSUCCESSFULL STATES)

In order to embed graphing functionalities in the developed dashboard WebApp, a single bar chart
was incorporated. The bar chart displays the mapping of the number of elements which were identified
to violate planning constraints. Therefore, three distinct states are listed on the x-axis (delivery,
executed & verified). On the y-axis the number of elements which were attributed to a late status are
listed. In practice, late delivery, execution or verification however, does not always result in no
delivery, execution or verification. As it is expected that new planning constraints will be provided in
order to successfully conclude obligations in a contract, the bar chart contains the number of
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unresolved unsuccessful states. An example of the populated graph area of the dashboard WebApp is
provided in Figure 65.

Figure 65 Populated graph

6.5.2.5 DASHBOARD UI

In order to provide a depiction of the non-populated dashboard UI, a dynamic prototype was
developed and designed. The dynamic prototype which is presented to users is available at the online
domain: www.smartcontracting.xyz. A screenshot of the dynamic dashboard UI is presented in Figure
66.

Figure 66 Dashboard WebApp UI
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7. USE CASE TEST
Based on the overall framework which was developed in Chapter 5, a more detailed prototype for each
part of the framework was designed and developed in Chapter 6. The individual prototypes which were
developed separately and related to each other by means of oracles and API’s, enable the execution
of test cases. The design and developments presented in Chapter 6 enable the formulation of answers
to the practical research question: “how can we deploy distributed ledger technology, physical asset
tracking and digital asset data to enable (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking and
payment procedures for prefabricated elements in the execution phase of a construction project?”.
While these answers relate to how all components can be combined in order to achieve the specified
goal, the execution of test cases allows for answers related to the extent to which the goal of (semi)
automation has been reached in practice. Furthermore, it allows for the identification of the overall
application’s usability in practice as well as the establishment of the application’s behaviour and
outcomes in multiple scenarios. By means of conducting Alpha tests with the overall application in
multiple scenarios, application limitations and recommendations for optimization of the application
can be identified.
In this chapter, the developed prototypes are tested in multiple scenarios in order to identify their
usability in so-called sunny and rainy scenarios. Sunny scenarios are simulations in which established
pre-conditions result into desired post-conditions. Thus the application is expected to successfully yield
desired results via the designed workflow. In rainy scenario simulations, pre-conditions also result in
desired post-conditions. However, alternative workflows are required in order to achieve the same
results. To allow for analysis of the yielded test results, test scenarios, pre-conditions as well as desired
post-conditions are described first. The scenarios encompass a single sunny day scenario as well as
three distinct rainy day scenarios (Section 7.1). The pre-conditions encompass a description of the
situation at the start of the test (e.g. construction planning, actors & their token balance). The postconditions include a description of the results which the conduction of the test by means of the
developed prototypes have to yield (e.g. new token balance, notifications & state of the distributed
ledger). Both pre-conditions as well as post-conditions are described in Section 7.2. After the test
conditions and constraints have been described, the obligations which have been included in the precondition plan are processed into the smart contract (Section 7.3). After obligations have been
processed, multiple scenarios in practice will be simulated by means of the PAT application (Section
7.4).
After both obligations as well as physical asset states have been provided to the smart contracts, smart
contract computations and subsequent results will be described. Furthermore, the state of the
distributed ledger which is mutated by means of smart contract executions is indicated (Section 7.5).
Data contained in smart contracts and the Ethereum test net is not centralized and hence, does not
allow for effective navigation through data. The dashboard WebApp provides users with a centralized
and comprehensible overview of data which otherwise is contained on the distributed ledger.
Therefore, the user interface of the dashboard in multiple scenarios is discussed in Section 7.6. The
results and limitations which are identified after execution of the tests are discussed in Section 7.7.
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7.1 USE CASE & SCENARIOS

The construction use case which is drafted in order to allow for testing of the developed prototypes,
is a simplified construction supply chain case. In the aforementioned use case, a plan is made for the
manufacturing, delivery, execution and verification of four prefabricated concrete assets. This plan
includes a time planning, according to which elements have to be moved through supply chain stages.
Furthermore, transactions between specific parties in terms of token compensation are attached to
successful completion of each stage. Besides time and cost, the planned assets are to be transitioned
between parties with sufficient quality. In the conducted test, each of the physical assets included in
the plan is attributed to an individual scenario.
Field data was received by the Stam & de Koning and VolkerWessels companies. This data included
raw data yielded from the execution of a pilot with a physical asset tracking application based on QRcodes. This data included a list of prefabricated elements identified by GUIDs. The data which was
attributed to each asset, consists of planned dates for several supply chain stages as well as data
retrieved from the PAT application. Therefore, both the planned date as well as the actual date of each
asset can be identified. Based on the analysed raw data, several discrepancies were observed. These
discrepancies were discussed with construction company employees in order to identify root causes.
Based on these discussions, it was established that these discrepancies were caused by the following
errors:
1. Quality rejections due to damages
2. Non-compliance to planned dates due to reasons which were partially registered
3. Actors which did not scan QR-codes in each stage
Based on these main root causes, the scenarios included in the executed test were developed. The
GUID of every physical asset utilized in the test and the scenario to which they are attributed, are
discussed hereafter.
7.1.1 GUID (0LV8PID0X3IA3JJLV ) – SUCCESSFUL COMPLE TION

In the successful scenario, the physical asset will be manufactured, delivered, executed and verified
successfully. This means that the asset will not be compromised by quality- or planning-related issues
during the transition of the as-planned state to the as-built state. Furthermore, the process to conduct
digital asset management and physical asset tracking is executed without any errors. This means that
it is assumed that actors which execute the (semi) automated compliance checking process are familiar
with the associated procedures and act accordingly. Therefore, the conduction of the tests which relate
to this scenario have to yield the desired post-conditions without workflow adaptations.
7.1.2 GUID (0NT4CUK$R2YX3R_ ) – PLANNING-RELATED ISSUES

In this scenario, the physical asset will also move through all aforementioned stages, although
compliance to contract terms will be impeded by planning-related issues. Planning issues can consist
of: (1) incorrect processing of the as-planned state into the smart contract and (2) non-compliance to
planning-related obligations. Aforementioned issues are identified in the smart contract itself, as the
date embedded in the processed obligations will be earlier than the date on which the desired stage
is reached (state). Because planning obligations are processed in step 1 (Section 7.1), input values are
be manipulated in order to simulate this scenario. Planning-related issues are accumulating in nature,
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as a delay in early supply chain stages will likely result into delays in subsequent stages. Furthermore,
it should be stated that non-compliance to planning-related obligations does not invalidate a contract.
Therefore, it is assumed that parties will communicate non-compliance to each other based on the
data which is presented in the dashboard. Based on this communication, parties are expected to
eventually comply to newly negotiated planning obligations.
7.1.3 GUID (2CIU2HCZPFZHJ426 ) – QUALITY-RELATED ISSUES

In this scenario, the physical asset will move through all similar supply chain stages described in Section
7.1.1. However, the physical asset is compromised between every step due to quality-related issues.
Quality-related issues can encompass correctable damage as well as incorrect which renders the asset
as permanently unusable. These issues are identified during the physical asset tracking process and
have to be processed by means of the PAT application. Therefore, this scenario will be initiated at step
two (Section 7.2). Although quality-related issues essentially result into non-compliance to contract
terms, this does not result in the abolishment of the contract. Therefore, it is presumed that quality
issues are eventually solved and that the asset which is attributed to this scenario will be verified
successfully.
7.1.4 GUID (3P$I981AZ8BVSGPR) – PROCESS-RELATED ISSUES

In the process-related scenario, the physical asset will physically move through each stage in the supply
chain. However, the process which is associated with the operation of the PAT application, is
conducted incorrectly by one of the actors. As specific asset states are presented to actors based on
the login credentials, it is assumed that a single actor will execute scanning procedures incorrectly and
therefore, will not communicate the new asset state. As the smart contract computations depend on
a comparison between inputted obligations and asset states, alternative computations can be
conducted to prevent impediment of (semi) automated compliance checking. As the problems in this
scenario occur during physical asset tracking, the process-related scenario is initiated in step two
(Section 7.4). Incorrect operation of the PAT application by a single actor should not jeopardize the
integrity of the (semi) automated compliance check. Therefore, it is expected that process issues are
solved and the correct token transfer is made.
7.2 PRE-CONDITIONS & DESIRED POST-CONDITIONS

In order to indicate the situation at the start of the executed test, the pre-conditions are established.
The pre-conditions consist of the design, plan, prepared DLT environment, actors as well as the token
balance for each EOA which relate to the actors. In the conducted test, it is presumed that contract
negotiations have been completed and obligations have been processed in a centralized environment
(e.g. BIM model). Thus, the design in as-planned state is available. In order to enable the processing of
these obligations into the DLT environment, it is presumed that the DLT admin has compiled and
deployed smart contracts for each individual asset in the design. Furthermore, the addresses of these
contracts and thus contract accounts have been made available to the collaborating supply chain
parties. In order to enable these parties to transact contract obligations into the smart contracts, it is
presumed that EOAs are created for each of them. Each of the aforementioned starting conditions as
well as the contractual relationships between supply chain parties are described hereafter.
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7.2.1 DESIGN & PLAN

A test design was created which encompasses a digital representation of four individual assets.
Contract obligations were processed into the design as parameters as described in Section 6.3. It is
presumed that the parameters were inputted by parties who commissioned the contract. Contracted
parties checked the correctness of the parameters and finally consensus was reached between all
parties regarding the correctness of data in the BIM model. Each of the individual assets in the design
is attributed to a scenario, which have been described in Section 7.1. The elements, their GUIDs as well
as the scenario to which they are attributed are depicted in Figure 67.

Figure 67 Overview of assets & scenarios encompassed in executed tests

As the design and thus assets depicted in Figure 61 regard the as-planned state of the test, relevant
parameters were processed into a Revit schedule which reflects the pre-condition. The supply chain
schedule is depicted in Figure 68.

Figure 68 Inputted contract parameters in Revit schedule

Based on the parameters which are embedded in the supply chain schedule, an exported text file was
converted into a CSV file. Furthermore, the CSV file was converted into a keyed JSON file by means of
an online converter. Finally, the keyed JSON file was uploaded into the Firebase obligation log, as
depicted in Figure 68. The imported log is available at: https://obligations-smartcontracting.firebaseio.com/. During import of the JSON file however, an error was observed. This error
involved Firebase limitations which do not allow for the utilization of the “$” sign. As this sign was
present in two of the asset GUIDs, the “$” character was transferred into “-s-“. Although these values
were manually adapted, a better option would be to decompress these GUIDs by means of an
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algorithm13 in the future. After the aforementioned signs were adapted, the generated JSON file was
successfully imported into Firebase, as depicted in Figure 69.

Figure 69 Firebase Obligation Log

7.2.2 DLT ENVIRONMENT PREPARATION

As all required contract obligations as well as the corresponding parties were processed into the
Firebase obligation log, the DLT admin is enabled to prepare the DLT environment. In order to do so,
the DLT admin in future scenarios creates three distinct contracts per individual asset. These smart
contracts consist of: (1) the contract which fetches the current physical status of each element, (2) the
contract which fetches the contract obligations and (3) the contract which contains the logic to
compare each of the aforementioned and to compute results. For the purpose of the conducted test,
only the first and third contract were developed for each asset. Besides asset-specific contracts, the
DLT admin also creates a single smart contract which fetches the overall construction log daily. All
described contracts are based on developed standardized templates which have been discussed in
Chapter 6. Therefore, the DLT admin only has to adapt the GUID of assets in each contract instance. In
the future contract creation and adaptation can be automated. After contracts are written, all code is
13

https://github.com/devonsparks/ifcidc
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compiled in the Ethereum Remix environment and deployed on the Goërli test net. An overview of
contract compilation, deployment and implementation by the contract admin is depicted in Figure 70.

Figure 70 Contract compliation, deployment and signing in the Remix & MetaMask environments

After contracts have been deployed, contract accounts and thus addresses are emitted in the Remix
environment. An overview of all emitted contract addresses, required for test pre-conditions, are
depicted in Figure 71.

Figure 71 Contract implementation receipts & adresses in the Remix & MetaMask environments

The DLT admin publishes these contract addresses under the GUIDs to which the contract correspond.
These addresses are published in a Firebase database, which is accessible by all supply chain parties.
Publication of contract addresses allow all parties (EOAs) to interact with contract functionalities. This
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database consists of a list of GUIDs and two attributes which state SC1 and SC2. The first contains the
logic to fetch current states, while the latter contains the logic to compare these states to obligations.
An overview of the published addresses in Firebase is depicted in Figure 72. The constructed address
log is publicly available at: https://console.firebase.google.com/u/0/project/smart-contractaddresses/database/smart-contract-addresses/data.

Figure 72 Firebase contract adress log

As the smart contracts have been deployed on the Göeli test net, the transactions which create
contract accounts are stored on a blockchain. A preview of the transaction receipts of contract
implementation are provided in Figure 73.

Figure 73 Transaction implementation receipts in the Ethereum Remix environment

As the contracts are embedded in a block on the blockchain, queries in these contracts are enabled via
Etherscan. As the smart contracts which compute compliance and non-compliance (SC2) are most
important to track, an overview of their tracking addresses is provided hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

https://goerli.etherscan.io/address/0x62237076519c70133ac434ab76d362f5bbc997b8
https://goerli.etherscan.io/address/0x2967a272be8c94ebebaf36798ddce7704b5bf298
https://goerli.etherscan.io/address/0x140893c034cb4e78bfb6e6e5dad308a4dd858a1b
https://goerli.etherscan.io/address/0x4a52959d833dcc461c2408a277d831bb6000749b
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7.2.3 ACTORS & RELATIONSHIPS

Besides the DLT admin, who initializes the DLT environment for utilization by supply chain
collaborations, several other actors were present in the test. Although contract obligations in terms of
planning and cost have been described, the parties which should adhere to specific contract terms are
not. In order to clarify how these actors are related to each other, the contractual relationships
between them have been indicated in Figure 74.

Figure 74 Actors, contractual relationships & desired asset states

In order to comply to contract obligations, physical assets have to be delivered, executed and verified
on time. Furthermore, the physical assets must reach these states with preservation of sufficient
quality. Successful completion of one of these states will result in a token transaction between specific
parties.
7.2.4 PRE-CONDITION & P OST-CONDITION TOKEN BALANCES

Based on the obligations and reward attributed to specific contracts, as well as the contractual
relationships between parties, a pre-condition and post-condition token balance for each EOA is
established. To enable actors to interact with the deployed smart contracts, four EOAs were created
in the MetaMask application. Each EOA was supplemented with test Ether, which is required to cover
transaction fees (gas). As the developed smart contract tokens represent the fiat currency Euro, the
pre-condition and the desired post-condition token balance was indicated as well. All four EOAs and
related token balances are depicted in Figure 75.

Figure 75 Pre-test & desired post-test EOA token balances
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7.3 CONTRACT PARAMETERS (OBLIGATIONS)

As the contractual obligations have been represented by parameters in the Firebase database, the
commissioner of the construction project is required to transact these parameters into the smart
contracts. These parameters are inputted by the commissioner, because this actor’s EOA initially
retains all tokens. Furthermore, tokens are directly transferred from the commissioner to all other
supply chain parties as complete transparency was presumed in this case. The usage of an oracle to
retrieve contract parameters from Firebase has not been applied in the test. To simulate the input of
contract parameters into the smart contracts, the Ethereum Remix environment was utilized. As the
first, third and fourth scenario are not related to any planning-related issues, the procedure which was
followed to input parameters were similar and therefore, will be described once. The second scenario
however, does involve a violation of planning obligations. Therefore, input values of the smart contract
which relates to this scenario were manipulated. Both scenario groups will be described hereafter
subsequently.
7.3.1 INITIAL TOKEN BAL ANCE

Because the smart contract essentially functions as a project bank account related to a specific asset,
the commissioner is first required to provide a specific number of tokens. In order to do so, the total
contract value related to a specific asset needs to be calculated first. Secondly the cumulative value
related to a specific asset is transacted to the smart contract. The cumulative contract value which is
attributed to each scenario is listed hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

375 tokens
450 tokens
525 tokens
600 tokens

In order to create an initial token
balance, the commissioners (client) EOA
interacts with the supplyETH() function,
in the Ethereum Remix environment. To
embed the initial token supply in the
contract: (1) the correct smart contract
is selected, (2) the cumulative contract
value is provided and (3) the token
supply is transacted into the smart
contract. After the transaction is
proposed, the MetaMask plugin
provides a screen in which the client EOA
signs the transaction (Figure 76). If a
transaction is signed, the transaction is
processed into the DLT. In order to check
whether the tokens were implemented
correctly, the balance of a specific
account is retrievable by means of the
getBalance() function. Execution of this

Figure 76 Token transaction in the Remix & Metamask environment
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function in the scenario 1 smart contract successfully yielded a balance of 375 tokens. An overview of
the token process in the Remix environment and the transaction history in MetaMask is depicted in
Figure 77.

Figure 77 Transaction signing process in the MetaMask environment

7.3.2 INPUT PARAMETERS

After each smart contract is provided with its initial token supply, the commissioner transits the
obligations from the Firebase database into the correct smart contracts. For the purpose of the test,
these values were inserted manually. However, in order to prevent input errors, these obligations can
be retrieved via the Provable Oracle Service as well. Contract parameters are inputted via the
setContractParameter() function for each supply chain stage. The parameter function consists of an
input field for lead time and payment. Due to the absence of the construct time in the DLT
environment, the number of days, from transaction of the parameters have to be inputted. The
payment input field contains the token value which has to be transferred if one successfully adheres
to contract terms. In Figure 78, an example of the provided input for scenario one is provided on the
left. Successful transaction of parameters is depicted in the middle of Figure 78. On the right of Figure
78, a mutated value is observable, in the parameter function for delivery. This value represents a
minute and was intentionally mutated. This value was mutated in order to simulate non-compliance
to planning-related obligations (scenario 2).
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Figure 78 Transaction of contract parameters in Remix & MetaMask

Besides a transaction receipt of parameter transactions in the MetaMask plugin, feedback is provided
directly in the Remix environment as well. An example of the feedback in the Remix environment is
provided in Figure 79.

Figure 79 Example of Ethereum Remix feedback
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7.4 PHYSICAL ASSET TRACKING ( COMPLIANCE)

After the commissioner has transacted all contract parameters into the project smart contracts, the
construction project is ready to commence. Therefore, all actors are enabled to progress the physical
assets through the established supply chain. In order to do so, the physical assets are manufactured,
delivered, executed and verified in accordance to the plan. In order to communicate the current status
of each asset, at a certain point in time, the physical asset tracking process is conducted by means of
the PAT application. The interactive prototype of the PAT application was utilized for the purpose of
testing. In this section, the usage of the PAT application is described in all aforementioned scenarios.
After a physical asset has been manufactured and the QR-code has been physically applied, the PAT
application is used for the first time. In order to use the PAT application, a user installs the application
on his or her own smartphone device (Android). For the purpose of the conducted test, the developed
PAT application has been installed on a Samsung Galaxy A7 2019 device. After the application has been
successfully installed, the user selects the application icon. Selecting the application icon triggers the
opening of the QR asset tracker welcome screen. Both the application icon as well as the welcome
screen is depicted in Figure 80.

Figure 80 QR asset tracker – application icon & welcome screen

By means of tapping the PAT application logo in the welcome screen, the user is navigated towards
the login screen. The login screen contains input field for varying user names and passwords. These
user names and passwords are attributed to specific supply chain parties (e.g. manufacturer). For each
of the actors which are encompassed in the test, separate login credentials were created. An overall
admin account was created as well. If erroneous login credentials are provided by the user of the PAT
application, an error screen will be emitted. No caps on login attempts and password retrieval services
were included in the developed application. Based on the provision of correct login credentials, the
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user is navigated to a status page. The status page contains all asset states which are available to a
specific supply chain party. Restricting certain states to specific supply chain parties counteracts
backwards scanning (e.g. changing an asset’s status from verified to manufactured).
As an example, the manufacturer status page contains three distinct states. The status of
manufactured communicates the physical creation of a specific asset. The manufacturing quality reject
status indicates a production error in the factory. The ready for delivery status communicates the
preparation of an asset for transport to the construction site. The integer (1) is attributed the status of
ready for delivery. The input of this status, in the smart contract by the manufacturing party, indicates
that they are the beneficiary of the rewards which are related to successful delivery of the physical
asset. The admin status page contains all states which are available in PAT application. For the purpose
of test the admin page was utilized. The login procedure as well as the described status pages are
depicted in Figure 81.

Figure 81 QR asset tracker – login screens & status pages

When a status is selected by the user of the PAT application, the application’s internal barcode scanner
is initialized. The barcode scanner is pointed towards the physical QR-code, which contains the asset’s
GUID. After completion of the physical scanning procedure, the current status of an element is
updated, the new status is appended to the history log and scanning feedback is provided to the user
on the status page. This feedback contains the following details:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Asset GUID
New asset state
Scan date & time
Scan location

Screenshots of the scanning procedure and application feedback are provided in Figure 82. Feedback
for states which indicate sufficient quality as well as quality issues have been encompassed.
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Figure 82 QR asset tracker – scanning procedure & scan feedback

Selection of all states results in the initiation of the internal barcode scanner and required the
execution of the scanning procedure. Selection of a status which indicates quality issues however,
initializes additional screens in the PAT application. As scenario 2 encompasses a situation in which a
physical asset is rejected based on quality-related issues, these functionalities were tested as well.
After a quality-issue-related status was selected and a QR-code was scanned, the device’s camera is
initialized. Therefore, the user is enabled to capture a picture or video of the relevant quality issue.
After the capturing procedure has been executed, the application provides the user with the result.
The user is enabled to either accept the result or to recapture the quality issue. After acceptance of
the picture or video, the application opens a sharing screen. The user is enabled to select a medium,
through which the captured quality issue have to be shared. For the purpose of the test, the WhatsApp
application was utilized. Sceenshots of the capturing procedure are depicted in Figure 83.
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Figure 83 QR asset tracker – defect capturing

After the WhatsApp application was selected, the user is enabled to select the contact to share the
quality issue with. For the purpose of the conducted test, a group chat was created with the subject
Project X Quality Issues. It was presumed that all supply chain parties encompassed in the test were
represented in this group chat. After contact selection, the application provides the user with the result
of the capturing procedure, as well as a prepopulated message. This message contains the asset’s GUID
as well as the quality issue status. After a message has been published in the chat, all supply chain
parties have been notified of a quality issue. Based on the severity of the issue, these parties are
enabled to discuss and execute corrective measures. Although notification of quility-related issues are
registered on the blockchain as well, the implementation of the defect sharing procedure enables more
direct communication. Screenshots regarding the test of the quality issue sharing procedure are
depicted in Figure 84.
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Figure 84 QR asset tracker – defect sharing

The conducted test case encompassed four distinct scenarios. Each scenario was tested in order to
simulate specific occurrences in the construction supply chain. As the PAT application was utilized to
change the states of assets, varying states were selected for each asset. A QR-code for each scenariospecific GUID was created and scanned multiple times. In order to clarify which states were selected
for each scenario subsequently, an overview is provided in Section 7.4.1 & Section 7.4.2.
Furthermore, the supply chain parties, who were expected to attribute specific states to each asset,
are indicated as well.
7.4.1 SCENARIO 1,2 & 4 (SUFFICIENT QUALITY )

Scenario one, two and four all simulated successful adherence to quality standards and obligations.
Therefore, only states which reflected successful advancement of assets throughout the supply chain
were selected. However, the fourth scenario encompassed the simulation of incorrect usage of the
PAT application by one of the actors. Therefore, the status of (executed), was not included in the
scanning procedure of the QR-code related to scenario four.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Manufactured & ready for delivery (manufacturer
Delivered (sub-contractor)
Ready for execution (sub-contractor)
Executed (main contractor)
Ready for verification (main contractor)
Verified (client)
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7.4.2 SCENARIO 3 (INSUFFICIENT QUALI TY)

The third scenario regarded the simulation of quality issues with a physical asset throughout supply
chain stages. Therefore, all available states in the PAT application were selected subsequently, to scan
the QR-code attributed to scenario three. Furthermore, the defect capturing and sharing procedure
was tested during the execution of scenario three as well. The states which were selected to scan the
aforementioned QR-codes are listed hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Manufacturing quality reject (manufacturer)
Manufactured & ready for delivery (manufacturer)
Delivery quality reject (sub-contractor)
Delivered (sub-contractor)
Ready for execution (sub-contractor)
Execution quality reject (main contractor)
Executed (main contractor)
Ready for verification (main contractor)
Verification quality reject (client)
Verified (client)

7.4.3 HISTORY & STATUS LOG

Execution of all four scenarios resulted in a complete history and current status log of the overall
project. As these logs are retained on Firebase, an overview of both logs after test conduction are
provided in Figure 85 and Figure 86.

Figure 85 Firebase current status log

All GUIDs which were related to specific scenarios were successfully included in the Firebase status log
(Figure 80). After all tests, the current status attributed to each of these elements was similar. This
status is indicated by the integer 6, which represents the status of verified. In conclusion, the overall
project, which contained four assets, was completed successfully. The integer which is attributed to a
GUID represents the last scanned status of each asset. Values attributed to a specific GUID are
overwritten, if a new status is selected and a QR-code with the corresponding GUID is scanned. All
states which were attributed to a specific GUID during test conduction, were successfully listed in the
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history log as well (Figure 86). All GUIDs which were attributed to specific scenarios contained the
expected values. In conclusion, the test case by means of the PAT application was successful.

Figure 86 Firebase status history log
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7.5 SMART CONTRACT EXECU TION & DISTRIBUTED LEDGER STATE

Smart contracts attributed to specific assets were deployed by a DLT admin (Section 7.1 & 7.2).
Furthermore, contract parameters were provided by the overall commissioner of the construction
project based on the as-planned state of the test design (Section 7.3). Varying supply chain parties
advanced fictive physical assets throughout the supply chain and updated the asset states by means
of the PAT application (Section 7.4). Based on the changing states attributed to the four distinct assets,
the smart contract computes either compliance or non-compliance. As the states of all assets were
manipulated, based on the scenario to which they were attributed, smart contract behaviour analysis
was enabled. For each distinct scenario, specific values were provided to simulate the smart contract’s
behaviour. In order to clarify how tests with the smart contracts were executed, a stepwise description
of activities, encompassed in the test is provided hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Selection of the injected web3 environment
Selection of the Göerli testnet in the MetaMask application
Selection of correct actor EOA (contracting party) in the MetaMask application
Smart contract (SC1) and (SC2) were called into the Ethereum Remix environment, by means of
the published addresses in the Firebase log.
Retrieval of the current status integer, by means of the updateStatus() functionality in SC1
Selection of the correct preparatory status function in SC2 (e.g. ready for delivery)
Input of asset GUID & integer which represents the current asset state
Selection of correct actor EOA (contracted party) in the MetaMask application
Retrieval of the current status integer, by means of the updateStatus() functionality in SC1
Selection of the correct asset state function in SC2 (e.g. delivered)
Input of asset GUID & integer which represents the current asset state
Transaction of the provided input into SC2
Review of the smart contract computation & result by means of the Ethereum Remix feedback
receipt
Description of smart contract result

Each scenario encompassed multiple supply chain steps and thus states. Therefore, step 3 till 14 were
executed several times per scenario. As the overall test contained four scenarios, the aforementioned
process was executed for each of them. In order to simulate specific situations, input values were
manipulated based on each scenario. As the majority of the aforementioned steps were described in
Chapter 6 and Section 7.3, only the execution of test case scenarios will be discussed hereafter.
In order to transit the physical asset between supply chain stages, interactions with smart contract
(SC2) functions were required. These interactions were executed by varying parties and thus EOA’s.
The ElementReadyForStatus() functions were alternated with StatusElement() functions. The
ElementReadyForStatus() functions indicate the beneficiary party to the smart contract. These parties
receive token rewards if asset states are successfully completed. Successful completion is indicated by
means of transactions with the corresponding StatusElement() functions. A sequential overview of the
utilized smart contract functions, as well as initiating EOA’s is provided hereafter.
1. ElementReadyForDelivery (manufacturer)
2. ReceiveElement (sub-contractor)
3. ElementReadyForExecution (sub-contractor)
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4. ExecuteElement (main contractor)
5. ElementReadyForVerification (main contractor)
6. VerifyElement (client)
Transactions which encompassed the utilization of ElementReadyForStatus() functions yielded
observable results in the Ethereum Remix environment. An example of such a successful transaction
is depicted in Figure 87.

Figure 87 Result of transaction with ElementReadyForStatus function in Remix

The transaction overview provided in Figure 82, contains all details related to the transaction execution
and embedment on the Göerli test net blockchain. The log of the executed transaction contains a
description of the new asset state (ready for execution), the asset’s GUID, the new status integer (3),
the timestamp of the transaction as well as the EOA address of the transactions initiator.
7.5.1 SCENARIO 1

In order to simulate successful advancement of an asset to a new supply chain status, the smart
contract (SC2) was provided with a correct status integer in the specified time constraints (obligations).
The result which was yielded from interaction with StatusElement() in the Remix environment is
depicted in Figure 87. The transaction log contained similar data on the new asset state, in comparison
to a transaction overview provided in Figure 88. However, a transaction with the StatusElement()
function triggers the execution of smart contract result computations. The result of these
computations is dependent on a comparison between ElementReadyForStatus() and StatusElement()
functions. The prerequisites to which the result of this comparison needs to abide, is contained in the
transacted contract parameters.
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Figure 88 Result of scenario 1 execution in Remix

Execution of scenario one successfully triggered the transfer of tokens between two parties. The
details of this token transfer are contained in the transaction log as well. These details consist of: (1)
notification of compliance (payment sent), (2) the EOA address of the instigating party, (3) the EOA
address of the beneficiary party and (4) the total number of transferred tokens.
7.5.2 SCENARIO 2

Execution of the second scenario simulated non-compliance to planning-related obligations. In order
to simulate this scenario in the smart contract, the contract parameters were manipulated. Execution
of the second scenario yielded results which are presented in Figure 89. Although the transaction itself
was executed successfully, the token transfer between two parties was not executed. A notification of
the violation of planning-related contract parameters was encompassed in the transaction log. Hence,
(semi) automated identification of non-compliance to contract terms was established by means of the
smart contract. Furthermore, a notification of non-compliance was emitted to enable supply chain
parties to undertake corrective measures. These corrective measures were required to successfully
complete the contract. In order to do so, the client EOA was required to input new contract
parameters. After new parameters were provided to the smart contract, interactions with smart
contract functions resulted in a successful token transfer as well.
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Figure 89 Result of scenario 2 execution in Remix

7.5.3 SCENARIO 3

The third scenario was executed in order to simulate non-compliance to quality-related contract
obligations. Therefore, the inputted status integers were manipulated during execution of the tests.
The provision of these manipulated status integers yielded the results depicted in Figure 90. Noncompliance to quality-related contract parameters was successfully established and a notification was
emitted. Successful completion of the smart contract which was attributed to the third scenario did
not require the provision of new contract parameters. The provision of the corrected status integers
resulted in a token transfer between two parties.

Figure 90 Result of scenario 3 execution in Remix
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7.5.4 SCENARIO 4

Execution of the fourth scenario simulated incorrect interactions with the PAT application by one of
the actors. It was assumed that incorrect utilization of the PAT application resulted in a missing integer
status. In order to simulate this occurrence in the smart contract, an incremented status integer was
provided. The incremented status integer was provided instead of the status integer which would be
attributed to an asset if the PAT application was used successfully. Execution of the fourth scenario
yielded the results which are depicted in Figure 91. Based on these results, it is observed that the
provided status integer (6) is contained in the transaction log under locationData. The provided value
corresponded to the status of verified instead of the execution status (4). Therefore, it can be stated
that the execution of scenario four did not result in impeded smart contract execution. Hence, the
transfer of tokens in this scenario was executed successfully.

Figure 91 Result of scenario 4 execution in Remix
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7.6 DASHBOARD

In order to test whether smart contract results are correctly displayed on the developed dashboard
WebApp, multiple (.json) extracts were made from the: (1) history log, (2) status log and (3) obligation
log in Firebase. Each of these (.json) files were manually adapted in order to simulate each scenario.
As each scenario was developed to simulate specific situations in practice, each scenario was first
tested individually. The results of each test attributed to a specific scenario are described in the
subsequent sections (Section 7.6.1-7.6.4). After all individual tests were executed, files in which all
scenarios were embedded were tested as well. The wallet log which resulted from this test is described
in Section 7.7, as it contains an overview of all token transactions in the conducted tests and hence,
the post-conditions of the use case test.
7.6.1 SCENARIO 1

The first scenario was constructed to simulate successful delivery, execution and verification. The
uploading of (.json) files which were attributed to the first scenario, resulted in the correct display of
element: (1) history, (2) current status and (3) token transfers. A screenshot of the dashboard UI which
contains data attributed to scenario one is depicted in Figure 92.

Figure 92 WebApp Dashboard UI – Scenario 1
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7.6.2 SCENARIO 2

The second scenario was constructed to simulate violations of planning constraints which were
embedded in contract parameters. Non-compliance to planning-related contract terms in the smart
contract resulted in an error message and no tranfer of tokens. The uploading of (.json) files which
were adapted to reflect non-compliance to planning-related obligations, resulted in: (1) correct display
of succesfull states in the task log, (2) correct display of the current status verified, (3) a token transfer
of 0 and notification of planning violation in the wallet log and (4) correct display of three planning
violations in the bar chart. A screenshot of the dashboard UI which contains data attributed to scenario
two is depicted in Figure 93.

Figure 93 WebApp Dashboard UI – Scenario 2
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7.6.3 SCENARIO 3

The third scenario was constructed to simulate non-complaince to quality-related obligations. Noncomplaince to quality-related contract parameters in the smart contract resulted in an error message
as well. Furthermore, the smart contract did not transfer tokens as non-compliance to these qualityrelated parameters were identified. The uploading of (.json) files which were adapted to reflect noncompliance to quality-related obligations, resulted in: (1) correct display of both successful and
unsuccessful states in the task log, (2) correct display of the current status rejected and (3) no record
of a token transfer for the rejected status (executed). A screenshot of the dashboard UI which contains
data attributed to scenario three is depicted in Figure 94.

Figure 94 WebApp Dashboard UI – Scenario 3
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7.6.4 SCENARIO 4

The fourth scenario was constructed to simulate a missing status in the Firebase history log, due to
incorrect usage of the PAT application. In the smart contract a missing status (e.g. delivered) can be
identified if a second status which indicated further progress was present (e.g. executed). Hence, the
smart contract initiated a token transfer which related to the missing status. The uploading of (.json)
files which were adapted to reflect a missing status resulted in: (1) display of all history states with
exception of the missing status, (2) correct display of the current status verified and (3) no record of a
token transfer for the rejected status (executed). A screenshot of the dashboard UI which contains
data attributed to scenario four is depicted in Figure 95.

Figure 95 WebApp Dashboard UI – Scenario 4
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Based on the results which were yielded from the execution of scenario four in the dashboard
WebApp, it was observed that no token transfer was made which related to the missing status.
Therefore, it has to be concluded that the results on the dashboard did not accurately display the
results of smart contract execution in scenario four. This error was identified to be attributed to the
comparison between the task log and the obligation log in the dashboards back-end. Due to the
missing status (executed) in the task log, the computations in the back-end were not able to compare
the actual with the planned date. Hence, the computations which related to the missing status were
not executed. In order to enable correct computation with missing states, the code in the dashboards
back-end has to be adapted in the future. In order to conclude the execution of scenario four in the
dashboard environment, it was presumed that the missing status was observed by supply chain parties
and corrected accordingly.
7.7 TEST RESULTS (POST-CONDITIONS)

The conduction of the use case test, which encompassed the execution of multiple scenarios, was
expected to result into desired post-conditions. The pre-conditions as well as the post-conditions of
the executed test were described in Section 7.1.4. The desired post-conditions encompassed a
cumulative token balance for each actor attributed EOA. In order to establish whether desired postconditions were obtained, the getBalance() function in all deployed smart contracts (SC2) was used. In
order to use the getBalance() function, an EOA address is inputted to retrieve the token balance of the
corresponding account. An overview of the results of interactions with the getBalance() function in all
smart contracts is provided in Figure 96.

Figure 96 Post-conditions (EOA token balances)
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Based on the retrieved token balances in the deployed smart contracts, the cumulative balance for
each EOA was determined. The cumulative balances were identified to be in accordance to the desired
post-conditions. Furthermore, the developed smart contracts were observed to emit error
notifications in instances where non-compliance to contract obligations was identified. So, compliance
tracking as well as payment procedures were semi-automated. An overview of the cumulative postcondition balances is provided hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manufacturer (550 tokens)
Sub-contractor (650 tokens)
Main contractor (750 tokens)
Client (0 tokens)

In order to test whether the dashboard WebApp successfully displayed the correct token postconditions, three distinct (.json) files were extracted from the Firebase databases. Before these files
were extracted, the obligation log was manually adapted. These adaptations were made in order to
simulate the resolving of issues in scenario two, three and four by supply chain parties. The processing
of these files resulted in the correct depiction of the required final token balance, as all token transfers
between parties were reflected to be successful. An overview of the final wallet log is provided in
Figure 97.

Figure 97 Dashboard WebApp final wallet log – use case test post-conditions

Due to the deployment of all smart contracts on the Ethereum Göerli test net, transactions with these
smart contracts have been embedded on a blockchain. Transaction log data, which was provided on
the Ethereum Remix environment, is therefore, publicly available on Etherscan. The addresses and
links to the Etherscan smart contract pages were listed in Section 7.2.2. An preview of a smart contract
Etherscan page, which was utilized during test execution, is depicted in Figure 98.
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Figure 98 Etherscan contract overview (events)
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8. CONCLUSION
In order to clarify the origin of the conclusions which will be described hereafter, the research motives,
problem, goal and means are described first. An overview of these aspects is provided in Figure 99 and
are embedded in the following sub-research question:
“What are the characteristics of a construction supply chain, planning compliance activities and
payment procedures during the execution phase of a project and what is their relation?”
The construction industry is considered to be a traditional industry in which multi-party collaborations
work together towards the realization of a construction project. In order to do so, construction supply
chains are established which encompasses a client, main contractor and a significant number of
suppliers. Construction supply chains are: (1) converging in nature, (2) make to order chains in which
the client is involved during the entire process, (3) fragmented and (4) temporarily. Due to divergent
goals and mutual interdependencies, risks and trust issues between parties occur. To manage trust
issues and hedge risks, collaborations are governed by means of contracts. In order to check whether
contracted parties adhere to contract obligations, contracting parties conduct manual compliance
checking activities (e.g. checking compliance to planning). As contracting and contracted parties
conduct these compliance checking activities manually and individually, these activities are considered
to be inefficient (time-consuming), intransparent and sensitive to errors. Intransparency of compliance
checking activities increments the risk of conflict escalation between parties. The risk of conflict
escalation is further increased by the chain payment system which is inherently related to the diverging
nature of construction supply chains.

Figure 99 Research description

To increase the efficiency and transparency of compliance checking activities and payments in the
execution phase, these activities have to be (semi) automated and managed jointly. The combination
of physical asset tracking (PAT), digital asset management (DAM) and distributed ledger technology
(DLT) can aid towards this purpose. To enable the design and management of such an aid, the following
main research question was drafted:
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“How can (semi) automation of planning compliance and subsequent payment procedures during
the execution phase of a construction project be realized through combination of distributed ledger
technologies and digital/physical asset management systems?”
To answer the main research question, research was conducted on current practice of PAT and DAM.
The state of the art technologies attributed to PAT, DAM and DLT were researched as well. Based on a
comparison between current practice and state of the art technologies, a framework was developed
in order to combine PAT, DAM and DLT. The developed framework was divided into several individual
static prototypes which subsequently were incremented to dynamic prototypes. Interactive
prototypes were developed for mutual interaction to enable (semi) automation of compliance
checking activities and payments. These prototypes and the interaction between them, were tested in
four distinct scenarios to determine their functionality. An overview of the research structure is
provided in Figure 100.

Figure 100 Research structure (simplified version Chapter 5)

To answer the main research question, several sub-research questions were developed. These subquestions will be discussed individually hereafter.
“How can digital and physical asset management, contribute towards the (semi) automation of
planning compliance tracking and payments, related to prefabricated elements, in the execution
phase of construction project?”
As an as-planned BIM model (LOMD 400) is transferred to as-built BIM model (LOMD 500), a transition
is made between the digital to the physical. To enable the realization of an as-built BIM model,
supplementation with (near real-time) asset data is required. Supplementing the digital model with
physical data, can result in a digital twin. A digital twin however, does not necessarily need to be BIMbased and can also be realized by other means (e.g. databases). To enable (semi) automated data
acquisition in the physical environment, two suitable sensor technology groups are: (1) geospatial and
(2) imaging technologies. Both technologies allow for the capturing of asset states (e.g. manufactured)
of individual prefabricated physical assets (e.g. pre-casted columns). This data can be processed in a
jointly managed information system and acquired throughout the supply chain. Hence, geospatial
technologies (e.g. QR & RFID) are most suitable as they enable both on-site and off-site data
acquisition. Automated data analyses in the digital environment has to be executed to establish
whether physical assets are either compliant or non-compliant to the as-planned state of the
corresponding digital asset. The outcomes of this analysis result in a reward (financially) or
communication of non-compliance, to enable corrective actions in the physical environment.
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“How can distributed ledger technology contribute towards the (semi) automation of planning
compliance tracking and payments, related to prefabricated elements, in the execution phase of a
construction projects?”
The infrastructure of the Ethereum (ETH) blockchain network is divided into five layers: (1)
infrastructure, (2) data, (3) consensus, (4) network and (5) application. The infrastructure layer consist
of nodes (one for each supply chain party) organized in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. All nodes share
a single distributed and decentralized ledger. Each node is related to an externally owned account
(EOA) with an unique account address. Data related to each individual address (e.g. balance) is stored
in separate account state tries (tree-like structures), which are merged in a single world state trie.
Subsequently the world state trie at a specific point in time is stored in blocks. These blocks are chained
by means of a hashing algorithm which provides immutability and security to the shared ledger. Hence,
a single source of truth is created. As consensus between nodes needs to be reached in order to append
blocks to the shared ledger, a consensus algorithm is utilized. The Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus
algorithm is best suited for built environment collaborations, as power is equalized between nodes
independently of node computing power or stake sizes. The consortium based permission model is the
P2P network structure which is best applicable in the built environment. This structure allows all nodes
to view transactions and commit transactions to blocks. Hence, transparency and therefore, trust can
be increased. Writing capabilities of transactions are restricted to nodes which have a stake in a
transaction. Therefore, scalability of the network as well as counteraction of mistakes and misuse is
ensured.

Figure 101 Application layer decomposition (simplified version)

The final layer of the ETH blockchain infrastructure is the application layer, by means which users
interact with the distributed ledger. The application layer is divided between: (1) the execution layer,
(2) the oracle layer and (3) the user interface layer. The smart contracts which can compare the
planned to the real state by means of computations is attributed to the execution layer. Smart
contracts are developed, compiled and deployed subsequently on the blockchain by an EOA. EOAs are
able to interact (input values) by means of pre-signed transactions with contract functions. These
transactions can be scheduled for execution in the future by means of the Ethereum Alarm Clock.
Based on these inputs and the smart contract computation code, (semi) automated result calculation
is realized (payments & notifications). Due to technical factors which impede the import of data
external to the DL environment, an oracle service is to be utilized. An oracle enables the extraction of
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data from online databases. To enable the extraction of contract parameters (planned date & reward
value) and physical asset state by the oracle service, this data has to be stored in an jointly managed
online database. To enable supply chain parties to acquire and process the aforementioned data, a
PAT and contract parameter application have to be utilized. To enable communication of compliance,
non-compliance and payments from the smart contract to supply chain parties, a dashboard can be
used. An overview of the decomposed application layer and proposed applications was provided in
Figure 101.
How can we deploy distributed ledger technology, physical asset tracking and digital asset data to
enable (semi) automation of planning compliance tracking and payment procedures for
prefabricated elements in the execution phase of a construction project?

Figure 102 PAT, DAM & DLT combination (simplified version)

Based on a constructed framework for the combination of PAT, DAM and DLT, a design of interacting
applications was developed (Figure 102). A QR-code application was developed to enable capturing of
physical asset states by means of an asset GUID. The PAT application was designed to be used by: (1)
manufacturers, (2) sub-contractors, (3) main contractors and (4) clients. Users are enabled to: (1) login,
(2) select the desired asset state, (3) scan the assets QR-code and (4) review the new status of the
asset. If non-compliance to quality-related obligations was identified by an actor: (1) selection of a
rejection status, (2) capturing of the defect and (3) sharing of the defect was enabled. Based on the
selected status and scanned QR-code, an asset GUID and corresponding status was accumulated in
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several Google Firebase databases. These databases consist of: (1) a history log which contains a record
of all previous asset states and (2) a status log which contains the current state only.
A jointly managed BIM model or Excel file was proposed to centralize contract parameters (planned
date & costs) by all contracting supply chain parties. The contract parameters consist of: (1) planned
date for every supply chain step, (2) rewards for successful completion of each supply chain step and
(3) all actor EOA addresses. Input of contract parameters was enabled in a Revit model. The transfer
of accumulated contract parameters from Revit to Firebase can be conducted by means of: (1) a Revit
schedule, (2) a CSV file and (3) a JSON converter. Uploading the converted JSON file in the Firebase
environment resulted in an obligation log.
Physical asset data and contract parameters were extractable from the aforementioned Firebase logs
by means of a smart contract. The Provable Oracle Service and Firebase URL’s were embedded into a
smart contract. To retrieve data attributed to a specific asset, the assets GUID was appended to the
Firebase URL. Functions which were embedded in the smart contract successfully enabled the retrieval
and import of all desired data in the DLT environment. A second smart contract was developed which
contained the computational capabilities required to compare the “as-planned” state of assets to the
“as-built” state. Based on the (semi) automated comparison between both states, the smart contract
identified: (1) compliance, (2) quality issues or (3) planning-related non-compliance. The smart
contract: (1) rewarded a specific party with tokens and (2) emitted a notification of success if
compliance was identified. If non-compliance or quality issues were identified, the smart contract did
not transfer tokens and emitted an error message.
Due to the development of smart contracts in the Ethereum Remix environment and deployment on
the Goërli test net, transactions with smart contracts by EOAs were registered on a blockchain.
Therefore, transactions with smart contracts, computation results and smart contract notifications are
eligible for review on the Goërli Etherscan webpage. In order to interact with smart contract functions
in Remix, EOAs were created for each actor in the MetaMask application. The signing of transactions
by EOAs was realized in the MetaMask application as well. Due to the utilization of the MetaMask
application, the installation of a full Ethereum node was not required.
Due to restrictions which regard the extraction of information contained in the blockchain, a
dashboard WebApp was constructed. The dashboard WebApp consists of: (1) a front-end user
interface, (2) a back-end which contains computation capabilities similar to the developed smart
contracts and (3) a controller which enables interaction between the UI and back-end. Based on the
extraction and uploading of JSON files from all Firebase databases, the dashboard displayed: (1) the
history log, (2) all current element states, (3) an overview of token transfers and (4) a graph of the
amount of non-compliant assets.
To test all individual applications and the interaction between them, several use case test scenarios
were drafted. The scenarios were drafted based on PAT pilot data provided by the VolkerWessels
company and are described hereafter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Full compliance and thus successful delivery, execution and verification of an asset
Non-compliance due to violation of planning-related contract parameters
Non-compliance due to violation of quality-related contract parameters
Incorrect use of the PAT application and thus a missing status (executed)
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To test each scenario, a fictive design was constructed which contained four prefabricated assets. Each
asset was attributed with a GUID, contract parameters and a QR-code. Furthermore, four smart
contracts were developed which each related to a specific asset. In order to test whether desired
results were yielded in each scenario, pre-conditions and post conditions were drafted. These
conditions regarded the token balance of each actor before and after the execution of all scenarios. In
the pre-conditions, the client EOA possessed all tokens and transacted them into the smart contract
for each scenario. All actors updated asset states by means of the PAT application and transacted with
smart contract functions to simulate each scenario. After test conduction, the correct amount of
tokens was distributed among the manufacturer, sub-contractor and main contractor EOAs. The client
EOA did not possess any tokens in the post-conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the yielded
results reflected the desired post-conditions. Although it has to be mentioned that adaption of
contract parameters was required to successfully conclude the execution of the second scenario.
The yielded results indicate that the acquisition and processing of physical asset data was (semi)
automated by means of the PAT application. The comparison of the “as-planned” and “as-built” state
including related token transfers and notifications were (semi) automated by means of a smart
contract as well. An immutable distributed record of transactions (asset state changes & payments)
was created on a blockchain network. The communication of contract parameters into the smart
contract was simplified in comparison to current practice. However, the activities which involve the
communication of contract parameters into smart contracts allow for significant optimizations. The
dashboard WebApp correctly provided insight into asset and contract states, with the exception of the
fourth scenario.
Based on the constructed framework, developed prototypes and executed tests, it can be concluded
that (semi) automation of planning compliance activities, payments and notifications was achieved.
The developed PAT application provides physical states whereas contract parameters are provided by
means of a hypothetical jointly-managed BIM model. Smart contracts enable (semi) automated
comparison of the “as-planned” and “as-built” state and automatically transfers tokens based on the
results. Furthermore, notifications which relate to compliance or non-compliance are successfully
communicated to supply chain actors in the Remix environment and dashboard WebApp. A log of all
smart contract interactions is retained in a distributed ledger. Hence, increased transparency and trust
as well as a decrease of risks and conflicts between parties can be expected.
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8.1 DISCUSSION

Research was conducted on current practice in construction supply chains, DAM and PAT. The results
of this research indicated the individual execution of inefficient manual compliance checking activities
and utilization of individual information systems. Due to the properties of construction supply chains
and current PAT/DAM practice, a lack of transparency and thus trust was identified. Furthermore, the
identified lack of transparency is considered to be a important origin for conflict escalation between
supply chain parties. Another origin which was identified to cause conflicts, attributed to payment
practice which can be inherently related to (construction) supply chains. Characteristics which are
attributed to DLT, consists of: (1) transparency, (2) security, (3) immutability and (4) the distributed
nature of a jointly managed ledger. Smart contract are often considered as the core technology
enabling automation of processes which are currently conducted manually. Smart contract however,
do require the provision of external data such as a physical asset state and contract parameters. PAT
and DAM applications allow for the efficient acquisition and transfer of this data into databases which
are accessible for smart contracts by means of oracles. Although the combination of aforementioned
technologies can aid in the advance towards (semi) automation, application of these technologies
themselves should not be viewed as a purpose but rather a mean to achieve a purpose. Therefore, a
framework for the combination of PAT, DAM and DLT was proposed to enable the (semi) automation
of planning compliance activities and payments. The scope of the conducted research was on
prefabricated elements in the execution phase of construction projects. Based on the proposed
framework, individual static and dynamic prototypes were constructed and reviewed by a confined
expert panel. Feedback obtained by means of expert panel discussions, resulted into several
development iterations before final interactive prototypes were realized and tested.
As an alternative to manual PAT by supply chain parties individually, PAT by means of multiple sensor
technologies was proposed. As the conducted research focused on PAT for prefabricated elements,
geospatial technologies were considered to be most suitable as they allow for on and off-site tracking.
The application of geospatial technologies for collective asset tracking throughout the supply chain,
has several advantages in comparison to manual asset tracking. The advantages which can be
attributed to geospatial technologies themselves regard increased efficiency of data collection,
communication and centralized storage. However, these potential advantages are especially realized
due to the collectively of asset tracking activities by collaborating parties. It should also be discussed
that in order to track all physical assets in the future, geospatial technologies can be combined with
scanning technologies (e.g. point cloud). Scanning technologies have to be mainly considered to
capture the on-site progress of smaller construction elements (e.g. brickwork) and elements which are
manufactured on site (casted concrete). Hence, combination of both technologies can extend the
(semi) automation of compliance checking activities in the future. To simulate PAT by means of
geospatial technologies, a QR-code scanning application was developed. Tests which were executed
with the PAT application, yielded results which indicate increased efficiency of data acquisition,
communication and resulted in centralized data storage. Further optimization of the developed PAT
application can further increment the observed positive results. To identify aspects which are suitable
for optimization, potential limitations, applicability of the application in practice as well as the validity
of yielded results, further verification in practice has to be sought.
Current practice involving the “as-planned” state of construction projects, is mainly based on contract
documentation in individual information systems and BIM models. To enable efficient management
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and processing of contract parameters (planning & costs) in the DLT environment, centralization of
this data in a single information system is preferred. In the constructed framework the presence of an
“as-planned” LOMD 400 BIM model which contained all required supply chain data was presumed.
However, a BIM model with contained this data in practice was not identified. Therefore, it has to be
discussed that the presumed conditions in terms of DAM do not fully align with the situation in
practice. Furthermore, it has to be discussed that BIM models are not the only mean to centralize the
required contract parameters. Alternatives are available and might have significant benefits over BIM
models. It should be discussed however, that centralization of cost data might incur resistance in
industry due to various causes. To enable combination of DAM with PAT and DLT, an adapted IFC file
was imported into Revit. All required contract parameters were processed into Revit and were
eventually converted into a JSON file. The required workflow to convert the contract parameters from
the Revit model to the required JSON format, was identified to be inefficient. To increase the efficiency
of this process, contract parameters can be directly inputted into Firebase manually or by means of an
DLT application (DApp). The export of data from a BIM model in JSON format would increase efficiency
as well and would relate best to current built environment practice. To further investigate
requirements related to centralized DAM and potential counter-arguments against costs centralization
are interesting topics for future research.
Literature suggests that a distributed ledger provides transparency and thus trust by means of
immutability, security and re-distribution of power. Hence, the technology was identified as a mean to
reduce risks and potential conflicts between supply chain parties. Furthermore, smart contracts were
identified to enable automation of planning compliance checking and payment procedures. The
conducted research focused on the application of an Ethereum based blockchain network, due to the
smart contract technology which is embedded in this type of blockchain. Although not all types of
blockchain networks enable the utilization of smart contract technologies, les prominent alternatives
for the Ethereum blockchain are available (e.g. Hyperledger). Based on the conducted research the
application of a consortium based permissioned network model with a PoA consensus algorithm was
proposed. This network structure and consensus protocol are considered to be the best available
match for built environment collaboration. However, it should be noted that future developments
might change the preferred composition of a blockchain for the same purpose. Furthermore, it should
be discussed that the developed smart contracts were not deployed and tested on the preferred
blockchain model due to unavailability of such a test environment. Instead, smart contracts were
deployed on the Goërli test net which does include a PoA algorithm although the network structure is
open permissionless. The results which are yielded from tests on the Goërli test net are not expected
to change when tested on the preferred customized blockchain network.
Executed tests with constructed smart contracts, indicated that import of physical asset data and
contract parameters was successful. Furthermore, (semi) automation of a comparison between the
aforementioned, automated token transfers and notifications proved to be successful as well. Hence,
it can be stated that the combination of PAT, DAM and DLT proposed in the constructed framework,
was successfully proved by the combination of interacting prototypes. Although (semi) automation
was achieved, several components and actions to trigger smart contract execution were identified to
be suitable for (semi) automation in the future. Examples of these components are the interactions
with function by EOA’s, which can be scheduled in the future with the Ethereum Alarm Clock.
Furthermore, several input values were manually provided in the Ethereum Remix environment during
test execution to increase flexibility. Optimizations of the developed smart contracts should focus on
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further automation of value inputs, reduction of transaction costs and the construction of an external
interface if this is required for implementation in practice. A potential limitation of the constructed
smart contracts can be its dependency on full transparency of costs data between supply chain parties.
Smart contracts were developed based on the assumption that the commissioner of a project
transferred funds to every supply chain party which successfully completed a status. However, in
current practice a chain payment system is more common. The developed smart contracts can be redeveloped to support chain payment systems with minimal effort. Such a conversion might be
undesirable as it could counteract desired transparency and thus trust.
The dashboard WebApp was developed to provide insight into PAT data, contract parameters and
smart contract computation results (e.g. token balance of parties). Although ideally such a dashboard
would be linked to blockchain data, establishment of such a link on a blockchain test net was not
possible. If the developed smart contracts would be deployed on a customized main net instance,
several dashboard services can be used. However, it should be discussed that these the functionalities
of these services are limited due to unresolved technical issues. Deployment of the developed smart
contracts on the main net was not realized due to technical, financial and planning-related research
contains. To enable simulation of dashboard functionalities in the future, a dashboard WebApp was
developed and deployed on an online domain. The developed dashboard depends on the manual
import of JSON files which are exported from Firebase. Tests which were executed with the dashboard
environment indicated that the dashboard accurately displayed information which is similar to smart
contract output. However, it should be discussed that tests related to scenario four (missing status)
did not yield the desired results. Hence, optimization of the dashboard WebApp has to focus on the
inclusion of computational code which deals with missing asset states. Furthermore, optimizations can
focus on: (1) the establishment of a direct link with the Firebase databases, (2) inclusion of additional
graphs required by practice, (3) development of multiple project environments, (4) actor specific
dashboard instances and (5) a direct link with blockchain data.
Previous research which regarded DLT in the built environment, mainly focused on on-site activities,
the development of a construction log and till some extent (semi) automation of contract execution.
Furthermore, several frameworks which proposed a combination or integration between the physical
and the digital by means of smart contracts was identified. Although these researches contributed
severely to scientific knowledge required to develop applications, a deficiency in researches which
technically contributed to smart contract and DL application development was identified. The
constructed framework and developed prototypes in the conducted research, provide a plug and play
concept which aids towards increased (semi) automation of compliance checking activities and
payments. It can be concluded that developed prototypes enable the combination of PAT, DAM and
DLT, which can be considered as an essential basis for full automation in the future. Hence, it can be
stated that the conducted research contributes to scientific knowledge regarding smart contract
application in built environment supply chains. The conducted research provides a basis for further
optimization, development and research. Furthermore, all combined applications contribute towards
the realization of an operational: (1) distributed, (2) immutable, (3) secure and (4) transparent ledger
for built environment collaborations. Therefore, it can be stated that a working prototype of a
construction log proposed in previous researches was realized. Hence, this research contributes to
increased trust and a decrease of conflicts in construction supply chains collaborations.
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A final question which results from the research states: “should industry adapt to new technologies or
should new technologies adapt to industry practice?”. The author of this thesis states that the answer
is somewhere in the middle. A combined effort of construction supply chain parties and application
developers to collaborate, might realize goals which are currently deemed impossible. Supply chain
information systems have to be considered specifically. A consortium of parties which represent each
link in the construction supply and application developers can aid towards the achievement of these
goals. To successfully develop applications with added value, construction professionals should invest
in the acquisition of knowledge regarding application development.
Technological advancements are occurring more rapidly than ever due to the rise of the world wide
web and hence, the accessibility to information. DLT should be considered as one of these
technological advancements which can potentially trigger disruption of the way we work. Although
technological developments generally provide many benefits, discrepancies between varying fields
also decreases the speed of successful implementation of these technologies. An example of such a
discrepancy is the ability of laws and thus the legal sector to deal with DLT-related issues. Hence, it can
be stated that other fields have to adapt to technological developments in order to enable full and
successful implementation. As these adaptions are stimulated by research and occurrences in practice,
the adaption of other fields to technological developments are expected to take time. Therefore, the
conduction of research on the influence of DLT on (e.g.) the legal sector is recommended.
8.2 RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY FOR DEVELOPERS

1. Optimize the way in which contract parameters are centralized inside or outside of a BIM model
(e.g. by means of a jointly managed database)
2. Develop alternative PAT applications which are based on RFID, UWB and GPS technology
3. Combine geospatial with scanning technologies to increase data acquisition on-site
4. Develop a direct link between sensors and the blockchain (use the sensors as oracles)
5. Develop an interface for inputting contract parameters in BIM software or externally (e.g. by
means of a DApp deployed on a blockchain)
6. Develop a system for (semi) automated smart contract development, deployment and
management in order to eliminate the blockchain admin role
7. Reduce transaction costs for smart contract execution and further automate function execution
by means of the Ethereum Alarm Clock and contract code optimization
8. Implement payments in crypto or fiat currency instead of tokens to bridge the gap between fictive
and actual payments
9. Develop a smart contract which accumulates (e.g. token) balances from multiple contracts in order
to map the total required account balance for each actor (in a wallet)
10. Extend smart contract functions to enable automation of additional obligation checks (e.g. qualityrelated, transport-related and safety-related)
11. Construct the proposed customized consortium based private permissioned blockchain network
12. Develop a direct link between the dashboard WebApp and Firebase databases to eliminate manual
uploading procedures
13. Develop a direct link between data on a blockchain and a decentralized dashboard application to
eliminate the utilization of data outside of the blockchain
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14. Develop a system of interlinked decentralized applications which encompasses: (1) physical asset
tracking, (2) smart contract (parameter) mangement, (3) digital asset management and (4) project
dashboard overviews.
8.3 RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY FOR FUTURE RESEARCHERS

1. Investigate the magnitude of conflict escalation due to intransparency, a lack of trust and chain
payment practice to establish a base-line for optimization through state of the art technologies
2. Further investigate potential counter-arguments against costs centralization, full transparency
between collaborating supply chain parties and legal limitations of smart contract application
3. Identify the magnitude of the influence of DLT on perceived transparency, conflict reduction and
failure costs
4. Collect empirical data on the application of PAT & DAM in practice to verify research results,
identify requirements, limitations as well as aspects for further optimization
5. Investigate promising DLT alternatives to the Ethereum blockchain (e.g. Hyperledger) and
construct frameworks similar to the developed Ethereum framework to facilitate application
development
6. Identify additional use cases in the execution, preparatory and maintenance phases and research
the applicability of DLT technology on these cases
7. Conduct research on the integration of PAT, DAM and DLT apps instead of app combination as
proposed in the conducted research
8.4 RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY FOR INDUSTRY

1. Pilot and experiment with PAT and DAM applications in order to establish prioritization of
optimizations, technologies and procedures for future application
2. Pilot a test version of the developed DLT in order to verify the usability and identify future
requirements for implementation in practice
3. Pilot the entire infrastructure within a specific supply chain of trusted chain partners were full
transparency can be provided, to determine the infrastructure’s usability in other supply chains
4. Pilot an optimized version of the full infrastructure in a simple construction project to identify
problems and to establish procedures for implementation of the infrastructure in multiple projects
5. Collaborate with developers and representatives of every link in the supply chain to jointly develop
and implement applications and information systems. These applications and information systems
have to add value for each party and have to reduce problems
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10. APPENDICES
The appendices chapter, is structured in accordance to the individually developed applications. The
code which is included in this chapter, only consists of the the code which is most essential for the
utilization of the applications. In order to clarify the structure of the appendices, the sections,
incorporated appendices and the purpose which the code in these appendices serves are described
hereafter.
10.1 Smart Contracts
10.1.1 SC1.sol
10.1.2 SC2.sol
10.2 PAT application
10.2.1 Login.aia
10.2.2 Admin Status.aia
10.3 DAM
10.3.1 Costum Property set.IFC
10.4 Dashboard WebApp
10.4.1 App.py
10.4.2 Parser.py
10.4.3 HTML creator.py
10.4.4 Controller.js
As each of the developed applications consist of multiple code files, the author of this master thesis
can be contacted for additional files and information. In order to do so, an e-mail to:
WoutervGroesen@gmail.com suffices.
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10.1 SMART CONTRACT APPE NDIX

In this appendix the solidity smart contract code is provided.
10.1.1 SC1.SOL
pragma solidity ^0.4.22;
import "github.com/provable-things/ethereum-api/provableAPI_0.4.25.sol";
// contract to retreive the current status of a specific asset throughout time
contract SC1_0LV8Pid0X3IA3jJLVDPidY is usingProvable {
function __callback(bytes32 myid, string result);
string public STATUS;
event LogConstructorInitiated(string nextStep);
event LogStatusUpdated(string status);
event LogNewProvableQuery(string description);
// function to add Ether for the execution of the updateStatus function
function ProvideEther() payable {
LogConstructorInitiated("Constructor was provided with Ether. Call 'updateStatus()'
to send the Provable Query.");
}
// function to callback the current status of a physical asset
function __callback(bytes32 myid, string result){
if (msg.sender != provable_cbAddress()) revert();
STATUS = result;
LogStatusUpdated(result);
updateStatus();
}
// function to initiate the provable oracle service to retrieve status from Firebase
function updateStatus () public {
if (provable_getStatus("URL") > this.balance) {
LogNewProvableQuery("Provable query was NOT sent, please add some ETH to cover
for the query fee");
} else {
LogNewProvableQuery("Provable query was sent, standing by for the answer..");
provable_query(1, "URL","https://smart-constructionstatus.firebaseio.com/Current%20Status/e1e1d517-654e-492a-9720-f0311b9e1e29.json");
}
}
function store(bytes32 myid, string result) public {
STATUS = result;
}
function retreive(bytes32 myid, string result) public view returns (string){
return result;
}
}
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10.1.2 SC2.SOL
pragma solidity ^0.4.4;
// contract which compares as-planned to asbuilt and automatically execute payment in tokens
contract SC2_0LV8Pid0X3IA3jJLVDPidY {
address admin;
uint contractLeadTimeDelivery; // in days (Parameter = Delivery Date)
uint contractLeadTimeExecution; // in days

(Parameter = Execution Date)

uint contractLeadTimeVerification; // in days

date (Parameter = Verification Date)

uint contractPaymentDelivery; // in tokens (Parameter = Delivery Costs)
uint contractPaymentExecution; // in tokens (Parameter = Execution Costs)
uint contractPaymentVerification; // in tokens (Parameter = Verification Costs)
mapping (string => PhysicalElement) physicalelement;
mapping (address => uint) balances;
mapping (address => uint) successDelivered;
mapping (address => uint) successExecuted;
mapping (address => uint) successVerified;
struct PhysicalElement {
uint statusDataManufacture;
uint statusDataDelivery;
uint statusDataExecute;
uint statusDataVerify;
string GUID;
uint timeStamp;
address sender;
}
// events to display messages when transactions are executed
event Success(string _message, string GUID, uint

_statusData, uint _timeStamp, addres

s _sender);
event Payment(string _message, address _from, address _to,uint _amount);
event Failure(string _message);

// constructor runs when the contract is compiled & deployed
// Input initial supply of tokens, crypto or fiat after contract deployment
function supplyETH(uint _initialETHSupply) public payable {
admin = msg.sender;
balances[admin] = _initialETHSupply; // all tokens which are supplied initially
}
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// modifier to restrict the execution of function to the admin
modifier onlyAdmin() {
if (msg.sender != admin) revert();
_;
}
// function to send ETH (tokens or FIAT) from one account to another
function sendETH(address _from, address

_to, uint _amount) public payable

returns (bool success) {
if (balances[_from] < _amount) {
emit Failure('Payment not allowed: Insufficient funds to send payment');
return false;
}
balances[_from] -= _amount;
balances[_to] += _amount;
emit Payment('Succes: Payment sent', _from, _to, _amount);
return true;
}
// function to show ETH (token or FIAT) balance of a specific account
function getTokenBalance(address _account) public constant returns (uint _balan
ce) {
return balances[_account];
}
// function to recover ETH (tokens) from an account (restricted to admin)
// in the event that the sendETH function is used incorrectly or abused
function recoverETH(address _from, uint _amount) onlyAdmin public payable retur
ns (bool success) {
if (balances[_from] < _amount) {
emit Failure('Insufficient funds to recover. Contact actor!');
return false;
}
balances[_from] -= _amount;
balances[msg.sender] += _amount;
emit Payment('Funds successfully recovered', _from, msg.sender, _amount
);
return true;
}
// function to set contract parameters for the delivery
function setContractParametersDelivery(uint _leadTimeDelivery, uint _paymentDel
ivery) onlyAdmin public returns (bool success) {
contractLeadTimeDelivery = _leadTimeDelivery; // set planned date
contractPaymentDelivery = _paymentDelivery; // set the payment amount
return true;
}
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// function to set contract parameters for the execution status
function setContractParametersExecution(uint _leadTimeExecution, uint _paymentE
xecution) onlyAdmin public returns (bool success) {
contractLeadTimeExecution = _leadTimeExecution; // set planned date
contractPaymentExecution = _paymentExecution; // set the payment amount
return true;
}
// function to set contract parameters for the verification status
function setContractParametersVerification(uint _leadTimeVerification, uint _pa
ymentVerification) onlyAdmin public returns (bool success) {
contractLeadTimeVerification = _leadTimeVerification; // set planned date
contractPaymentVerification = _paymentVerification; // set the payment
return true;
}
// function (ready for delivery)
function ElementReadyForDelivery(string GUID, uint

_statusDataManufacture) pub

lic returns (bool success) {
physicalelement[GUID].locationDataManufacture =

_statusDataManufacture;

physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp = block.timestamp;
physicalelement[GUID].sender = msg.sender;
totalDelivered[msg.sender] += 1;
emit Success('Item manufactured & ready for delivery',GUID,

_statusDataMa

nufacture, block.timestamp, msg.sender);
return true;
}
// function (delivered)
function receiveElement(string GUID, uint

_statusDataDelivery) public returns

(bool success) {

// execute payment if item is received on time and the status is correct
if (block.timestamp <= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadTimeDeliv
ery*60*60*24) &&

_statusDataDelivery >= 2 &&

_statusDataDelivery <= 6 ) {

sendETH(admin, physicalelement[GUID].sender, contractPaymentDelivery);
successDelivered[physicalelement[GUID].sender] += 1;
emit Success('Element received', GUID,

_statusDataDelivery, block.timestam

p, msg.sender);
return true;
}
else {
if (block.timestamp >= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadT
imeDelivery*60*60*24)){
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as delivery criteria not met (date)
');
return false;
}
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else {
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as delivery criteria not met (q
uality)');
return false;
}}
}
// function (ready for execution)
function ElementReadyForExecution (string GUID, uint

_statusDataExecute) publi

c returns (bool success) {
physicalelement[GUID].locationDataExecute =

_statusDataExecute;

physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp = block.timestamp;
physicalelement[GUID].sender = msg.sender;
totalExecuted[msg.sender] += 1;
emit Success('Item ready for Execution', GUID,

_statusDataExecute, block.t

imestamp, msg.sender);
return true;
}

// function (executed)
function executionElement(string GUID, uint

_statusDataExecute) public returns

(bool success) {
// execute payment if element is executed on time and the status is correct
if (block.timestamp <= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadTimeExecu
tion*60*60*24) &&

_statusDataExecute >= 3 &&

_statusDataExecute <= 6 ) {

sendETH(admin, physicalelement[GUID].sender, contractPaymentExecution);
successExecuted[physicalelement[GUID].sender] += 1;
emit Success('Element executed', GUID,

_statusDataExecute, block.timestamp

, msg.sender);
return true;
}
else {
if (block.timestamp >= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadT
imeExecution*60*60*24)){
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as execution criteria not met (date
)');
return false;
}
else {
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as execution criteria not met (
quality)');
return false;
}}
}
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// function (ready for verification)
function ElementReadyForVerification (string GUID, uint

_statusDataVerify) pub

lic returns (bool success) {
physicalelement[GUID].locationDataVerify =

_statusDataVerify;

physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp = block.timestamp;
physicalelement[GUID].sender = msg.sender;
totalDelivered[msg.sender] += 1;
emit Success('Item ready for Verification', GUID,

_statusDataVerify, block

.timestamp, msg.sender);
return true;
}

// function (verified)
function verificateElement(string GUID, uint

_statusDataVerify) public returns

(bool success) {

// execute payment if element is verified on time and the status is correct
if (block.timestamp <= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadTimeVerif
ication*60*60*24) &&

_statusDataVerify >= 5 &&

_statusDataVerify <= 6) {

sendETH(admin, physicalelement[GUID].sender, contractPaymentVerification);
successExecuted[physicalelement[GUID].sender] += 1;
emit Success('Element verified', GUID,

_statusDataVerify, block.timestamp,

msg.sender);
return true;
}
else {
if (block.timestamp >= physicalelement[GUID].timeStamp + (contractLeadT
imeVerification*60*60*24)){
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as verification criteria not met (d
ate)');
return false;
}
else {
emit Failure('Payment not triggered as verification criteria not me
t (quality)');
return false;
}}
}

// function remove details an asset if new parameters need to be processed
function deleteElement(string GUID) onlyAdmin public returns (bool success) {
delete physicalelement[GUID];
return true;
}
}
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10.2 PAT APPENDIX

In this appendix, the back-end code of the pysical asset tracking application is provided.
10.2.1 LOGIN .AIA
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10.2.2 ADMIN STATUS.AIA
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10.3 DAM APPENDIX

In this appendix the IFC file which was adaptated and utilized in tests is provided.
10.3.1 CUSTOM PROPER TY SET.IFC
/* create the prefab element leaf */
#124 = IFCPREFAB('0LV8Pid0X3IA3jJLVDPidY', #2, 'A common prefab element',
'Description of a standard prefab element', $, #125, #130, $, 1.400, 0.7);
#125 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT(#98, #126);
#126 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#127, #128, #129);
#127 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0., 1.000E-1, 0.));
#128 = IFCDIRECTION((0., 0., 1.));
#129 = IFCDIRECTION((1., 0., 0.));
#130 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE($, $, (#150));
#131 = IFCRELFILLSELEMENT('1CDlLMVMv1qw1giUXpQgxI', #2, $, $, #97, #124);
#150 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION(#20, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#151));
#151 = IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID(#152, #159, #163, 2.100);
#152 = IFCARBITRARYCLOSEDPROFILEDEF(.AREA., $, #153);
#153 = IFCPOLYLINE((#154, #155, #156, #157, #158));
#154 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0., 0.));
#155 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0., 0.1));
#156 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((1.400, 0.1));
#157 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((1.400, 0.));
#158 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0., 0.));
#159 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#160, #161, #162);
#160 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0., 0., 0.));
#161 = IFCDIRECTION((0., 0., 1.));
#162 = IFCDIRECTION((1., 0., 0.));
#163 = IFCDIRECTION((0., 0., 1.));
/* define some alphanumeric properties */
#164 = IFCPROPERTYSET('92eb073b-dfec-4a7f-a778-6d1af3d8d907', #2, 'Pset_PrefabCommon', $,
(#165, #166, #167, #168, #169, #170, #171, #172, #173, #174, #175));
#165 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('DeliveryDate', 'DeliveryDate', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#166 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('DeliveryPrice', 'DeliveryPrice', IFCREAL(0.00), $);
#167 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('ExecutionDate', 'ExecutionDate', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#168 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('ExecutionPrice', 'ExecutionPrice', IFCREAL(0.00), $);
#169 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('VerificationDate', 'VerificationDate', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#170 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('VerificationPrice', 'VerificationPrice', IFCREAL(0.00), $);
#171 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('AllContractsSigned', 'AllContractsSigned', IFCBOOLEAN(.F.), $);
#172 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Manufacturer', 'Manufacturer', IFCTEXT(''), $);
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#173 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Sub-Contractor', 'Sub-Contractor', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#174 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('MainContractor', 'MainContractor', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#175 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE('Client', 'Client', IFCTEXT(''), $);
#176 = IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES('6e5b0646-b8d1-4c58-90ee-61a5e26c3332', #2, $, $, (#124), #164);
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21;
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10.4 DASHBOARD WEBAP P APPENDIX
In this appendix the back-end code of the developed dashboard WebApp is provided.
10.4.1 APP.PY

import json
import os
from flask import Flask, render_template, request, redirect, send_file, jsonif
y
from werkzeug.utils import secure_filename
import json
from python.parser import contract_object, status_parser, log_parser, obligati
ons_parser
from python.htmlcreator import html_factory
app = Flask(__name__)
app.config["SEND_FILE_MAX_AGE_DEFAULT"] = 0
UPLOAD_FOLDER = "static/logfiles/"
app.config["UPLOAD_FOLDER"] = UPLOAD_FOLDER
ALLOWED_EXTENSIONS = set(["json"])
log_data_colist = []
current_status_list = []

@app.route("/process_status_data", methods=["POST"])
def process_status_data():
global current_status_list
raw_data = request.form["mydata"]
s_parser_obj = status_parser()
s_parser_obj.parse(raw_data)
current_status_list = s_parser_obj._status_data
html_factory_obj = html_factory()
(
manafactured_string,
delivered_string,
executed_string,
verified_string,
rejected_string,
) = html_factory_obj.status_html_creator(s_parser_obj._status_data)
return jsonify(
man_html=manafactured_string,
del_html=delivered_string,
exec_html=executed_string,
ver_html=verified_string,
rej_html=rejected_string,
)
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@app.route("/process_obligations", methods=["POST"])
def process_obligations():
global log_data_colist
global current_status_list
raw_data = request.form["mydata"]
obl_obj = obligations_parser()
wallet_logs, lates = obl_obj.parse(raw_data, log_data_colist)
html_factory_obj = html_factory()
wallet_html_string = html_factory_obj.wallet_html_creator(wallet_logs)
return jsonify(wallet_html_string=wallet_html_string, lates_list=lates)

@app.route("/process_log_data", methods=["POST"])
def process_log_data():
global log_data_colist
raw_data = request.form["mydata"]
l_parser_obj = log_parser()
l_parser_obj.parse(raw_data)
html_factory_obj = html_factory()
log_data_colist = l_parser_obj.co_list
html_string = html_factory_obj.log_html_creator(l_parser_obj.co_list)
return html_string

@app.route("/")
def index():
return render_template("dashboard.html")

if __name__ == "__main__":
app.run(host="0.0.0.0", port="8000")
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10.4.2 PARSER.PY

import json
import re
import os
from datetime import date
import python.utility as ut

class contract_object:
def __init__(self, obj_id, log_list):
self.id = obj_id
self.log_list = log_list

class wallet_logs:
def __init__(self):
self.transfer_list = []
def enter_log_entry(self, _id, _from, _to, _amount, _status):
log_item = {
"id": _id,
"from": _from,
"to": _to,
"amount": _amount,
"status": _status,
}
self.transfer_list.append(log_item)

class obligations_parser:
def __init__(self):
self.obligations_list = {}
self.wallet_log = wallet_logs()
self.lates = [0, 0, 0]
def delivery_check(
self,
delivery_date,
delivered_on,
current_day,
delivery_price,
transfer_from,
transfer_to,
obj_id,
):
if ut.date1_lessthan_date2(delivered_on, delivery_date):
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, delivery_price, "Delivered
"
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)
else:
self.lates[0] += 1
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, "0", "Late Delivery"
)
def execution_check(
self,
execution_date,
executed_on,
current_day,
execution_price,
transfer_from,
transfer_to,
obj_id,
):
if ut.date1_lessthan_date2(executed_on, execution_date):
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, execution_price, "Executed
"
)
else:
self.lates[1] += 1
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, "0", "Late Execution"
)
def verification_check(
self,
verification_date,
verified_on,
current_day,
verification_price,
transfer_from,
transfer_to,
obj_id,
):
if ut.date1_lessthan_date2(verified_on, verification_date):
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, verification_price, "Verif
ied"
)
else:
self.lates[2] += 1
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, transfer_from, transfer_to, "0", "Late Verification"
)
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def parse(self, raw_data, co_list):
_data = json.loads(raw_data)
_wallet_status = []
today = date.today()
current_day = today.strftime("%m/%d/%Y")
for token in _data.keys():
found_status = False
_temp = []
token_dict = _data[token]
curr_id = token
delivery_date = token_dict["DeliveryDate"]
delivery_price = token_dict["DeliveryPrice"]
execution_date = token_dict["ExecutionDate"]
execution_price = token_dict["ExecutionPrice"]
verification_date = token_dict["VerificationDate"]
verification_price = token_dict["VerificationPrice"]
transfer_from = token_dict["Client"]
main_contractor = token_dict["MainContractor"]
manufacturer = token_dict["Manufacturer"]
sub_contractor = token_dict["Sub-Contractor"]
obj_id = curr_id
for co_item in co_list:
if co_item.id == curr_id:
found_status = True
for log_item in co_item.log_list:
if log_item[0] == "Delivered":
delivered_on = log_item[1].split(" ")[0]
self.delivery_check(
delivery_date,
delivered_on,
current_day,
delivery_price,
transfer_from,
manufacturer,
obj_id,
)
elif log_item[0] == "Executed":
executed_on = log_item[1].split(" ")[0]
self.execution_check(
execution_date,
executed_on,
current_day,
execution_price,
transfer_from,
sub_contractor,
obj_id,
)
elif log_item[0] == "Verified":
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verified_on = log_item[1].split(" ")[0]
self.verification_check(
verification_date,
verified_on,
current_day,
verification_price,
transfer_from,
main_contractor,
obj_id,
)
else:
continue
else:
continue
if found_status == False:
self.wallet_log.enter_log_entry(
obj_id, "No Record", "No Record", "No Record", "No Record"
)
return self.wallet_log, self.lates

class status_parser:
def __init__(self):
self._raw_data = None
self._status_data = []
def clean_data(self):
for item in self._raw_data:
_temp = []
_temp.append(item[0])
status_change = item[1].split(",")[1]
status_change = status_change[2]
_temp.append(status_change)
self._status_data.append(_temp)
def parse(self, raw_data):
_data = json.loads(raw_data)
self._raw_data = list(dict(list(_data.items())[0][1]).items())
self.clean_data()

class log_parser:
def __init__(self):
self._raw_data = None
self.co_list = []
def populate_data(self):
for item in self._raw_data:
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obj_id, _log_list = self.clean_data(item)
_contract_obj = contract_object(obj_id, _log_list)
self.co_list.append(_contract_obj)
def clean_data(self, tuple_obj):
_log_list = []
obj_id = str(tuple_obj[0])
_value_string = tuple_obj[1][1:-1]
_temp_list = re.findall("\[(.*?)\]", _value_string)
for item in _temp_list:
_temp = []
check_list = item.split(",")
_temp.append(check_list[0][1:-1])
_temp.append(check_list[2][1:-1].replace("\\", ""))
_temp.append("".join(check_list[4:])[1:-1].replace("\\n", ""))
_log_list.append(_temp)
return obj_id, _log_list
def parse(self, raw_data):
_data = json.loads(raw_data)
self._raw_data = list(dict(list(_data.items())[0][1]).items())
self.populate_data()
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10.4.3 HTML CREATOR. PY

class html_factory:
def __init__(self):
self.log_template = "<tr><td>{objid}</td><td>{status}</td><td>{date}</
td><td>{location}</td></tr>"
self.status_template = '<tr><td><div class="formcheck"><label class="form-check-label"><input class="form-checkinput" type="checkbox" value=""><span class="form-checksign"><span class="check"></span></span></label></div></td><td>{coid}</td></tr
>'
self.wallet_template = "<tr><td>{objid}</td><td>{_from}</td><td>{_to}<
/td><td>{amount}</td><td>{status}</td></tr>"
def log_html_creator(self, co_list):
html_string = ""
for co in co_list:
curr_id = co.id
for log_item in co.log_list:
curr_html_item = self.log_template
curr_html_string = curr_html_item.format(
objid=str(curr_id),
status=str(log_item[0]),
date=str(log_item[1]),
location=str(log_item[2]),
)
html_string += curr_html_string
return html_string
def wallet_html_creator(self, wallet_logs):
wallet_html_string = ""
for log_item in wallet_logs.transfer_list:
curr_html_item = self.wallet_template
entry = curr_html_item.format(
objid=str(log_item["id"][:7]) + "...",
_from=str(log_item["from"][:10]) + "...",
_to=str(log_item["to"][:10]) + "...",
amount=str(log_item["amount"]),
status=str(log_item["status"]),
)
wallet_html_string += entry
return wallet_html_string
def status_html_creator(self, _obj_list):
verified_string = ""
delivered_string = ""
executed_string = ""
manafactured_string = ""
rejected_string = ""
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for item in _obj_list:
coid = str(item[0])
_temp_string = self.status_template
final_string = _temp_string.format(coid=coid)
if int(item[1]) == 1 or int(item[1]) == 2:
manafactured_string += final_string
elif int(item[1]) == 3 or int(item[1]) == 4:
delivered_string += final_string
elif int(item[1]) == 5 or int(item[1]) == 6:
executed_string += final_string
elif int(item[1]) == 7:
verified_string += final_string
elif int(item[1]) >= 8:
rejected_string += final_string
return (
manafactured_string,
delivered_string,
executed_string,
verified_string,
rejected_string,
)
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10.4.4 CONTROLLER.JS

var input = document.getElementById("loginput");
var status_input = document.getElementById("statusinput");
var obligation_input = document.getElementById("obligationsinput");
var raw_log_data = "no data";
var wallet_logs = "no logs";
var log_output = $("#logtable");
var wallet_table = $("#walletlog");
var log_error_output = `<tr><td>Error</td><td>Error</td><td>Error</td><td>Erro
r</td></tr>`;
var wallet_error_output = `<tr><td>Error</td><td>Error</td><td>Error</td><td>E
rror</td><td>Error</td></tr>`;
var raw_status_data = "no data";
var current_lates = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
// var output = document.getElementById("output");
input.addEventListener("change", function () {
if (this.files && this.files[0]) {
var myFile = this.files[0];
var reader = new FileReader();
reader.addEventListener("load", function (e) {
raw_log_data = e.target.result;
get_log_data();
});
reader.readAsBinaryString(myFile);
}
});
status_input.addEventListener("change", function () {
if (this.files && this.files[0]) {
var mystatusFile = this.files[0];
var status_reader = new FileReader();
status_reader.addEventListener("load", function (e) {
raw_status_data = e.target.result;
get_status_data();
});
status_reader.readAsBinaryString(mystatusFile);
}
});
obligation_input.addEventListener("change", function () {
if (this.files && this.files[0]) {
var obligationsFile = this.files[0];
var status_reader = new FileReader();
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status_reader.addEventListener("load", function (e) {
wallet_logs = e.target.result;
get_wallet_logs();
});
status_reader.readAsBinaryString(obligationsFile);
}
});
function get_wallet_logs() {
request = $.ajax({
url: "http://85.90.244.179/process_obligations",
type: "post",
data: { mydata: wallet_logs },
});
request.done(function (response) {
var json_obj = response;
var html_string = json_obj.wallet_html_string;
wallet_table.html(html_string);
current_lates[1] = json_obj.lates_list[0];
current_lates[2] = json_obj.lates_list[1];
current_lates[3] = json_obj.lates_list[2];
barChartData.datasets[0].data = current_lates;
myBar.data = barChartData;
myBar.update();
});
request.fail(function (textStatus, errorThrown) {
console.error("The following error occurred: " + textStatus, errorThrown);
wallet_table.html(wallet_error_output);
});
}
function get_log_data() {
request = $.ajax({
url: "http://85.90.244.179/process_log_data",
type: "post",
data: { mydata: raw_log_data },
});
request.done(function (response) {
var html_string = response;
log_output.html(html_string);
});
request.fail(function (textStatus, errorThrown) {
console.error("The following error occurred: " + textStatus, errorThrown);
log_output.html(log_error_output);
});
}
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function get_status_data() {
request = $.ajax({
url: "http://85.90.244.179/process_status_data",
type: "post",
data: { mydata: raw_status_data },
});
request.done(function (response) {
var _list = [
"#verified_table",
"#delivered_table",
"#manafactured_table",
"#executed_table",
"#rejected_table",
];
var json_obj = response;
$(_list[0]).html(json_obj.ver_html);
$(_list[1]).html(json_obj.del_html);
$(_list[2]).html(json_obj.man_html);
$(_list[3]).html(json_obj.exec_html);
$(_list[4]).html(json_obj.rej_html);
});
request.fail(function (textStatus, errorThrown) {
console.error("The following error occurred: " + textStatus, errorThrown);
});
}
var barChartData = {
labels: ["", "Late Delivery", "Late Execution", "Late Verification", ""],
datasets: [
{
label: "Late",
backgroundColor: "rgba(255, 0, 0,1.0)",
borderColor: "rgba(255, 0, 0,1.0)",
borderWidth: 1,
data: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
},
],
};
var ctx = document.getElementById("canvas").getContext("2d");
var myBar = new Chart(ctx, {
type: "bar",
data: barChartData,
options: {
responsive: true,
legend: {
position: "top",
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},
title: {
display: true,
text: "Bar Chart",
},
},
});
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